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October,
—

-

now fairly begun, will be realized so far as
that consummation depends upon his con-

—

The scholar drops his book and pen

scientious exertionsand his

To mix with visions sober,

The pallet of October!

who bave made

For, Jacob-like, the waning year,
With

patriarchal

Gives tothe month supremely dear,
fashion.

To this conspired the buds of Spring,
And all the months and seasons;

Their sheaves to his the eleven bring
In dutiful obeisance.
Esrth finds no bluer, fairer skies,
Binoe June's, the gentle-hearted;

Bach bough suspends some sweet surprise,
-1n pay for gifts departed.

:

She tenderest-spiked anemone
That

starred my hillside hollow,

Foretold the summer bird and bee—

And cardinal flower should follow.

~#Pis sweet when May's young leaves unfold
To drink her charmed {oo yuen;
To-day the forest's fire and gold

history;

pected a rich treat from

Add blissful thought to sober;

And greet, when Life and Joy o’erspill,
The gorgeous- hued October!
= Independent.

Boston.

their quiint per-

are to have a fine reading-room and library
.| in Hamilton Place, where their publications
are at all times to be found,
It is estimated that there are in Boston,

The Rev.Jobn DeWitt,of Irvington, N. J.,
has announced to the committee of the Cen-

tal Congregational Courch of this city, that
he accepts the call tendered Lim. Mr.
DeWitt is a son of the late Rev. Dr. DeWitt
of Harrisburg, Penn.,aad is considered one

these clubs is of the worst kind, but as yet
little has been done to counteract the evils

will prove quite an accession to the Boston
pulpit. In connection with this call, the

‘“ MASTERS.” .

Four Impossible Things.

$180,000)

se

——

has been provided for. The Hebrew Congregation, “* Adath Israel,” have purchaseda
piece of land on Chandler street, (Back

First, to escape trouble by running away
from daty. Second, to become a Christian
of strength and maturity without undergoing’

Bay,) and intend building a new and beau-

severe trials. Third, to form sn independent

tiful temple thereon.

character except when thrown

upon

own resources.

a growing

They

will take the

lead in what is called ‘‘ Reform,” which consists in conducting their services more in
accordance with the requirements of the

nineteenth century.
The pew proprietors of the ‘Old South
Church” held a meeting lately, to consider
the propriety of purchasing land for the erection of & new house of worship further
from the center of business and nearer the
residences of members than the present location. A vote was passed authorizing the
standing committee to procure a site. This

action does

The truth is that, when

the abandonnot contemplate

ment or demolition of the present edifice.
The South Baptist Church, of South Boston, is again. without a pastor; the Rev.
G. J. Abbot having resigned to accept a
call tothe Baptist Church in Watertown,
Mags. Mr..Abbot has been quite successful

in his pastorate at this church.
Rev. Edward Abbott, well known in this
vicinity as the pastor of the Stearns Chapel,
Cambridgeport, has left that position with
a view to enter upon the duties of an editor on the staff of the Congregationalist and

Rev.

W.

H.

Bowen

thought that

Rev. D. M. Graham presented,
what in detail, the proposition from
dale College. He thought the College
present a pecuniary inducement of

thousand dollars: for the
the School at Hillsdale,”

to accomplish

given work, they organize forit.

Fourth, to

be

man when you look to your

post for influ-

ence, instead of bringing influence
post. {

The
TuurspAy,

your

to

your

Anniversaries.
Oct. 14.—THIRD Day.

The Home Mission Society met at nine
o'clock for the transaction of business.
The annual report of the Treasurer was
read and accepted. At this, and at an
adjourned meeting, the Society chose officers for the ensuing year. These were
substantially the same as these nominated
by the General Conference one year ago,
Lowell

with the exception that Rev. J.. A.

was

elected Recording” Secretary in the

place of Rev. J. Mariner,

in

consequence

Hampshire, and

who is

of not residing
Rev.

G.

IH. Ball,

ineligible

in

New

Corres-

the

we

a

it come there.

fomeH:lisciuld
forty

friends of

haste, butto take

that we should

have some point upon which we can concen-

trate all our energies. The speaker saw no
objection to Jocating the School in close
proximity with some other institution of

learning.
E. D. Lewis, Esq., sdid that he came to
this meetingat the request of the citizens of

We fail New Hampton.

Their wishes in respect to
the location of the School are well known.

he thought

tn

AFTERNOON

—EDUCATION

SOCIETY.

The Education Society met on Thursday
afternoon, at 2 o'clock. Rev. O. B. Cheney,
the President, occupied the chair. After
prayer by Rev. P. 'S. Burbank, the records
of the last meeting were read by the Ree,
Secretary. The Treasurer and Correspond-

ing

Secretary made their reports.

The re-

ponding Secretary, in the place of Rev. S. ro the latter was unusually brief. In
ned
. At ten addition to a very concise statement of
a reélection.
Cartis, who decli
o'clock, an adjourned meeting of the Anni- the condition of the educational work, reversary Convention was held, at which an ports were read from the President of Bates
y was afforded to discuss general College and the Professorsin the Theologiopportunit
Recorder.
This gentleman
is a strong
The former institution is mancal School.
thinker, an able and ready writer. The denominational interests.
ng in power and influence,
ifestly
increasi
After prayer by Rev. J. S. Burgess, Rev.
«¢ American * Christian Commission” held
while
the
latter
seems to be accomplishing
apof
subject
the
presented
Blake
E.
C.
two meetings in Boston last Sabbath; both
of which were exceedingly interesting. At pointing some brethren to attend a Coun- good, though less than could be desired.
With the College there are now connected
the evening session, Rev. Dr. Duryea in cil to be held in New York city, on the
nearly
80 students, while the prospect for
represenof
composed
insts.,
21st
and
the course of his remarks, said that there 20th
future
classes i3 encouraging. Above 20
were portions ofthe best States in Christian tatives of the various evangelical denomihave
been
connected with the Theo. School,
of
New England more destitute of the gospel nations, to confer over the best methods
one
of
whom
has died.
A
union.
Christian
of
than the region of the Five Points in New promoting the spirit
The Committee on the location of the
York eity. It was so with every State in special request having been made that
the Union. Canvassing would show that the F. B. denomination be represented in Theological School, appointed at Newmarthere were an appalling number of house- the Council, it was urged that we ought ket, then reported. In addition to haking
holds without a page of the Holy Word, not to suffer the opportunity of rendering inquiries of parties at Lewiston, Hillsdale,
that there were souls who for years never an important service to the great cause w %roidence and New tlampton, as directed,
The Convention respond- thé Committee had written letters to friends
heard a syllable of it even in the most reli- pass by unused,
gious ofthe States. Boston was evangelical,it ed by requestiiig Revs. Geo.T. Day, O. B. at Portland, Dover, Lowell, Whitestown,
was pre-emipnently a Christian city, and yet Cheney, D. M. Grabam and C. E. Blake, Buffalo and other places. From some of
she hadn't enough ministers for all her and Bros. E. W. Page and J. 0. Donnell to these places they had received no answers ;
churches. Some one else must work be- attend the Council in behalf ofthe denomi: from others replies have been received, stating that the friends there had no proposia
sides ministers; persons must work in nation.
A committee, previously appointed to re- tion to make, while definite propositions
their own sphere; they need not infringe
upon the rghts or privileges of ministors. eu upon the subject of rendering aid in came only from New Hampton; Whitestown,
and ‘supporting Theological Buffalo and Hillsdale. In view of these facts,
God would make Christians more and more endowing
Professorships
in Howard University,’ and the Committee had no positive recommen
appalled at the great destitution throughout

But if the Society decides this question in
the negative, New Hampton wishes to have
the question, where it shall go, decided at

once, so that agitation may cease. As things
now are, we greatly prefer to be without
the School than to have it. Discusion, as
we know [rom experience, {3 disadvanta-

geous to the literary school,
Rev. 0. B, Cheney véférred in very appropriate terms to what Mr, Bates has done
for Lewiston, and urged the importance of
the denomination meeting the conditions
upon which he proposed to bestow. his benefactions. He also said that the question of
the removal of the Theological School from
New England was a serious one,and thought
that no hasty steps should be taken. New
England, he said, needs a school of its own
gud should not surrender the right to have
ne, even if “our present School was removed:

for di-

School should be located at Buffalo, and
that a course of collegiate instruction
should also be maintained: at that point,

a com-

amendments

raised for the endowment

of the literary

school, and during this suspension of effort,

the feeling ‘become quite general that Now
Hampton was not a good location. The
Commit ¢ which has had the subject unfer

with

passed,

instructing the Com. to enter

upon the work of finding a suitable loca.

and he presented facts

tion for the Schooel,—if the proposal to go
to Buffalo was not accepted by January 1,

1870,—with a view of eficeting its removal

and location within one year from that date.
The Com. thus provided for, was then appointed.
Its members are: E. Knowlton,

B. F. Hayes,

A. K. Moulton,

E. H. Pres-

cott, G. IL. Ball, J. Calder, D. M. Graham.

resolution to the effect that a Committee of

~ After vhe passage of resolutions touching

seven be appointed to locate the School in
some suitable place, without special regard

the character

to what stich a place would do for the
School, and thatthe question of endowment

port its action to the Society for its approval

any

decisive

steps.

In re-

sponse to some inquiries of Bro. Ball, Bro.
‘Smith explained tbat his resolution was not

calculated to interfere with any proposal
which might come from Buffalo.
All
things considered, the Committee might regard Buffalo as the most suitable place.
Rev. W. H. Bowen was opposed to the
removal of the School from New England.
We had a strong foothold here, and we
should, seek

to retain

it.

The School was

needed here to educate the young men of
New England for the ministry,
Rev. G. H. Ball thought that the question before the Society was a very important one, and suggested that some respassed

be

should

olution

in favor of Buf-

falo. He explained the advantages which
Buffalo offered as a location, and said, that

would

institution

a strong central

draw

students from both New England and the
We needed to found a great and
West.

dollars, nor

set it on the Cap

TaURsDAY
The

we knew il ,was Impossible to get
from

any quarter

imperative

question before

in

in the treasury
1869,

92,

easy

argue

to

favor

in

of

a strong

of

$80.72.

The

entire

°

departments of Home and

in the two

making

our

resources

for

that

time,

makicg the present
interest, $618,73,
amount of indebtedness, $2,054,97.
HOME DEPARTMENT.

Daring the year, thirty churches and two

Quarterly Meetings, situated in 13 states,
have been aided, and appropriations made,
New churches
amounting to $3,229.00.
have

ones repaired, in

and old

been built,

several places. A Home Mission Cireular,
giving ar outline of the plan approved by
has been widethe last General Conference,
ly circulated. In several Yearly Meetings,
agents have already been appointed in accordance with the suggestions of said cirMissionary agents, beth in New
cular.
England and in the West, report a deep
interest among those with whom they have
have been favorable, and

Results

labored.

the prospect is encouraging.

FREEDMEN', yrestoN

&

CR

The mission ih the Shenandoah valley [TE
in a favorable condition, and the work
progressing. The normal school at Ha
per’s Ferry is doing much in preparir,
teachers and native missionary laborer
Statistics for the last year are as follow
Places of lahor, 13; Teachers, 11; Missior.

aries, 12;

Number of pupils,

school scholars,

588;

124;

"168;

Baptized,

churches,

8;

595; Sabbatt

Hopeful

conversions,

Present number

number

of members,

of
500.

Several houses of worship have been erected during the last year. To aid in this
work, Bro.
Danjee has collected $1,500,
and Miss
Dudley, about $1,000—mostly

among friends at the North.
WESTERN

HOME

o

or

MISSION.

The Committee present a favorable report
of the work in the west, The teachers are

doing good service, and the colored preachers are laboring zealously for their race.
New churches have been organized, and
those already formed increased in numbers.
The Bureau has appropriated $3,000, to aid

in‘ reblifting the School house burned at
Cairo; and the building, already complet

the

school at New Hampton, and in favor of
taking it away; a strong plea could be presented in behalf of a single central loca
and

at
in

ciety also owes for borrowed money and

It was

keeping

met
Ball

during
The disbursements
$15,618 94.
that time, are $17,055,00, leaving a balance
against the Society of $1,436,06. The So-

us had more than one side,

and it should be broadly considered.

H.

Freedmen's Missions, including what was
paid into our Western treasury, and also
$1,364,17 of borrowed money, is $15,538;-

The

cases,

G.

amount of receipts, from that time to the
close of the present fiscal year, Ang. 31st,

wherewith to se-

both

Rev.

The Home Mission work has been quite

pliances that are indispensable to its suc:
cess. The School must have both an approved locality and funds, and the must is

equally

M.,

successfully prosecuted during the past
year, in all its departments.
FINANCES.
At the close of the fiscal year, ending
May 81st, 1868. there was a balance of cash

and give it the ap-

cure it a decent home

P.

Mission

chair. After the opening services and tl.
completion of the arrangements for flit
the Board of officers, the Cor. Sec’y., Re:
S. Curtis, read an abstract of his Reporx,
from which we cull the following items:

of Liberty

whkin

EvenNiNg.—HoME
SOCIETY.
Home Mission Society

o'clock,

if we were offered a million and a half.
And it was not more proper to set it down
in 84 community having real advantages,
funds

Hampton, the

Suciety adjourned.

these necessities for the sake of putting
We should not
emphasis upon the other.
put the school into the heart of the Dismal
Swamp if we were offered half a million
of

beneficence of the late

and

Col. Rufus G. Lewis, of New

be not presented to the citizens of that
place until the location be determined upon; said Committee, should, however, re-

weak
could

father, re-

dollars

thousand

and

table

the

from

taken

Rev. A. A. Smith, at this poin*. offered a

spectfor Mr.

honored

hundred

could be secured as an endowment fund,
and one hundred thousand ' dollars for
grounds and buildings.
:
The resolution of Bro. Smith was then

that Bates College would have

before taking

:

ton, the Society voted that the Theological

ton, but in spite of this, he approved remova', and presented arguments in its
favor.

tion,

Lewis's

there is

:
:
inquiry.
.
few
aftera
and
carried,
was
The motion
Rev. I.
for di- approving remarks from Rev. A. K. Moul-

to show that Bates College could do even
better for t:than Hillsdale.
lle also spoke
of hi5 owa personal interest jn New Hamp-

Rev. E, Knowlton made some remarks in
reply to Mr. Lewis, concerning the supposed moral obligation of the Society to dons
tinue the School at New Hampton, While
he spoke as he did, he wished to have it understood that he entertained the highest recently deceaged. As he viewed it, no such
moral obligation existed.” One thing to be
borne’in mind was, that the friends of the
Theological School refrained from raising
funds for a time, so that fands might be

then

an answer might be returned to Bro. Ball's+

He believed that if the merits of the case strong institution.
wete generally and fully understood, the 7 Rev. E. N. Fernald thought that it was
question would be, not where shall we re- not usual for students to go West to procure
move the School from New Hampton, but an education. It was true that civilization
what shall we do for the School in order extended from East to West, but the East is
For this reathat we may best promote its interests at the home and seat of culture.
the refavor
not
did
he
came
others,
School
the
among
son,
When
~
New Hampton?
to New Hampton, it was expected that the moval of the school from New England.
ues.
Revs. E. H. Prescott and I. D. Stewart
F denomination would make it what it is now
Rev. R. Deering followed, taking a sim- |proposed to make it in some other location. spoke in behalf of New Hampton, and in,
ilar view of the subject.
the School bas reply to Bro. Koowlton, urging that New
Instead of this, however,
Rev. J. M. Brewster moved that the vote,
existence,
lingeriiig
a
been left to drag out
Hampton had just claims that had never
passed without much consideration several and; owing to the fact that such has been been met. A call having been made for the
years since,to the effect that speakers at these the case, New Hampton Has come to be re- ote upon the resoluMon of Bro. Smith,
meetings be confined to fifteen minutes,and garded as an unfavorable location. The
h
a Com-"
Rev. G. T. Day said, that~suc
that they be prohibited from using -man- majority of the graduates of the School mittee as was contemplated in the resoluuscripts, be rescinded. This vote being taking the same position, the feeling against
tion might be proper and needful, but he
arried, he moved that the Committee of New Ilampton has been increased.
But thought some things were stated in the
instructed
to
secure had the School been properly cared for, the
fArrangements be
preamble and in its advocacy that the SHspeakers for each of these meetings, and graduites would have felt differently, and ciety might not te ready 10 endorse, and
theéir names, at least two weeks
announce
the question of removal would not have the resolution itself did not clearly define
beforehand, and that such speakers: be al- been seriously agitated.
New Hampton
the powers and duties of the contemplated
lowed half an hour each to present their has now no funds to offer in its own name. Committee. - Ho thought the School had
This motion was also carried.
themes.
Two Q. M's., the Sandwich and the Belknep, never been offered in the market to the
Bro..L. R. Burlingame then moved that a | propose to raise eight thousand dollars for
highest bidder, and was not likely to be.
committee be appointed to devise some the erection of a suitable building for its acIt needed both a good location, in itself
plan by meaps of which the public meet- commodation, provided it can be retained
red, and money.
Neither could be
conside
jogs and those of business at these anni- *in its present location. New Hampton, howspared, and so the question of funds could
other.
each
from
versaries may be separated
ever, wishes the Society to consider whether
not be separated from the question of place.
His motion being carried, the Convention it has not a just claim that the School should It would be a folly of which the Society is
adjourned to meet at the close of the Home be continued there, and properly sustained. not likely to be guilty, to ignore either of

Mission meeting, this evening.

it will consent,

Bro. Smith’s resolution lie on the table, that :

connection with a College. Should the S»Sicty decide this question in the affirmative,

At length they de-

It is very desirable

If

nothing. for this proposed Committee todo.
till Buffalo has responded. He moved that ,

tion to be decided was, whether it was desirable to locate the Theelogical School in

cided upon the present location, and are enabled to see a providence in their delay. It
time.

lution.

was appointed to craft and pre:

a proposal to make,

then we may per-

haps be ready to adopt Bro. Smith's reso .

Col. Lewis.
Prof. B. F. Hayes said that the first ques-

If, however, Bro. Ball could

is well for us not to-be in

condition,

such

on any

s.nt a series of resolutions on the death of provided two

be successful in carrying out his plan, the
friends of Hillsdale wou'd very willingly
acquiesce in baving the School go to Buffalo.
He thought that we had no occasion to be
di:couraged in view ot our present difficulty ‘in finding a location for the School upon
which all can unite. The General Baptists
of England were agitated by a similar

question ford0 years.

terms as have beeh mentioned. If the So»
ciety will not consent to let it go to Buffalo

mittee, ‘of which Rev. I. D. Stewart was

chairman,

at Buffalo upon any suf. 75 :

might be located

What shall

we do? He felt like looking to God
rection.
At the requestof the President,
D. Stewart offered a fervent prayer
rection in the Ipcation of the School.
On motion of:Rev. O. T. Moulton,

the College would like very much to have

ne eded more of the spirit of organization. If
Young Men's Christian Associations,or Terperance Conventions wish

had felt greatly embarrassed.

S.cicty to locate
and

’

consideration, has sought to learn the feeling of the graduates of the School mn reference to the matter, and they have found that
a very large preponderance of ir.fluence is
| in favor of removal. In view of these facts,
and of the fact that there was no place:
which held out inducements for the School
except Buffalo and Hillsdale, the Committee

it best to make an effort.

they
the
people are truly benevolent,
will not oaly contribute for the promotion
of one ohject,but.forall. The more they
do, the more they desire to do.
Rev. J. S. Burgess thought that ministers,
on their return from such meetings as
these, should preach denominational ser-

in this. For the last few years we have
not announced beforehand the speakers for
these meetings. The result bas been, that
to-day, no less than 59 clubs for Boys, pat- there has been a marked falling off. Not
ronized by those of from 8 to 16 years of knowing what to expect, the people have
age. Thelads who gather in these rooms, not come, and some ofour best speakers
smoke, drink, play cards, and read books decltoine
speak for the want of preparaof a character wholly at variance With all tion. It is easy to foresee what we are
that is good and noble. The influence of coming to, if this state of things contin-

of the most popular preachers in New York. they engender.
Oct. 2, 1869.
He is a graduate of Princeton College, and’
(some

ex-

formances. The Swedenborgiansof this city

RELIGIOUS.

large debt on the church

rejoic-

tothe regret of ** Young Boston,” who

80, scholar, let thy dream fulfill—

from

its noble

engaging therii, decided fiot to abpear,much

Our inmost being blesses,

Notes

and

their own salaries.

ing in its prosperous present, the friends of
fairold Harvard will look to the orderly
who remain
cautions and yet fearless advancement of Bons, for the benefit of those
Much increased interest in de‘at
home,
its future, to still keep it the foremost seat
rominational matters can be secured in
of learning in the land, and among the
this way. He also thought that ministers
leading educational institutions of the
should stand by and help each other. Is is
world.
very easy to talk a man up, or to talk
;
MISCELLANEOUS.
Not a few have become dishim down.
The Boston Methodist Theological School couraged and left the ministry, when they
commences the new year with twenty-four
would not have done so had they heen
students. New buildings are shortly to be sustained as they ought to have been by
erected for this school, its means of doing the prayers and sympathies of their brethgbod and its influence being greatly increas- ren.
While all good gifts are not coned thereby.
ferred upon any one, yet every man may be
The Shakers, who have been advertised useful in his place. We have educated
in our city papers toappear in one of our talent, and all other kinds of talent in abunlecture courses, have, after some
sharp- dunce, and we should call it into exershooting in the wav of words with the party cise,

passion,

- His many-colored

persistent

diligent ability. Believingin the rectitude
| and efficiency of its past; reverencing those

The gorgeous tints of hill and glen—

’

Gen.0. O. Howard, reported the substance

from the people.
He wished the church would

the ‘pnoe of the paper, to prepay the postage to the
good

dation to make, but commended a proposition which came rom Buffalo to favorable
consideration. This proposition was stated
in the remarks given below.

in advising upon the best method of organizing that department of the institution,as set
forth in a letter of inquiry received from

of the reply which they recommended
Rev. G. H. Ball said that he felt a degree
shouldbe made. The report was adopted, of embarrassment in saying what he was
teach the people on the side of human and Rev. G. T. Day was appointed to trans- aboutto say. There = ere tome who were
dilposed to consider the plan which he was
nature; would supply
them,
if need mit the replyto Gen. H.
about to present as impracticable, if not vis‘be, with loaves and fishes, even though : Bro. R. Deering spoke of the arrangements
many ran after the church for these only, for our Anniversary Meetings, as lacking ionary. At the last General Conference, he
in a proper provision for meetings of pray- was forcibly impressed with the necessity of
and then Christianity would flow freely.
He thought that such having such a location for our Theological
‘| er and conference.
HARVARD COLLEGE.
meetings would be beneficial in aiding us to School as would secure for it a larger enThe inauguration of President Eliot, at
become prepared to t.ansact our business dowment, more students, and such as wéuld
this time honored institution on. Tuesday
render it in every way more efficient. It
properly.
last, was an occasion of deep interest, markRev. J. Calder thoughtthat we were too ‘was suggested to him that Buffalo wouldbe
ing as it did, a transition period in the hismuch pressed with businessat these meet- a good location for the School; and after
tory of Harvard.
Theservices wer in all
ings. We undertake to do too much. We much prayer and consideration, he concludrespects highly satisfac'ory; th: add ess of have too many Board meetings. He also ed to present the subject to some of the
Mr. Elliot being a manly, earnest and fin- thought it desirable to secure the aid of wealthy men of Buffalo,
with a view of
ished production; wherein bis views of the the younger lrethren in. the transaction
learning whether they were disposed to engeneral questions upon which he comment- of business, in order thif they may be pre- dow an.jnstitation on the university plan,
ed, including the obligations of the College pared to »ssume 1espongibilities: when the of which our Theological School should form
to the times, were clearly and forcibly set older ones have passed away.
We have a part. He presented to these men large
forth. President Eliot, though young com- been too penurious in our policy in ref- figures, and he réceived from them a good
paratively in years, has had experience as
erence to expenditures. We should have degree of assurance that they would endow
a teacher, and large opportunities
for
all parts of the denomination represented on an institution on the plan proposed, to be
investigating toth the doctrines and meth.
our Boards, even if it does cost more. Such located in Buffalo, with from two to three
ods he will now be summoned to apply in
a course will result in greater good in the hundred thousand dollars.
Should the
the daily routine of hisservice;
and thereSome ministers are mistaken in sup- proposition take a definite form, itis possible
end.
fore, the community need entertain little,
that whatever is contributed for ythat things may assume a different aspect.
posing
if any, doubt that the best anticipations
henavi lent purposes is so much taken from, (He would not be too hopeful ; but he thought
formed
of
bis administrative
career;

Agent.
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ed, isa

about

fine one.

20 churches

The mission

comprises

1500

members.

and

The property, which is deeded to the H,
M. Society, amounts to $6,000, There are,
reported 18 churches, 1500 members, 8

one in behalf of areal

theological focus in the East and another in
the West; he could construct a dozen ar- teachers, 22 ministers, and four schools re.
guments showing the danger of undertak- port about 600 scholars, The treasurer's
ing: so many enterprises, and at so wany’ report gives the receipts from warious .
and ‘the expendis
points, as to scatter our forces and leave us scources, at $3,865,10;
along the
urge the

whole line, and then he
oint that, to take hold of’

great tasks as A

tures for teachers, printing, "Dailding lot,
&c, amount to the same sum,

GENERAL SUMMARYS, 3; + |

as Providence opened

the door and sent us a summons, was the
only way in which we could hope to sucAll these varied considerations deceed.

served looking at, but there was no time to

balance them now in speeches ;—they must
He asked whether
be weighed in thought.
the Society was not prepared to answer

Bro. Ball's inquiry, and decide if the School |

|

1
Hot b
Full statistical Topo : ays Hot
been
ceived. Fifty-six churches Have bon af

ed.

The increase in membership

in

Freedmen’s department has been
pa
The church-membe
: rs in all are abo ut

There are also 84 ministers, 19
a

about 1200 scholars.

ot

Correspondence wit]

[Concluded on fourth page,)
an
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=
f

a
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a wissionary | women, _theyshould be invited and encour.
aged to take the lead. It were needless to
he had written upon a slip of paper, “I say, they are fully capable of doing all
give myself,” and threw it into the contri honor to such a department, and any nat-

Christ ; here, when attending

meeting and he had nothing else to give,
bution, which on that oceasion was taken

The Little Missionary.
: Qur country is so. blessed

up by Elder H., the

with

schools

Indeed, with energy

and

per-

verance, children born in poverty may
btaina liberal education and occupy potions of eminent usefulness. I write this
Jue story,

hoping

it may

encourage some

lotry the experiment of self education.
But where or how shall T begin? Allow

me to introduce youto a little farmer boy
of the most

on.one

old,

ten years

about

important days in his life. A tattered straw
hat, blue cotton pants and a white shirt constitute his entire suit ashe follows his father to the mowing field. While the scythe
is sharpened, he stands leaning carelessly
upon his spreading-stick, listening to the
echoes of the

strokes of the

rifle,

and

the

morning songs of the birds and the innumerable insects filling the fresh morning
air with their music. The scythe is sharpened, and, propelled by strong arms, glances and glimmers in the morning

sun,

leav-

ing a wide space clearly shorn, and the
grass, lately waving over it, neatly piled
along one side. While thus he stands mus-

"ing, the distance between father and son
increases,

as

does the

work

to

of the mis-

'| sionary society. Here were friends and
neighbors and relatives, father, mother, sis-

hat no little boy or girl need grow up in
jnorance.

treasurer

be done.

Arousing himself, he sets to knocking the
new mown grass about briskly, little heeding the sharp stubs piercing his bare feet,
orthe vines tearing and lacerating his bare
ankles; for while bands and feet are thus
employed, the mind is as busy with another
subject.

ter, brother,—all were about to be left, and
without a hope of meeting in this life!. ..
One more scene and the curtain falls.
The Anniversary meetings are near their
close. ,Itis the day for missions. Elder
H., who, years before, took out of the contribution box*‘I give myself,”and went back

and asked the little boy if he put it in,

now

presides, and introduces the speakers.
One
after another, returned ° missionaries -and
young missionaries about to sail,
came

forward and spoke. Had this loved brother known that among them was the lad

‘eel, “woe is me if I preach not the gosel.”
Then and there he vowed, God being his
jelper, that he would not only preach the
Jospel, but also carry it to the heathen.
Following

this

resolution,

came

many

Jears of preparation. Study through long
winter evenings by fire-light while others
rested, before and after meals, ‘most bappy
in being permitted to walk two or three
miles to attend a district school, working
night and morning

for his beard,

and

at-

tending an academy, sawing wood in the
evenings to earn the money for his first tui. ~ tion. Subsequently, with alternate teaching and study, he reaches his junior year.in
college with but little assistance from
friends, and none from any society.
It need not be told, for all

will

imagine,

that be often subsisted upon scanty and
plain food, that he walked sometimes fifty
or sixty miles toreach the college or academy, thereby saving the fare for actual necessities. On one occasion he had left the

Seminary at P——,

to walk home,

some

thirty miles, to pass a vacation in the mowing field.

In his classes and otherwise he had been
-associated with several
tending to study

of his own

law,

ambitious

age, inand

san-

guine. These influences had a deadening
_ effect upon his spirituality, he had met them
often in

debate

and

mock

courts, and

he

almost wished he might meet them at the
bar. But these thoughts .were transitory.
During the wilk alluded to, over a road he
- had never traveled before, crossing hill and
vale and running streams, ever and\anon

presenting new and beautiful views, he
toiled laboriously up a high hill, and passing
the brow, he sat down to rest and ope:
plate the beautiful prospect of hill and’ luke,
rillage, farm and forest, exterding as far
18 tte eye could reach. A few steps farther
mn, and

commanding

this delightful view,

vas a neatly walled and tidily kept graveyard. One of the first monuments that met
his eyes
had been erected to the memory
bf one who served his Master in a foreign
land. Here, by this unknown missionary’s
grave, his half-forgotten resolution was re* wived, and kneeling there alone, he pledged himself anew to the Lord and his werk

among the heathen.

Sh

A natural pride and spirit of independence
- had deterred him from securing aid from

any Educational Society. But, during his
junior year in college, he was led to consider that these funds were contributed by
God's people for just such cases; and that

by reeslving the assistance thus kindly offered, he might

enter the ministry mach

earlier; that it was duty to accept these
funds mather than

take

his time from his

studies to go and earn them ; that if he was

‘the Lord's, he should

be willing for the

Lord's people to educate him for the Lord's
work.

Though, after this, he received the

usual assistance till he completed his theological course, yet his habits of economy
never forsook him, and he received and held

‘these contributions of the church as most
sacred.
Twenty years’toil and hardship have come
- and gone since he was a little boy following

his father, spreading hay.

It is Sabbath
An hour

and heis preaching for the first timein

later,
the

pulpit of his native place, and a few hours
ter the congregations of three different
~ shurches assemble in the same place, for a

Tarewell meeting ! This great congregation
almost entirely
0!
‘composed

friends.
:

d,

of personal

He had taught in their schools,
worked or

visited with nearly

——

— In like manner, when the descendants of

Br

EVERY-DAY THINGS.
:
“William Burr, or as we call him, Billy

Noah have become degenerate, Abraham is
elected to be the Father of the Faithful,

ural reserve would surely give place to the
kindliness of haart, and desire to benefit

the head of a
spiritual that
Burr, is about thirteen years old. Heis a world as the
very bright boy, and one of the favored few would apply

others, so common

who are in the English school.

.

to their sex.
_.. J. PHILLIPS.

Santipore, India.

and well formed.

Wanted—Light and Relief.
on the

in the

early Biblical history to the

case of Adam, and regard him, not as
strictly the first man created and the sole
progenitor of the human race, but the first
called to a representative position as the

average, and is a good thinker, butis by no

son of God, and

means perfect.

riere,

Have, you any light to be- ‘has been attending’ the class meeting on

best method of remedying an

evil, like the following, which sometimes
springs up under our denominational
polity ?
A Q.M.
and strong
and weak
to be held

He learns faster than the

lection

commonwealth both civiland
shall thereafter be in the
kingdom of God. Now some
this obvious principle of se-

humanity.

the head of a new type

of

Sach was the doctrine of Per-

of

Bordeaux,

in

the

seventeenth

:
is composed of some very large
churches, and some very small
ones. A session’of the Q. M. is
with one of the weak churches.

Sunday, and seems very sincere. We
he may prove a real and true Christian.
says he will be a printer, and-it would
fine thing for him to learn in America.
la gained a vast influence among his
ple by having

been in America,

hope
He
be a
Dapeo-

although

Adamites,

has been

revived

of late

by an anonymous English

which

author.

Some

plausible

arguments

are

urged

for

this

opinion; for instance, that Cain, in going
forth from the home of Adam, expected to
tind the regions areund about peopled, and
that their inhabitants would abhor him because of his crime ; that he must have found

a wife among other tribes, or have mar-

naturally he is not equal to the average of vied his own sister, contrary to the divine
who had, years before, ‘‘ given himself,”
Santals; and Billy Burr is likely to make a laws of marriagey that he built a city, for
he would have borne testimony that he The church has made provision for enter- much smarter man.
Why don’t some of the which he must have had both laborers and
was keeping his vow. If, from the realms taining = full delegstion of four score per- Washington St. church folks write to him ? a population,
It is further argued that in the first chapof the blest, that sanctified spirit is permit- sons or more, and has been praying that He would be glad to get a letter, and very
ter of Genesis, man is introduced as the
ted to behold things here below, he has be- the coming of these soldiers of Christ might
glad to get a picture of the one for whom close of the geological system, and is there
held shat boy, now grown to be a man, be like the bringing up of a fresh reserve he is named.
;
spoken of in a general way; and that, after
on the hotly contested field of battle, and
toiling ten years among the heathen.
a long interval the second chapter of GenDavid
Mac
Donald
is
four
feet
ten
inches
bringing -in the set time in which God
esis introduces a particular type of man,
in hight, and is about fourteen years old, rhe Adamile, as representing the beginning
would favor Zion.
What’s in the Papers?
The meeting is appointed at 9 o'clock, may be a little older, for ages among the of history under a jpssal divine plan. Afnatives here are always guess-work. It is ter the world had long been peopled with
Ml
Saturday morning. The hour arrives, but
considered a.bad sign to know when any rode barbarian races, this diviner man was
only half a dozen of the delegates are
A NEW DEPARTMENT NEEDED.
oneis born.
When he came among us, introduced with a view to a kingdom of
To the above question, answers widely present. One, two weary hours go by, three years ago, he was a walking skeleton ; spiritual power; but his apostasy frustrated for a time the divine purpose. Nevdifferent are given.
While one affirms and the 11 o'clock train brings a score more he had a ferocious look, and his temper was ertheless in the seed ot Seth the worshipof
ministers
and
delegates.
During
the
“Nothing, absolutely
nothing,
in the
very bad. He'beat and abused his only sis- ers of the true God were for a time revived ;
papers worth reading,” unless, perchance, next hour the business of two hours is ter so much that she ran away, and has nev- but when these sons of God became
hastened through. Another hour is occuthere has been a railroad accident,a steam-,
er been heard of. But, notwithstanding all enamored of the daughters of the old,sensuboat

explosion,

a murder,

a

suicide,

an

pied

with dinner, one

and lo!

Is

more

with business,

in the midst of the stirring sermon

not this an

when

come in for a hearing in the broad Weekly;
yes, and in the Daily as well. Agriculture

Q. M. session?
It may not be wise for all
the ministers of a Q. M. to leave their pul-

and the

pits on the Sabbath. Nay, it would not be
right. But why need the delegates from
the strong churches be so afraid of being
away over the Sibbath? Is this the way
the fathers were wont to do, when the sal-

mechanic

arts,

yea,

the fine arts,

their respective De:

partment, if not
independent journal.
All this, and a vast deal more, does the

press send
ace,

alike to the cabin and the pa!-

and

invites,

yea, “¢ommands,

the

homage of one and all. How then is it
possible that the supply should be greater?
And still 2 new department in our popular
journals is, in our humble opinion; a desideratum, viz.:
:

THE

FAMILY.

True, we already

have

the Family Cir-

cle, Ladies’ Department, The Fireside, The
Youths’ Department, &ec.,
but
to how

large

an

extent

are

these departments

filled with extravagant

stories, sensational

and light reading generally, poorly adapted
to any good purpose, and not unfrequently

actually

deleterious

in

their influence,

while The Family remains an unsupplied
department. We say, a department, for
we would not have The Family an inde-

pendent journal: This
object. which
partment

would

defeat the

is to secure for the new de-

a column

in

the

most

popular

Journals of the day.
While well-digested dissertations
and
essays pn the constitution and government
of The Family, and its arrangements generally, would not be out of place in our
new department, the result of actual experience is what we most need. This,
the way once open, would, it is presumed,
be forthcoming in a thousand different
forms.
Incidents and anecdotes, trials
and experiments, successes and failures,
with their causes and effects, in regard to
the physical, mental and moral culture of
children, all the way from the cradleto
manhood, and in fact, whatever concerns
the well being of The Family, would here
find at once a fit register and mediumof
circulation.
What treasures of invaluable experience,
what thrilling and instructive histories ot
individuals

and

whole

families,

lie

con-

it is repeated

vation of

God

visited

the Q.

M. sessions,

and they were not often disappointed.
The weak churches were thereby greatly
strepgthened.
Should it not be thus now ?
Is it cot the way to bear one another's burdens; and especially the way for the
bear

the

burdens

of the weak ?

Does not the reason of our greater prosperity in the country than in the city

wife and

mother be

denied an

No

talent

:

we

best

:
scholars in

all, he

gives good

one of the

school, and, better than

and

evidence of having a changed heart. A favorite expression of his in prayeris, «“O

Lord, grind

my wicked,

satanic heart "to

powder,” andhe evidently fights daily with
himself. He is likely to make a strong man.
His little brother, Nat. Purington, about

ous, idolatrous stock

They lie at the bottom of trial’s
And God esteems them in their

beauty and

power.

This cup which

our

Father's love compounds for us, ' shall we
not drink it?
:
I have found great comfort lately, when
in sore trouble, in reading a short sketch of
the racy talk of old * Uncle Johnson,” a poverty-stricken negro, who reached over

one hundred years, and was then

bereaved

may yet be harmonized updh the question
of the Antiquity of Man and the unity of the
race, It may prove eventually that there

nt

of time;

the

the

book

facts themselves,

as stated in

of Genesis, may all be true; the

succession of events there record:d may be
also true and correct; the creation, the
the nations—these

all may

and yet

not be

them

we

may

be true as fac's,

able to

adjust to

properly a sliding scale of Caronolo

gy in respect to years.

. The Dake
of
Argyll defines as: the
chronologv of *‘Time-relative,” time which

is measurable, net

by years;-but-only by

an ascertained
order
or succession of
events.
After we pass the limits of known

the

discoveries

of science.—Jr.
:

ners?

necessarily

i

What is the object of a Q. M. session ? . Is

it simply to come together and hear a few
brief letters from the churches? to locate
the next session of the Q. M.? to yote a
missions

be measured.

on the Sabbfath,—

obscure—indeed,

one

of

with oriental
modes
of computation,
which are essentially different frou ours

Before

the time of Abraham,

the narration

givenin the book of Genesis may be a condensed epitome of foregoing history—not a

consecutive line of historical
by year, and

.gvents year

generation by generation, but

going home and leavinga weak church to a condensed epitome of what had occurred
raise the collection) and other objects of in tre world from the creation to that time;
if you will scrutinize it carefully you
like importance?
Is it not rather and for
will see that in some instances the pames
‘chiefly, to concentrate the moral and spirit- of individuals are put for tribes, dynasties
ual power of several churches in one place and nations, and that it is no part of the ob
for a few days, and thereby save sinners, ject of the historian to give the consecutive course of affairs in the world at large.
strengthen weak interests, cultivate mutual
Christian acquaintance, and secure denomi- I have much hope in this matter from the
translation of the Bible into the Arabic, and
national unity and strength? If this be its wide diffusion among a people cognate
the chief object,—and who can say that it to the Hebrews. I have no doubt that
is not?—is it not a great mistake and a there is yet to come to us from Arabian
growing evil for only a small proportion of and other oriental sources a mode of interthe persons, appointed as delegates to rep- preting Chronology according to these lists
resent the churches in

Q. M. session, to ap-

pear, and many of these remain onlya few

hour, or a part of the session?
At one session of a New England Q. M.,
to my certain knowledge, outof 87 persons
reported in the letters as delegates, only 8

a

re

a

‘beautiful

light,

round,

red,

and

bright
as the rising moon, moving directly towards you. The nearer it comes the
brighter it shines, as *‘ the path of the just
shining brighter and brighter unto the
.perfect day.” The highway is clearly detined, and the iron rails that rest on their
wooden beams are all ablaze - with its
friendly light. By the aid of this wondertul invention, the faithful engineer is enabled to discover any danger along the
track, and thereby to save many
valuable
lives and avoid, the destruction of a great
deal of property,
You will not have failed to observe, however, that it does not throw any light on
the broad and beautiful fields that lie qui-

;

A PASTOR.
- REPLY,

A Quarterly Meeting suffering thus
through its churches, should at once do
one of two things ;—either hold its sessions
in thé middle of the week, or insist upon
having the churches appoint delegates,—

both ministerial and lay delegates,—who

class in society is more needy and deserv- will be prompt in fKitendance, give strict
ing, and at the same time more wantonly _attention’to the business of the Q. M., and,
overlooked, not to say neglected, in the special necessities excepted, stay till the
supply of our most popular periodical lit- close of the session. The plan first menmost likely to be successerature, than the mothers and educators of tioned is the one
our children. While their task is the most dif- ful. Such experiences ag are reported by
ficult and arduous, and on its successful our correspondent, frequently
repeated,
dut of any
performance depends not only domestic bliss are sufficient to take the heart

other

ancient

stories,

in these two

principles: First, the absence of those immense vague periods which precede the
historical chronologies of all other people ;
the absence of that '.legendary phase of
things which is so marked in the Prey of
the Egyptians and Hindoos. And secondly, there is no attempt in: this early history
to magnify the Jewish people. Every other nation of antiquity
set outto magnify
itgelf as descended from the gods—perhaps as having originated upon the soil itoccupies,

and, being thus favored of

v-

en, as having come down from an immense
antiquity.

Now there is no such endeavor to mag:
nify the Jewish people in this Biblical
story. It does not place the beginning of
man in the country destined to be their
country, but off in the far East; and it
gives

the history of man as MAN, and with

no attempt at self-glorification. All this is
significant of the historical contrast with
the mythical style. At the same time this
history has ever in view one definite purse; it does not

profess

to

be

a secular

story of mamkind, but the history of certain typical or elect persons, families and
races, given to illustrate the providential

lonesome.

comes

round

and gives me a few drops of
wid a spoens

den, O how I wants to get hold ob de-whole

dish.

When I was so sick de odder day, I

could seede dust of God's chariot comin’

ober de mountains for me! Den he say to
me, * Wait, old Johnson, ‘wait! hold on a
leetle longer, and I'll come round d'rectly.!
“Yes, Lord, I will hold on, if de Lord
please, for anoder hundred years ! O blessed

Jesus, only keep de table standin’ for me;
I'se bound
‘to bé dere.” *

|- Brother in sorrow, look at that solitary
old saint, bolding in his trembling hands a
cup that ¢ has a few drops of heaven” in it;
and never let you or me complain of any
draught which Infinite Love may press: to
our lips. *¢ Father, not as we will, but a8
thou wilt —1T.

L.

Cuyler.

Preaching to Children.
Rev. H. C.

Trumbull,

who

has

uttered

many wise and timely words respecting the
work to be done by the church in training
children for Christ, and the way in which i$

cent letter to the

The

man

Advance.

They

deserve

To

who cannotf preach

to chil-

he is never

seminary;

fit for a pastor.

e

ought not to palm himself on to any parish
as such. And this truth is coming to be
recognized by the church and its ministers.
Says Dr. Bushnell, in his 1ecent discourse on
this theme, *“ And preaching only to those
who are scarcely more than half the total
number, is much as if we were to set our
ministry to preaching only to bachelors.
The very certain fact is, that our schools of
theology will never make qualified preach
ers till they discover the existence of chile
dren.” Mr. Spurgeon said, not long since,
that, * for himselfhe felt that he could

preach much more readily to the low and

groveling minds of grown-up people than
to the purer and sublimer minds of childre
who seemed to be nearer heaven, better an
simpler.” But Mr. Spurgeon preaches to
children. Of course he does, and with blessed results in the winning of young souls to
From the Pacific coast come up the
etly asleep, wrapped in the mantle of the Jesus.
night, on each sida of, the highway, but earnest words of Wadsworth to the same pur.
lights only the narrow way for the rattling port: “Sermons preached to adalts have
car with its precious freight. The reflector their uses, but with them alone the gospel
was pot designed for anything farther. will never subdue the -world, A gospel disMr. Williams, the inventor, did not at- pensed in the mo‘her’s simple story, in the

tempt to substitute his lamp for the sun
or moon, but simply to make the path of

for

no’

try?

constructing

No

one,

his

reflector

for all know

not its purpose. Here is
Our sins have carried us
trom God. A great gulf
our souls and the loving

that

so

that

such was

a lesson for us.
a long way off
yawns be ween
heart of our Fa-

ther; and the Lord in mercy

has "spanned

that chasm by a great highway.
This way
is for our return,-and is called *‘the way
of holiness,” and overit and by it we are
permitted

and

directed

to return

to

our

Fathers bouse.
.
To mike this way plain - before our
minds, our Father in heaven has given us
a wonderful ‘reflector, by the aid of which
we are able to comprehend something of
his holiness and love, and foretaste the
bliss that awaits us at the end of the road,
and also to foresee the dangers and obstructions that may lie in our path or near
it.
This great light is the Bible. It reflects
the will of God concerning us; namely,
of names, which I do not believe we have our salvation. ' It is appointed by the great
yet fairly got hold of, and therefore I am Author to be a * lamp unto our feet and
not troubled by any ‘seeming . discrepan- a light unto our path.” It is.t* a sure word
cies. New light may arise upon the sci- of prophecy, whereunto we do well to take
ence of interpretation; and when we shall heed as unto a light that shineth in a dark
have learned more about the idioms of place.” 1t does not pretend to reveal every thing. 1Itisnot designed to supersede
oriental nations in matters of Chronology, the
Almighty, but simply to make known
we may obtain all the margin that we
Shall require in the matter of man’s an- just so much of his divine plans and purtiquity—that is, so far as monuments and poses as would be necessary for the salvation and eternal happiness of his creature,
traditions are concerned.
Moreover, the early history may be, in man. True enough, it does not light up
some sense yD
deserving the typical the deep vaults of mystery in which the
man
a8 God made him to be,and how he was purposes of God are concealed from us,
laced in respectto nature before he sinned. but it beams with a clear and steady light
et, in this very
matter of chronology, on the straight and narrow way. Every
there are internal evidences of truth in thing necessary for our happiness is here
There is scarcely
a duty
this early Hebrew nation, as contrasted made known.
with

berry

Jesus

heaven, ee as a nuss would

but, oh!

it might light up every highway and bypath and thoroughfare in the whole coun-

events can

I feels

blessed

but homiletics in a theological

Light on the Track.

most obscure topics that science and history have to deal with, . It is particularly
obscure and difficult when we have to do

in which

In pre-historic times, and also in this shad

de

asylum,or as an agent of a benevolent so
ciety ; or do well as a lectarer on any theme

all

er of several churches, in'one place at one
time,—thus melting the stony hearts of sin-

ly form

ebery day

massa,

Thompson.

track

Chronology is not minutely mapped out
in the Bible. The order of succession is
given without reference always to the scale

den

is in this brief record in Genesis a margin

for

As the time for the coming of the train
approaches, you see far away along the

Early Biblical History.

“Yes,

But

dren is not half a minister; whatever titles
may stand at either end of his name.
He
may answer for a chaplain to a prison or an

S..P. B.

Selections.

since Ellen left you?” his minister od

to be pondered ;,

and science

the

“

rosperity.
Pitter cup.

possible way in which the Bible

owy twilight where tradition begins to assume the shape of history, Caronology i«

for

that can

never be reached by usin a state of ease and

is to be done, says these plain and strong
things about preaching to children in a re-

rine, is a nice brighs boy.
Midnapore, Aug. 1867.

around them, and en-

the rail-car a way of light after the sun bad
ceased to illuminate it, and when the storms
should hide the moon and stars behind
their dark curtains.
:
But who ever complains of Mr. Williams

collection

the immediate presence of Jesus,

tered into an unholy alliarce, the flood was
sent to extirpate that apostate seed. Such
is the theory, and although open to some
serious ohjections, it serves to show one

churches, lie in the fact that, at the Q. M.
sessions of the country churches, a strong
delegation” comes up and concentrates for
several days, the moral and spiritual pow-

equal share

To our mind, the case isa clear one.

kept him.
He is now

decided

history, this Chronology of orderis the on-

cealed in the hearts of our revered mothers and grandmothers, who are yearly passof them remained through the session,—it
ing into oblivion for want of a proper being held on Saturday and the Sabbath,—
sphere and due encouragement to garner
six of them being laymen, and two of them
them up! Is the proper care and treat ministers. And this, too, with no other apment of the human species so easy and nat- parent reason for not attending and remainural, and so effectually taught by mere ing through, than a mere unwillingness to
instinct, as to require no deep and earnest lose ‘from their business a day’s time.
stady on the part of those whose especial Now, dear Star, as these are facts; and the
duty it is to care for the young?
Men are name, place and time could be mentioned,
accustomed to judge otherwise in relation were it wise to do so, can you offer any
to all other departments of business. remedy for the evil?
While the farmer and the mechanic, the
Have you not a word of rebuke and a
merchant and the physician find something rod of chastisement for churches, guilty of
new and interesting, instructive and enter- such conduct, that they may reform and dotaining in their favorite journal, shall the better in the future?
of encouragement from a similar source?
Must the farmer be told for the thousandth
time the best and most approved method
for raising calves and lambs, pigs and
poultry, while his partner in life is expected to rear strong and healthy, intelligent and virtuous children, by the aid of
mere instinct or traditional knowledge ?

showed

temptation and fall, the dispersion, the
flood, the after-dispersion and migration ot

The fathers used to expect that souls would
be converted at each session of the Q. M.,

to

he

term after term of the

making them like the days of pentecost of
old, when all the saints were in one place?

strong

that,

evil, dear Star, especially

confessions, old school and new; missions
Home and Foreign, and Education, all

also, have each a

over a field strewn with defeat and disaster.
There is a patience of hope, a peace passing all understanding, a sweet sense of

Latterly, thatis within a month er so, he century, in his famous treatise on the Pre- of his wife. . ** Uncle, don’t you feel lonel

DEAR STAR:
stow

He is rath-

- er fine-looking though pretty black ; isjust
four feet and four inches in hight, straight

:

elopement, or something else of a highly
sensational character; the next man you which follows, severalof the most able
meet, declares that there is every thing in ministers present, and half of the delegates,
~~ It is Monday morning, and from yester- the papers a man desires to know, and | rise up and hasten away to the depot,to
day’s Sunday school he had brought home much besides. Commerce, in all its varied take the train homeward. They reach the
an illustrated book showipg the ignorance branches, is spread out in detail, in the place of the Q. M. sessionat 11 o'clock,
style’ of advertisement. and go home at 3 o'clock. What an idea!
and depravity of the people in India. While most tempting
he could not get their sad condition out of Politics are freely and fully ventilated; Not one or two persons only, but a whole
his thoughts, the great question of his life's men and measures are thoroughly sifted. delegation from a large and strong ¢hurch,
work pressed him hard for an answer. Va- Medicine, with allits different and oppos- ministers and all ; so that out of the 23 delerious plans and projeets had been enter- ing schools, its systems and no systems, is gates mentioned in the letter from one
tained, still his thoughts again and again spread before the public in the papers. church, and 25 in that from" another, nol
returned tothe one most cherished hope of Theology, with its numerous creeds and one remains over the Sabbath.
his life. - Besides, however bright the prosHect in any other direction, he could not but

Mission Work——

connected

with

the

work

of this

life, or

projecting into the excellent glory of the
life that is to be; not a precept or principle relating to the commencement of life
here, or to its interminable extension in
the ‘dim hereafter,” that is not sufficiently revealed in the steady glow of this powerful Yeflector.
The light thus afforded to .the traveler.
‘“ homeward bound,” is sufficient to lead
the whole world across the gulf, and be-

father's earnest prayer,

in the teacher's ex-

position, oh! these are mightier in their converting power on the young heart than an
apostolic sermon or a seraph’'s psalm upon
congregations of gospel-hardened and impenitent men!” Good Dr. Tyng, who has
preached to children every week for a score

of years, with such results as might bave
been expected from this labor, said years
ago, of the minister who devoted himselfto
adults exclusively:

** I should like to know

how Satan would want that minister to be
more completely mounted and equipped by
bis side,

Satan

‘Now, you just

saying

to

the

preacher,

stand there and fire at the

grown people, and I will stand here and

steal away the little children—as the Indians
catch ducks, swimming upder them and
catching them by the legs and pulling them

down.’”

And so says many another faithful

“preacher.
*
The latter day glory approaches, when
God ‘shall turn the heart of the fathers to
the children.” Soon the policy of the church
' will be changed.
The tabernacle of the

{Lord's host will no longer be

pitched by the

very edge
ministers
snatching
the brink,

of the lake of perdition, that its
aus spend their chief strength in
at
s who are just going over
while all the way down the road

from the

start of life, the masses of

little

ones are hurrying heliward unwarned by
the appointed heralds of safety. No, whoever are stationed

at that perilous brink

to

say a last word of warning to hell-bound
adults, the chief

energies

of the

ministry

will be expended in winning children to an-

other destiny and guiding them along another path.
Meantime,
haps one fall
church service each Sabbath for the chil.
dren is all that can be yetlooked for. That

is little enough for any parish.

Religion in English Life.
—

W—

.

Scarcely a family—at least none who lay

claim to any degree of respectability—fails
tohave family

day.

service

at least part of the

These devotions are not irreverently

rapid or tedious, as often with us; but are
short, crisp, and reverent. The servants
come in, bringing with them their Bibles
and the benches on which they sit. Men
who do not profess religion, as it is understood among us, seldom sit at meat without
race, as it is here called. It consists of a
ew words, such as, ‘‘ The Lord make us
thankful.” At her breakfast table, where

the Queen appears asthe woman, and lays

"
yond the gwelling flood
to the paradise of aside the queen, she frequently says
God. The wayfaring man may compre-, I dined the other day informally, with the
hend it, and he that runneth may read,— Lord Mayor of London. He came from the
bench, where he sits as a magistrate

American Messenger.

which are the insignia of his office, and ap-

The Cup.
—

daily,

laid aside his robes, and a triple gold chain,

proached the dinner-table, around which
stood several gentlemen. In a simple and
unaffected manner he said grace, and asked

Oe

There was a fine Christian philosophy in his guests to be seated. Nor is this cant.
the cheerful remark ofa bright young Chris- The merchants of London have an outspoktian on his dying bed. ‘‘
When I have en way of talking of religion, as if it was no
most pain in my body,” said he, ‘1 have appendage, ora thing of which they need
the most peace in my soul. I do not doubt be ashamed. They gather in their count.
but there is love in the bottom of the cup, ing-rooms for prayet; have clubs that meet
though it is terribly bitter in the mouth.” weekly for studying the Bible ; go among the
[t was at the bottom of the cup that the lowly and neglected on Sunday ; gather litprecious blessing was deposited, and he tle congregations where the regular minis-

must needs drink the whole

bitter draught

try cannot go, and, form that great column
but a nation's weal,—shall their minds be fed struggling church, and strip the Q. M. of and moral government of God. Thus, af- to reach it.
five thousand strong, who on every Sunda;
ter
the
fall
of
Adam
and
the crime of Cain,
Many of the richest Christian graces lie go out to do among the masses their wor
on light and peisonous trash, or shall they all its best elements of power.
Seth is the selected typical man, and

receive aid and comfort, hints and suggestions from each and every winged messenger that alights at their home ?
;

But a word to the wise -is sufficient.
Our pleais for The Family, and while we

would not have it" monopolized

by the

MORNING STAR.

i

f

bs

Mr. Beecher says; “I gheuld like to be
a pew-holder in a church where I owned
the minister.
I could then have everything go on to suit me I"

the
course of thé history runs mainly in the line
of his posterity; and ‘when in the course of
ages the descendants of Seth apostatize.
Noah, who

remains

the typical man,

the

flood to become

world,

:

faithful, is selected as

and is carried
the

through

founder of a new

] it

°

at the

patience

bottom

of the

sparkles

cup

down

of trial.

there

amid

How

the

or. the Master.”—Hearth and Home.

tears! How lustrous shines the jewel of
faith! . Joy, too, is there—such joy as the
‘“
DR.
PARR,” said a young student once
Apostle tasted in his * tribulation.” Courto the old linguist, ** let's you and I write a
always shows, too, the most grandl
book.” *¢ Very well,” replied the Doctor,
when the fight is fiercest, and when deat
on his pale horse is careering down on us, ‘ put in all that § know, and all that you
don’t know, aad we'll zaske a big one.”

wh

|
v

= °

THE MORNING STAR: OOTOBER 28, 1869.
To

My

Faith.

fe

Td

i

may spring up and yield in after years an
abundant harvest. You may be, and probably are, trainingup in this school mis-

s

Grow stronger, Faith! Thy heavyload
Will doubtless heavier be anon;

sionaries who will go back to China, bearing

with them the blessed gospel to their own
| countrymen. You may never know in this
world all that your labors will accomplish,

- And long, and rougher still, the road
———Thot:fellowest now with trembling on.

but you will know it in the better land. —0b-

Thou art the gift of God ; and He

server.

Who gave can gird thee for thy work;
Draw from His grace more might and see
Methinks I've heard thee glowing tell
How glory should thy struggles crown;

The Protestant Churchman

And wilt thou now that glory sell

0 is it not my deathless soul
Thou bearest in thy gracious arms;
And did it wrong itself to roll
On thy blest care, and lose alarms?

But wisely by His sovereign will

‘Who bids me find in thee relief.
And hast thou not from Him command
The weakest most to give thine aid—

That they who least themselves could stand
Might be in thee the strongest made?

O wherefore, then, dost seem to fail,
need of, thee is now so great?

ht discerned should make thee quail,
walk’st so fearingly of late?

My feet have touched no golden streets,
No reigning Christ mine eyes can see;

Nor smile of gladness sweetly greets

My entrance where my dearest be.

Press onward, Faith!
I shall
yet walk

in

tenet? But he should inquire, Is there no
way by which, retaining all my honest convictions and principles and tenets, I can
yet be in open fellowship with the rest of
the Lord's disciples? We are Episcopalians, we love our plan of worship and our
formsof service,
and we feel no call to
give them up, bu
not satisfied with
merely belonging to a denomination; be-

His light.

5

= Church Union.

&

Charge to the People.
"

—

@—

Noting the coming

!

of a new laborerto a

neighboring pastorate, Rev. T. K. Beecher gives his people these suggestions—just
as applicable to any other latitude:
No man can possibly be or do all that
is thoughtof or expected, by a church
and congregation. Ten persons speak the

phrase ‘our pastor,” and no two of the

ten have precisely the same notion associated with the words.
The pastor comes.
If he perfectly satisfy the ideal of one in
the ten, he will certainly disappoint the
other nine. If he be an amiable or a timid man, and

undertake

to

please

all, the

effort will keep him in a state of perpetual
anxiety and caution ; till that, by and by, all
will hold in small esteem a man whose
only faultis that he tries to satisfy all and
has no character of kis own.
.

All'sorts of work

is doing val-

principle? or. can I not compromise that

Though dark the way,

. It surely leadeth thee aright;
The mandates of thy God obey,
And

should not be expected

yond

that, higher and

broader

than

hates,
:

Consider, too, that Jesus the great pastor,
though he bad macy disciples yet was he
peculiarly confidential and free with three,
—Peter, James and John.
And of only
one is it written *‘ the disciple whom Jesus
loved.” Many houses and many families

in Jerusalem would gladly have made
Jesus at home as often as he chose to come
ip. But he appears to have frequented
the cottage of Mary and Martha and Laza-

“rus, just over East hill of Olives in Betha-

ny. We know a pastor who has ‘“‘no
friendships, no resting place among my
people, to avoid giving
offense or exciting

jealousy,”

his

He visits

us.

so he told

people evenly, officially, impartially, punctually, as a milk-wagon.
And he groans,
being burdened.

He has no home, no ease,

no heart-rest anywhere.
Let not the pastor be allowed to make a visiting machine

of himself.

Let him seek and find a friend-

ly home or homes besides his own. Let
him have his Peter and James and John,

aye, his Mary and his Martha too.

trace of time

we want to be members of a Church which
includes all denominations, a Universal,
Catholic Church which, under the sole
Headship of Jesus Christ, shall comprise
all who dud him, all whoare vitalized by
his spirit, whatever their peculiarities of
service or form.
We want this, not for the sake of a hie-

He will

Unconscious Influence.

of any

ambitions

scheme

of

policy,

it is

simply theimpulseof the regenerated nature.

We do not want it done by means of law;
we only desire these miserable laws swept

aside which interfere with it.
are, with all

Christ

our

Just

re-

at the

Water Street Mission of the Port Society,
- and stated that while abroad he visited a

town where a revival was in progress in
one of the churches, and was invited to the
home of a prominent member. While enjoying the hospitality of this gentleman, he
received from him the following account of

his conversion :

« A few years ago I was a sailor, and on
my arrival in New York I was invited to

Port Soeiety Mis-

attend the New York

1 had not

sion for Seanfen in Water street.

been in a place of worship for years
that night. The services made 4 deep
pression on my mind, and, when I was
g out, a tract was put into my hand

until
imgothat

While

brought me to see myself a sinner.

Twas in port, I did everything I could to

stifle the strivings of conscience ; but, after
we were three days out from New York, my
convictions were of such a nature that I was

obliged’ kneel on deck and ask God to

I then looked over the
on me.
have mercy
ship tofind a Bible. There was one, but it
belonged to an ungodly man, and he reI told him I would
fused to lend it to me.
buy it. - He asked me $10 for it, and I cheer-

to read my

y paid it and commenced

treasure. Before I reached home the Holy
Spirit revealed to ma God's plan’ of salvation, Icame to Jesus justas I was and he

saved me.”

"

This man’s wife and two

have,

through

brought to a

his

foregoing narrative

of his children
been

instrumentality,

gwledge

of the truth.

The

illustrates the truth that

our unconscious, is probably greater than
our conscious, influence. The Christian who
influenced this. man to turn to Christ may

never have been aware of the great result

of his simple

deed.

The

clergyman

ad-

ded: “I shall probably never gee your faces

again in this world ; but I pray

the great

and our Saviour Jesus Christ that we
maybe prepared to meet in a bétter than
any earthly kingdom, even in the kingdom
:
of our Father in heaven.”
He then addressed

a few words

to the

Christain friends who are engaged in this
important work of instructing the Chinese,
saying how deeply he had

been

Like the soul, it has no

live else.

Again and again the day dawns

and the shadows flee away, that we may be
lured to the sweetness of a hope in the future.
Nothing is irrevocable, within or
without us. The cloud parts, the mist rises,
the vapor disappears ; and the trastful, hopefal, watchful observer is comforted. Power
is watching over him, under the form of imperishable beauty.—Madame Swetchine.

—

A city
of his

interested

yr C—

.

missionary was

poverty.

asked the “cause

¢¢ Principally,”

said

he,

with a twinkle of the eye, ¢‘ because 1 have
preached so much without notes!”

idiosyncrasies, we

his

plain

suit

of

disciples’

black.

feet,

we

We

would

have them all preserved, and yet all joined
in one by the silken cordon of a Saviour's
love, and we would ask in the name of our
common Redeemer; in the name of a world

perishingin unbelief, and

our

own

renewed

in the name

hearts,

brought about?

can

of

it not

:

be

person is to be buried in this churchyard but
those living in the parish. Those who wish
to be buried are desired to apply to me,
EpnraiM

GRUB,

MEDICAL
ner,

Hold Fast.
and the market

peated over and over, the large tears rolling
the while down her cheeks.
«t How long since dis begun on you, « sister P” said my old market woman, turning
suddenly around,
gi
«Three weeks
ago come Sunday next. I
went down into de water, and I come up out
de water, and\ I done got rid o' all my
sins.” ** Now,
\sister,” said the practical
auntie, “‘I'se glad for you with all my heart.
suy is, ‘Hold fast,’ ¢ Hold fast.’

the same a year, two years from
Be jus:
now, as youis to-day. ‘Hold fast’. And
now, sister, don't stand dar any more, but

take dis peck measure and go to work !”

It struck me that this plain old woman
had given the Jong convert very good advice. I would like to repeat it to every one
who has just found Jesus
precious. - Do you
Hold fast! Do you
love him, dear friend?
trust him? Hold fast! Do you rejoice
in him? Hold fast! And more, ‘ take
our peck measure and go to work.” Perdd your measure will
hold more than

Ifso, allthe better!

Thank God,

and go to work, and fill it up, pressed down,
shaken together, and running over, just as
full as it will

hold,

with

work

done

for

Christ. Don’t be contented with singin
his praise. Make others sing too! Don't
be contented with speaking for him! Wherever you are, at home, abroad, in the
world's wmarket-place, remember the
old woman's lesson, and while you ‘hold
fast,” don’t forget to ** tuke up your measure
and go to work.”

Work

and
rr

late Dr. Jen-

his

professional

# Pye despatched, my dear
a letter,
Tosay that Miss Lucy is
A regular doctor no longer
And therefore I've sent her

madam,

this scrap of

Sede

ONE

The lady addressed returned
this :—

thanks with
»

“Yes, ’twas polite, truly, my very good “friend,
Thus
a ‘couple of quacks’ to your patient: to
send;
Since 3ere’y nothing so likely as ¢ quacks,’ it- is

plain
ain,

To make

DOLLAR

EACH

do not ask Jou to

buy geods from

work for ¢ a regular’ doctor again.”

First Letter Foundry in New England.

OOMMENOED IN 1817,

——

impatience,

results by

.

x,

JOB

large club ve will put checks for Watches, Quits,
Blavokets, Dress Patterns,or some other article of value, giving some members of the club an opoortunity

A

i

This offer is more especially to assist Agents in the

For an order of $30, from a club of Thirty, we will
pay the Agent, as commission, 28 yards Brown or
Bleached Sheeting, Good Dress Pattern, Wool Square
Shawl, French Cassimere Pants and Vest Pattern, fine
large White Couunterpane, etc., ete., or $3,00 in cash.

Remedies.

Sent

New

by

York.

ANTED, live men, who can give security for
ds received, to distribute ‘‘packages” of
“Wonder of the World” among families, and collect
te Same, Address, J. C. TILTON, Pittsburgh, Pa.

We do not employ

to Male and Female

98 &

1y39

NEW

100

Summer

CHURCH

PERUVIAN SYRUP,
An Iron Tonic,
ALOOEIOLy

Makes the Weak Strong.
Cures Chronic Diseases.

THE

_ Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood.

J. P. DINS1y40

DR. H. ANDERS’
Cures

CONSUMPTION

, Olroulars free.

LARGE

wringers combined.

OCTAVO

Fresh

JAttractive

Entertaining Nar:

the ART

Specimen

OF

Engraving

its forma!

by Inhalation

!

that

!

J.P. DINaMons, 36 Dey st, N. Y.

it

A Collection of Sacred and Secular Music, comprising a great variety of Tunes, Anthems, Glees,
Elementary Exercises and Social Songs, suitable for use in the Choir, the Singing
Y
chool, and the Social Circle.
By THEODORE F. SEWARD, assisted by Dr. LOWELL
MASON and WM. B. BRADBURY.
Price, $1.50; $13.50 per dozen.
.
The above books sent post-paid on receipt of price,
OLIVER DITSON
& CO., Publishers,
&

CO.,

Street, Boston.

National
lively,

and

spark

PREMIUMS

AN

EXPECTORANT

Equal.

no

»

Nearly 400 pages of New

JUBILANT
Good

use,

in

now

money would be refunded if not liked.
If not found for sale in any town, and
to

for you.

one

get

your storeretail

the

sen

price. $14.00, and we will forward free of freight. and
80 sure are we toat they will be liked that we agree
to refund the money if any one wishes to return the
machine free of frei ght, after a month’s trial accord:

VOIGES.

Harmonies !!
dttractive Melodies!!!
$18,50 per doz.
«

EVERYBODY

-

ore

FOR CHILDREN'S

24, 1864.

HISI8 THE ONLY MAGNIFYING GLASS ever
invented which is adapted to the examination of
living insects, confining tnem within the focus, feet
up or down. Itis also suitable for exalutning bank

SUNDAY

Exercises

for Sunday School

SCHOOL

&

SINGING

BOOK,

To

favor and success.

Crowded with stining reminis-

once.

address

cences and lessons from the author’s experience.
“No book has been published recently whichis so
taking hold of the masses of Christians.”— Christian
Era.
Very popular; sales large agents sometimes sell’
from twenty to thirty in a day. Secure territoryat
For bE

AMES

BOSTON.

4140

R'’S
BEECHE
SERMONS IN

Ome vew MASON

& HAMLIN’S

FIVE
y

OCTAVE

PORTABLE CABINET ORGAN.
The retail price of every matrument of this Jualey
is $125,00. This excellent Organ will be sold at a
Address
gain, if it 1s taken soon,
L. R, BURLINGAM
;
Dover, N,
.
0,
Pe

1

hb]

RA

J

—
|
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PULPIT,

PLYMOUTH

Are being read by people of every class and denomiare
bation all over this country and Europe. They
and feeling.
full of vital, beautiful religions thought and
contains
weekly,
Plymouth Pulpitis publis
.
Mr. Beecher’s Sermons and Prayers, in form §
for publication and bind ng,
For sale hy 2ll newhs
tions
dealers. Price 10c. Yearly subscrip
rec:
by the publishers, $3, giving two handsome
| of over 400 pages each. Half-yearly $1,75. A ne
and superb Steel Portrait of
Mr. Beecher p
to all
yearly subscribers.
Extraordinary DIT
PLYMOUTH PULPIT($an]
TIAN UNION ($250), an
Un

THE

C
nde

Weekly Journal of Christianity—
Talks and Editorial Articles

by

HR

Mr. Beeche

t

one address for 52 weeks for tour dollars.
Sp
3
inducements to canvassers and those getting 2
clubs. Specimen co fos Tostage ee for bo.
J.
FORD & CO., Pubs. 80 ParkRow, N.Y.
4tff ©

MIDDLETOWN |

HEALING'
SPRING

WATERS.

;

These Waters are performing the most wond
cures yet known in the shortest time,

and

are

U

RIVALED for all, diseases of the blood and
ure all serofulous affections, Jncluding

jipe

Salt Rheum, Tumors, Ulcerous and Cancerous

tion; aleo,

Rheumatism, Dyspepsia,
Liver

Complaint,

Co

Uterine,

Gravel, Diabetes,

Kidney,
Piles,

sumption, Neuralgia, AND EFFECTUAL
‘EVER THE SYSTEM REQUIRES
REGULATING AND BUILDING UP.

testimonials

of

cures,

Hu

SEND FOR P.

Address,

GRAYS & CLARK,
eowlstlo

Middletown, |

a stamp to

4442

Office.

at this

a

WARD

HENRY

THE

Sale

,

H, EARLE, Publishe

96 Washington St., Boston, Mass,

78 Nassau

SHEPARD,

PUBLISHERS,

For

Agents!!!

young lady), $35,20in two evenings. For full particulars, address,
W.J. HOLLAND,
2t40
Springtield, Mass.

Con.

Examine “Sabbath Songs” before getting the new
book for your School.
Price, ka paper, 30 cents; in boards, 35 cents.
Copies of either of the above sent by mail on receipt
of price, and specimen pages free.

LEE

Agents!!

Boston,

experienced cauvassers.
One agent reports a commission of $68 in flve days last week; another (a

The best printed, best bound, best everyway

greater

onild, It can be folded up and carried in the pocket |

WORSHIP,

Music!
.
s
Sensible Hymns ! !
.
Sound Theology!!!

With suggestive

derts.

Agent,

Street,

Weakness, General Debility, Catarrh, Incipient

SABBATH SONGS.
Good

Water

'Y
“sell two new Ergravings— ‘THE DAWN OF
PEACE,” or Conversion; and “THE FLOWER OF =.
HEAVEN.”
Liberal inducements will be offered to

Urinary Diseases;

PRAISES

The new Sunday School Singing Book,

MICROSCOPE.

Price $2. Liberal terms to agents
in a neat box, prepaid, to any part
of the world on receipt of $2 and five three cent
post
! oS Nutep. Address, GEO. MEADE, Chieago,
IL

WA

Diarrhea,

ALESMEN.—~Wanted, a few reliable, en ergetic
salesmen, to sell by ample standard
8
Address
H.
H. RICHARDS & CO.
4tewlOteow38
413 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

or

97

Music in

Tunes! :
- Graceful

Price, $1,50.

of

GIVEN

n, &oc., being adapted toa
other micr:

a WONDERFUL SUCCESS.

40,000

Over

anent cure,

H spies.

To good energetic men or women, in addition to our
rn
terms. Send for our Circulars,
with complete
information and terms.
Address HARTFORD
PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn. - £142

MAY

CURING

A GREAT SUCCESS!

didly illustrated with elegant Steel Portraits;
Every
Lady will want a copy;
Gentlemen will want it for
them. No family can afford to be without it.
nts,
articalarly Ladies, can do better with this book,
han with any other extant. Great inducements offered, and Agents wanted in every township in the
United States,

EXTRA

FOR

a few times, will insure a

Work,
in all sections

DYE.

Has better Music for CHOIRS, SINGING SCHOOLS,
and CONVENTIONS, than any other Book.

“WANTED

in immense numbers
It is fresh,

HAIR

Will all those afflicted with Coughs or Consumption,
give this Balsam a fair trial, they will be pleased with
the result, and confess that the SURE
REMEDY 18
FOUND AT LAST.
IT IS SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
J
4140

in beautiful style, and sold at a low price.

A New

(NEARLY STBAM TIGHT.)
is now establish«d

YORK.

Who are so often afflicted with throat diseases, will
find a sure remedy in this Balsam. Lozenges and
wafers sometimes give relief, but this Balsam, taken

To Canvass for Mrs. Ellet’s new Book, just published

our land.

NEW

The combined efforts of more than 50 composers.

711 Broadway,
N. Y,

BOOK - AGENTS

SONS,

Tt is composed of the active principles of roots and
plants, which are chemically extracted, so _as to’ retain all their medical qualities.
Ministers and Public Speakers

CHOIR.

77 Washington

&

ST.,

REMEDY

has

It

-

THE TEMPLE

fog

OOK AGENTS wanted for Rev. A, B. EARLE’S
«“B.iuging in Sheaves.” Meets with great

AS

the public.

$13.59 per doz.

U-§.1

Consumption, Coughs,
Bronchitis, Asthma,
And Croup.

surpasses all other works of Church Music by this
popular author.
(Until Nov. 1—Clergymen, Choristers and Teachers
wuo have not yet examined this valuable work, will
be supplied with a single copy at $1.25—postage paid.)
Price, $1.50;

THE

NELSON

THE

now

agree

CLOTHES WASHER

Reminigcences.re-

ALLENS LUNG BALSAM

Music!

most successful Book

DOTY’S

keeper refuses

A

TRIBUTE

and

Sold bv Dealers exersw here,
GEO, H,
HOOD, Gen’'l Agent,
97 Water Street, Bostot
Wringers of all kinds repaired.

IN

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world;
he only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, instantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown,—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers
and properly
applied at Batchelor's Wig Factory, No, 16 Boat
street, New York,
1y2

select

Student, and
Pleasare-secker should have one.
also an instructive amd amusing gift to a friemd

WATER,

Cures

”

ra

when me

as the best, at State and Institute Fairs thaa all>f{

to Agents.
J.B. RURKR & CO
Publishers, Hartford, Conn.

BATCHELOR’S

Department isnew,having been

PATENTED

Cures Dyspepsia and 1Debdlity.

all

BOOK,

.

e rola

y

‘of servic

and terms
4139

THOS.

, A complete collection of all the church tunes which
are widely popular in America, with the most popuJar Anthems and set pieces, compiled from all sourees,—preceded by a Course of instruction for Singing
Schools. Containing about 1000 favorite pieces, selected by 500 Teachers and Choir Leaders, who have
been iiare: ied in this long-expected work.

!

any

t

and most of them sold with the guarantee that the2

SOLE AGENTS FOR

from.

>

hap & wiinget y

-

These justly celebrated editions of the BIBLE have
long been considered the best that are anywhere published, as regards the Type, Paper and Binding.
‘An assortment of them may be found at all respectable Book Stores, or at the
y

Mass.

to

STEIN

The “Universal” has taken more * first premiuma®

4tS& O9tN&D.

Choirs

for

Book

Standard

The

b

Circulars sent free on application.
GEQ. H, HOOD, Gen’l

BOOKS

AMERICAN N T TUNE

obtained

MONEY GETTING, with rules for Success in Business,
for w hich he was offered $5,000.
We offer extra in:
ducement- to Agents and pay freight to the West.—

PUBLISHED:

THE NOVELTY

Invigorates the Brain.

in

ONE

Historical and Personal

52 BLEECKER
JUST

Now selling

SOROFWELA

MUSIC

be

of Howells Patent Dow=

6t40

CO.,
St., Boston,

NOTICE.
The * Universal” cannot be thrown out
when the pressureis taken off,to admit large
as is the case with other cog-wheel wringers.

3
ing to directions.
Liberal discount to the trade everywhere.

OF SUPERIOR EXCELLENCE!

WANTED — AGENTS —- TO
SELL
THE
AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE, Price $25.
The simplest,cheapest and bast Knitting Machine ever
invented.
ill knit 20,000 stitches per minute. Liberal inducements to Agents. Address AMERICAN
KNITTING MACHINE
CO., Boston, Mass., or St.
Louis, Mo,
12635

amphlet sent free,
Bey st, N. Y.

&

teeth,

the povuliar ar Mdvautogeof
advantage
of two two pressur' > >
ssrows, so Arranged that saa sorow presseson both
ends of the roll alike, the same
as if it was
in the
Senter willle the two together give double
the capacity
for pressure.
i
The “Universal has its iron parts either wrought
or malleable, and is built so strongly and substantially that for Joe it cannot be broken, in wringing
garments, by the strongest person.
SAB of
Our readers may be quite sure
will find the
Universal” wringer a good and serv
le article,

little if agy

any Traveling Agents,and eus.

PARKER

¢. H. DITSON
At42

IODINE

IN

Send for 32 page circular, with

SEND MONEY ALWAYS BY REGISTERED LETTERS.
For further particulars send for Catalogues.

Agents to introduce the BUCKEYE $20 SHUTTLE
SEWING MACHINES. Stitch alike on both sides, and
is the only LICENSED SHUTTLE MACHINE sold in
the United States for less than $40. All others are infringements,and the seller and user are liable to prosecution and imprisonment. OUTFIT FREE.
Address W.A. HENDERSON & Co., Cleveland,
8m34
0.

lass. A 82-pa
fiors, Prop’r,

Watch

we will pay the Agent, as commission, 100 yds. good
yard wide Sheeting, Coin-8i'ver Hunting Case Watch,
Rich Long Wool Shawl, Suit of all Wool Freach Cassimere; ete; ete.; or $10 in cash.
8

Choristers and Singers unanimously

Agent,

Address DR, 8. &. FITCH,
714 Broadway

WITECUTT

shawl, Silver-case

HIMSELF.

It contains his celebrated Lecture on

For an order of $100, from a club of One Huncvred,

allernating

needed. The “UNIVERSAL” has not this fatal objec
tion, but is WARRANTED DURABLE,

rative.

etce., ete., or $5,00 in cash.

strong

80 has
OL

because

plete with Humor, Anecdotes and

For an order of $50, from a club of Fitty, we will
Square

DISCOUNT

schools.

BY

important

pay the Agent, as commission, 45 yds. Sheeting, One
pair heavy Wool Blankets, Poplin Dress pattern,

wool

long and

;

nd

33 Elegant Full Page Engravings.
It embraces FORTY YEARS RECOLLECTIONS of his
Busy Life, as a Merchant, Manager, Banker.Lecturer,
and Showman, and gives accounts of his Imprisonment, his Failare, his Successful European Tours, and

chaodise. whea they fill up their entire club, for which

before

A VALUABLE GIFT.—80 pages, Dr, 8S, 8,
FITCH’S “DOMESTIC
. "TAMILY PHYSICIAN”

$20 A DAY

Mer-

below we give a partial list of Commissions:

The

FACES.

and there

or

very

From these pri-

VOLUME—NEARLY 800 PAGES —PRINTED
ENGLISH AND GERMAN.

‘
BY L. O. EMERSON,
.
Agthor of “Harp of Judah,” “Jubilate,” &c.

55 Water Street, Boston.
The Marning Star type is from this Foundry. ’

mail, free,
om17

WRITTEN

COMMISSIONS.

Handsome

gear), with

which, together with the ‘patent stop”
]
no other Winger) allows the rubber r?,
rate sufficiently to run through the
easily, yet cannot separate so
that the i
i
disconnect and lose their power, as is the case
other wringers, whether the cogs are on one or

England.

STRUGGLES AND TRIUNPHS
OF
IP. T. BARNUM,

CHARGES.

Cash

After careful examination, we recommend‘
“Universal” as the best and strongest machine, the
It has ‘patent cog wheels” (RowelVs patent double

,75
20
9
Minutes by th

BOOK AGENTS WANTED FOR

Weste:n and Southern States, but is open to all customers,

CHORAL

TYPE,

K. ROGERS,

describes all Diseases

to Sunday

of its

*

In another column, see

A LIBERAL

value.
In every order amounting to over $50, accompanied
hy the cash, the Agent may retain $2,00, and in every
order of over $100, $3,00 may be retained to

WRINGERIN
!

Which is the best Olothes Wringer 7
(From the Boston Traveller
of July3d)

Prices,

list, and retail prices.
ces we make

goods which are not on our catalogues, and for which
we issue checks till all are sold; besides, in every

Address orders to

JOHN

of their class.

of which ean be purchased in the usual way for the
same money.
The advantage of firet sending for Checks arethese:
We are constantly buying small lots of very valuable

Agents will be paid ten per cent. in

18
x

1,55

2

elsewhere in New

STRONGEST AND BEST
THE WORLD.

ers, we offer our own prize books which
are not excelled by any other books

gxchsuging for any article mentioned on our CataYogue, numbering over 350 different articles,—not one

EXPRESS

°,04
20
-

In additionto the publications of oth-

and forward to us in advance, for descriplive Checks
of the
ds we sell.

;

And lately for its unrivalled

NEWSPAPER

bought

*

Has a Double Gear and Double Pressure.

schools at as low rates as they can be

‘We want good reliable agents in every part of the

one.quarter

Wholesale

GEAR

2.44

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

Country. By employing your spare time to form
clubs and sending us orders, you can obtain the most
liberal commissions, either in’ Cash or Merchandise,
and all goods sent by us will be as represented, and
we
guarantee satisfaction to every one dealing with
our house.
Agents should collect ten cents from each customer

PAY THE

,14
,08

1,85

DG

IM

4

44

I MPROVEG™

THE

can

One-Half the Regular Rates.

The'Singing School

And its large varieties of

AND

unless we

sell them cheaper than, you can obtain them in any
other way,~while the greater part of our goods are
sold at about

of Purchasing an article for avout

04

2,00.

*

me 8 vl of

At

prepared by Dr. Lowell Mason, rendering it one of
jhe os attractive books for Singing Schools ever
sued.
444 pages. Price, $1.50; $13.50 per doz.

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,
BOOK

us

,20

11,8
1,%
12,52
98
9,14
18¢
18,62
"140
13,2
2¢
2,8
,17
17?
1,20
12,00
88
B84¢f
' 2¢
2,
2
~2,6¢
1,20
11,76
,19
11

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,

ARTICLE.

We donot offer a single article of merchandise,
that can be sold by regular dealers at our price. We

very much
better;
she lacks,
a couple of quacks.”

(ATTN,Al rts hot EA

Wait.

There are two things that always pay even
in this not over-remunerative existence.
They are working and waiting. Either is
useless without the other. Both united are
invincible, and inevitably triumphant. He
who waits without workiog is simply a man
He who
yielding to sloth and despair.
fitful in his strivworks without waiting is

in beholding this work and in contemplating its vast results in the future. He reded it as the beginning of a new era in
PP ury labor. No one can tell ‘what
shall come from this be inning. The seed
which you are now sow op these minds. ings, and misses

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

er of the convalescent lady, accompanying
the present with the following note :—

was

for.”
¢‘He died for me, he died for me,
he died to set poor sinners free,” she re-

apeck.

discontinued

9,60
228
1,10
,16
10,56
1,96
,86
08
8,18
96
1,60
,—
15,36
3,26
1,20
,20
11,62
2,40
,25
,04
240
48
,16
,02
1,44
28
1,00
20°
9,60
2,40
,80
,08
2,88
,60.
26
,04
2,40
,36
25. 04
2,10 ' "56
1,00
20
9,60
2,16
,15
04
14
28

tomers should not pay money to persons purporting
to be our agehts, unless personally acquainted.

clerk.”

ANECDOTE.—The

having

do
dozen,
do Embossed Morocco, single,
do
do
do
dozen,
do
82mo,
single,
do
do
dozen,
Butler’s Theology,
single,
do
do
ozen,
History,
gingle,
Our facilities for transacting this immense business
do
dozen,
are betier than ever before.
We have agents in all
Christian Baptism, Bound, single,
the principal cities to purchase goods from the Manudo”
0
do
dozen,
fucturers, Importers, and others, for Cash, and often
, do
do Paper Covers, single,
at 28 immense sacrifice from the original cost of prodo
do
|
dozen,
uction.
Life of Marks,
single,
Our stock consists, in part, of the following goods :
do
do
dozen,
Shaw's, Blankets, Quilts, Cottons,
GingChurch Member's Book,
single,
hams, Dress Goods, Table Linen,. Towels,
.
jo."
do
do
dozen,
Hosiery, Gloves, Skirts, Corsets, &¢., &c.
y
single,
i
a0
dozen,
SILVER: PLATED WARE, SPOONS PLATED ON NICKThoughts upon Thought,
.smgle,
EL SILVER, DESSERT FORKS, EIVE-BOTTLKE PLATED
do
0
do
dozen,
CASTORS, BRITTANIA WARE, GLASS WARE, TABLE
The Book of Worship,
single,
AND POCKET QWTLERY, in great variety.
0
0
0
dozen,
ELEGANT FRENCH AND GERMAN FANCY GOODS,
Story of Jesus, (Ques, Book.)single,
BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, the newest and
.
o
do
ds
choicest styles in Morocco and Velvet Bindings.
Liossons for Overy Snr
MOROCCO TRAVELING BAGS, HANDKERCHIEF AND
the
Year,
(Ques,
Book)
single,
GLOVE BOXES, &o.
\
de
do
do
dozen,
GOLD, AND PLATED JEWELRY, of the newest styles. Appeal to Conscience,
° single,
We have also made arrangements with some of the
do
do
do
* dozen,
leading Publishing Houses, that will enable us to sell Communionis,
Single,
the standard and latest works ot popular authors at
about one-half the regular prices :—such as BYRON,
MOORE, BURNS, MILTON, and TENNYSON’S WORKS,
is rel Gilt and Cloth Bindings,—and hundreds of Minutes of General Confer.
others.
ence,
single,
These and everything else for
;
A= There is no discount on the
dozen.

FOR

“UNIVERSAL.’

Psalmody,
18mo.in Sheep, single, 100. = So "38
do

Fos
THOUSAND CASES OF GOODS were
shipped from our house in One Year, to families
clubs, and merchauts, in every part of the conatry
from Maine to California, amounting in value to over

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITs

thronged. Beside one of the carts, laden
with country produce, stood three colored
women. One of them was talking in a
kind of plaintive monotone, keeping time
with her body, in a regular swaying back
and forth, and frequently catching her
companions, and swinging them
around
rapidly. After listening a few moments, I
found that the speaker had just, to use her
own language, * found out what Christ died

All P've Job

parish

BOSTON TIPE ROUNDRE,

4

of ‘Sitarday,

give notice that no

condition, sent a couple of ducks to the moth-

would exhort our Methodist friend not for
the world to give up his camp-meetings,
and our Baptist “congener to continue by
all means his services at the river-side.
These decided views of God’s sovereigaty,
and these strong convictions of man's free
will
; these broad-brimmed hats and these
washings of the

time back :—*¢ This is to

go to

we would maet the embrace of our feliowin

The following was posted on the door of
the Ludlow Church in Hertfordshire some

visits to a patient on account of her improved

and are received ; and just as we are,

brother

cone, convex on its summit, and semiperforated
with
symmetrical indentations.”
She wanted a thimble.

Bbertisements.

- Price. Pi

The
holders of the Checks have the privilege of
either purchasing the article thereon described, or or

Varieties.

as we

disciples. With our surplice still on we
would stand by the side of our Presbyterian

g

————

cently returned from England, arose

of space.

night, but changes its lights as the soul variesin brightness. The successions of the
seasons cause the vicissitudes of the earth,
its burning heats and hoary frosts, its long
and sad intervals of desolation. Bus, by a
sublime immunity, the heaven, although
created, knows neither change nor decay.
In the day-time," waves of light burst from
its glowing central fire; in the night its
dark d¢fpths sparkle with innumerable suns.
The mighty immobility of its planets, or their
triumphal march beneath the Watchful
gaze of the Most High, seems to image the
impassibility of the saints or their swift and
irresistible “zeal.
Thus, while nature—
bound beneath the yoke of the winter sol‘stice, desolate, mute, hiding her nakedness

I was witness the other day to a curious
and interesting sight. It was the morn-

ago, a clergyman,

kingdom

There is beauty without spot or wrinkle,—

PB

Sundays

that

Goon ApviCcE.—In walking always turn
rarchy, not for the establishment of a con- your toes outward and’ your thoughts insolidated government; we desire no gov- ward. The former will prevent you from
ernment at all% the branches of the Church falling into cellars, and the latter will prehave
already been governed almost to 1 vent you from falling into iniquity.
death. Prelates have lorded it over God's
THE DIFFERENCE.-** Ah, Jemmy,”
heritage until the heritage has
grown saidALLa sympathizing
friend to a man who
bleak and bare in its desolation. - We want
it not that we may grow proud in view of was just too late for the train, ¢¢ you did not
a grand ecclesiastical kingdom overtopping run fast enough. ” ¢ Yes, I did,” replied
the states and institutions of earth—that Jemmy; ¢ but I didn’t startsoon enough.”
idea is material and gross, it was the dream
A LEARNED lady, the other evening, asof the Apostles before they were converted, tonished the company by asking for the
it has been the ha'lucination of the Church “¢ Joan of a diminutive argentine truancative

not be the worse pastor of all, because of
the intimate friendships of a few.

A few

in

- Prices of Freewill Baptists Books, -

as:

the region of the immutable and the eternal!
Type of the world of souls!—there is no

that,

of one man. Accordingly, when the new
minister comes, he should be planted ever since; but it is played out. ‘My
down in his place, put at perfect ease in Kingdom is not of this world ;” we underis home, and be told to give himselfto stand that text at last. No, we want to
¢ word of God and prayer and labors as join in spiritual fellowshipand in outward
ngth and opportunity serve.” He is communion with the rest of our Lord's peo@ winister [servant] of the church and is ple, because we love them, and our heart
to ase the gift that is in him.
And we cer- yearns to express and manifest its affection.
They are our brothers and we cannot fortifyto all churches, that a minister is worth
1 times as much at the work which he ever be treating them- as if they belonged
knows how to do, as at work which you to a different family. Itis not the tactics
think he ought to do, but which he
being uncalled of God to it.

celestial vaulf impresses us most deeply

pal denomination. Inanswerto the question, Can the people of God come together
it speaks in this grateful way :
It looks like it. For a long time we have
felt that
a basis of union “ould be formed
which
would give entire liberty, which
would, allow every Christian to worship
precisély as he pleased, and to put forth his
spiritual energy according to his own tastes
and modes of action, and which might yet
manifest to the world our essential oneness ina shroud—seems to accuse man of sin
in heart and in doctrine. The converted and its fatal consequences, the sky remains
Protestant
disciples of the Lord Jesu al the sun keeps the gold of his beams,
moon her silver clearness, the stars the
Christ are one, the only difficulty is how Ao
| show it; thatis the problem which it is the bl e of their many-colored diamonds : in
duty and mission of this
e to solve. a word, the vault 6f heaven, resplendent and
Every believer should have this question in gloriously arrayed, seems like the heart of
the good man to celebrate a perpetual feast,
his mind, he should think itover and over,
he should make it the subject of fervent the feast of the promised restoration. Kindprayer. He need not sift his cherished con- ly mother, though she be, the earth someviotions
to see how manyhe can give up; times allows her breast to dry ; but the fount
he need not say, Can I not sacrifice this of light never fails,—the world could not

*Tis not my choice that fainter still
I daily grow with cureless grief,

x

,

dates, but not age.

iant service in protesting against both
ritualism and exclusiveness in the Episco-

For leave to lay thy burden down?

Is it not amid the rigors‘of winter that the
.

immortal youth. , Like the soul, the sky has

Shall We Have Union?

What triumphs in thy trials lurk!

Mbertisements,

The Firmament.
0

ELIAS HOWE
Sewin

“WORLD RENO
aa These

MAGHINES, figs ba

“PLUMMER
& WILDE
57 & 59 Bromfield
St., ]

12137

WHI

i

and Alabama, has

been continued, and

‘plans are maturing to send delegates among
them. A hasty review shows that much
has been accomplished during the past year,
owned

by

YeH. M. Society and other F. B. organiza7 ‘pons in the Shenandoah Valley :
thool and mission
ington, Va.,

shocl house,
rroperty

house at Lex$2,000.

Washington

Md.,

at Harper's

Co,

Ferry

825.

con-

nected with the Normal School,

20,000.

Farm at Harper's Ferry,
Church and property at Martins-

9,000.

burg,
:
"‘Chapel at Charlestown,
“ ¢ Winchester,

4,000.
1,300.
2,000.

Land on which chapels are

erect-

ed,

1,200.

Property in the Western Mission,

6,100.

+ Total,

56,925.

Rev.J. S. Burgess, the first speaker for
the evening, urged the importance of Home
Missions from these considerations: that
they are so ingimately connected with all our
other denomirn#tional

interests;

that with-

ort.pghurehes in the larger towns

and cities,

we shall lose many who remove hither from
the country ; and because:they

are one

of

~ the means by which the irreligious influence engendered by foreign immigration
can be resisted. His remarks were decidedly denominational in their character, and

the several points made were urged with
much force.
Rev. G. H. Ball spoke with much enthusiam of the greatness and importance of
the Home Mission work. He condemned
“the fastidiousness manifested by many of
our churches, and said they should be so

deeply interested ia the salvation ofsouls as
not to notice or criticise the manner or peculiarities of preachers. Ministers, on the

dtbar hand,

should be willing -to labor

wherever there was work to be done, even
without a call. There are a Greil Tiny
laymen who con nelie!

A

denomination,

the

WETVICE in

excellence

of

our

3

__~TEVolent objects.
As the close of Bro. Ball's remarks, the
Corresponding Secretary called for collec
tions and pledges, and the call was readily

responded to.

Nearly seven

hundred

lars were collected and pledged,

dol-

one

han-

dred of which was to defray Bro. Ball's expen=es 10 North Curolina, to visit churches
~ there of our own fa'th. While the c¢ /llections and

pledges

were

being

taken,

Bro.

Barlingame read a letter from North Curo-

lina, urging that some one thould be sent
to visit them.
At the close of the Home Mission meeting,

a few minutes were occupied

Cpeney,

Peof.

Hayes

senting the condition
College.

by President

and others,

aed

wants

Rev. J. Mariner took the

chair,

in pre-

of Butes
and

the

Anniversary Convention held a brief session.
Resolutions were adopted, thanking the
- church and citizens of Lowell for ‘their hospitality in entertaining the Anniversaries,
-and other parties for favors received.
Bro. Burlingame, chairman

of the

com-

mittee to devise some plan by which the
meetings of Commitees and Boards, and
the public exercises at fature Auniversaries

shall be separated, reported, and his report,
with some modifiéations,
was adopted. It pro~ vides that all of Tuesday,and Wednesdayand
. Thursday forenoons,be devoted to the meet-

~

ingsof Committees

and

Boards,

and

that

Lh
y évening, and the afternoons and
* eveningsof Wednesday and Thursday, be
‘eyoted

to public exercises.
vention then adjourned, and

closed.

the

:

Harvard's New President.
~~

Theinauguration of Prof. C. W. Eliot as

.- President of Harvard

University, on

the

~ 19th inst., was a significant and somewhat
t
affair. The utterances
of Hon. J.
_ H. Clifford, President of the Board of Over.
seers, in formally welcoming the new
President to his - position, were impressive
full of meaning. His manly reference
the
li
and egotistic skepticism
i

all supernatural revelain the name of science and reason,

especially admirable in both substance

style. He said:
its venerated founders, the fathers
¥
England, inscribed the simple motERITAs" upon the college seal, and
“thei fetta. Jutulsors. enlarged

pars,

by

the

adoption

-of

that

whichit

“CHifsto ET ECCLESLE.” as the

progress of sciwalls, that He

is to be ignored to whese glory they were
reared, of what significance are these idle

hose

who
rebethe
cre-

he has imparted through

upon the insensate Sucks,

'

0, i+
the.
© dread, that,
®
onflic Fis wid ¥ its predestined

“will be, that the highest
48 truth man can compre.

e

and

Suman, life and

accomplishments,

ity ‘and my shall
“generaliz wions and
basrened speculations

ligt, whose **mind_

what it works in, like

‘ere such to be the re.

strengthened

the animal

give the majority a much more. reasonable
cause of complaint. Americans havea right

McIlvaine, of Ohio, was president of the
organization. Letters of sympathy and

to insist that, so far as is practicable,

encouragement were read from Chief Justice Chase, President Woolsey, and others,
Various addresses were made on the impor.
tance of the subject, but at the time of

every

Che Llorning Star,

tail to

the

find

oid

ny

formal; dey

——

0d tor the eritical intellect
sermon,

and,

Argyll,

pr mouncing

and unssimularing,

Shukspeare, or Edi rson,

in

or the

instead of listening to the

it

thay read

Dake.

of

di-enssin

of soe religi ws topic at the hour of pudbhe
service.
And a still larger nu uber are so
girt about with influences that depress and
di~hearten, and are p essed so sir vagly into
the wrong -wag-be-forc-s that inhere either
in their organiz it on or condit'on, or in both,

that the ordinary appliances of reiigion are
not likely to reach their berrs, and over

master the hostile powers that operate withio and around them.
What shall be done for these multitudes?
For the fact of their ‘existence is un gaes-

1inab'e. They are not wholly absent trom
the country. They are represented in the
pioveers that lead our American enterprise
westward, and they sometimes themselves
seem to slide half way back 10 barbari~m

in

the process. Dr. Bushnell pronounced barbarism our first danger in the work of settling
the vast fields of the west. And the rough
and reckless characters that abound in those

parts of the country where society has hardly
become possible, and where religiousinstitu-

tions have scarcely taken root, indicate that

there
aphor
Batit
these
small

is something more than a strong metor a note of alarm in that statement.
is chiefly in the towns and eities that
unfortunate masses abound.
On a
scale, every considerable town has

irs St. Giles's or its Five Points. Every Sun-

day morning, the church bells send their
peals into the very heart of a heathenism

about us, and that their greatness and our
religion demand that they be met.
How

that isto hed ue may be considered h re
after. - But the first thing is to see the

want, con'ess the claim, and ba stirred 10
inquiry and «ff rs.
Ifthe chucehes are really bent on ding

something,

question in Paui's

spider, ©

and

ak

Paul's

Lord, what wile

thou have me do?” they will not wait long
in total darkness or a voiceless
silence.
The dawn will light up the »ky, and the
answer will come speeding on its way.

Questions,

aud

their

Answers.

A correspondent asks the following questions,

wishing

1. las

a formal reply

a Freewill

in the Star:

Baptist

church

the

right to demand of its wewbers the payment of a certain amount of money, us a
special tax, forthe support of the gospel,
in opposition to their convictions ot right?

2. In
fuse 10
right to
ground

case any membners, thus taxed, repay the said tax, has the church the
expel them from the church on that
alone ?
ANSWER.
The word ‘‘right,” as used in these inquiries, is a little ambiguous. The ques-

tion may have special reference to the legal

validity of such action, or to its moral propriety. Legally, such a demand would be

allowable, provided the church were a cor-

porate body, and had power to assess upon
the property of its members, conferred by
the terms ot its charter, or by its own properly adopted by-laws. And, in that case,
it could legally discipline any member for
refusing to meet his obligations. A Free-

scarcely less terrible than any existing in will Baptist church would
have, in sush a
Pari

Catholics and Free

Schools.

There was quite a sensation created recently, bythe demands of certain parties
in Ciocionati, that the Bible be excluded
from
the
city
schools,
The affair has
caused-a

great deal of discussion, anid

pub-

lic opinion is inclined
to condenin-the
wovement.
Qur highest interests, indivi i-

ually and as a natjon,
nected

are

so closely

con-

with the teachings of this boot,

that

no community in America can see a thrust
made
at it without
sliield ix.

raising

an

aim

to

The first dispatches stated that the Cattolics had dem+nded its exclusion;
later reports show that they were not alone in the

movement.

Their demands were repeated

by a class who have hitherto feared

public

opiuion too much to ri-k the attempt. In
any other ci'y than Cincinnati, they would
hardly have risked

it now.

Wae

allude

hood —just what the broad life of this century demands,

Iu the hight of present évents,
are significant.
easiness among
disati~fuac ion

There
both

within

the

these acts

is. a general unparties. There is
papal

rahks,

and

un awakening among the lovers of free
thought.
From over the sea come threat.
enings
and mutterings, indicative of the

general unrest that is prevailing. Decisive steps may not be tuken at present.
Covertly, but with great care,

both

parties

are preparing for the straggle. Eventually
the crisis will be reached and the question
deciled. It will be 4 contest of principles.
The strongestand best will win, as they
have always done.

to

Events of the Week.
the German
infidels. For several years
they have been increasing in numbers and
LABOR REFORM MEETING,
influence at the South and West, and have
The
Labor Reform Leaguers held a
only awaited an opportunity like the presmeeting at Providence on Saiturday and
ent to press their demands.
Sanday of last week. It was a curious
They present two claims: the use of the affair, ‘and some very wise things were
German language in the public schools, and said. "Financiering seems to be their spethe entire disuse of the Bible. Their first cial forte. They have discovered that Sec.
claim is worthy of consideration. It would Boutwell is supremely ignorantof that
give us an acquaintance with ome of the branch ; and they condemn Mr. Sumner
to
most elegant of the modern languages, be- political perdition for not making
the
sides disclosing a mine of scientific lore that United States independently
rich at once.
has too long been the exclusive property of They all aspire to
be senators, and to lead

1. The theory of church independence
accepted among wus, would allow any
church to adept such a method of raising
money to meet expenses as might be

sitting, the Court of Common Pleas has
discovered that the whole city government,

must be repeated, and emphasized, and expounded, before it will be a drawing and

quickening power. They cgnnot hear without a preacher. And he isthe appcinted
preacher who haslearned the message and

finds any where about him an ear on which
the gracious

word has not clearly fallen,

“Let him that heare'h say, Come.”

It does not answer to say that these mass-

es are sinners

may be found, and s0 have themselves to
blame if they are strangers t) the sanctuary
und the ministery of reconciliation.
In a sense, this is true,

whole truth.

Bat it is not the

Muny of these people

are ig-

norant, chiefly through the fault or the mis-

fortune of others,
Many are prejudiced,
through the operation of influences that
warped their

minds

almost before they be:

gan to reason, and the early bent still remains. Many real'y feel themselves virinally east out from the circle of sympathy
iriversed by re-pectablé and Christi in. people, and

so they answer

what 1hey account

accusation with pride, and meet wht thoy
[suppose to be pharisaism with defiance.

thought best.

i,

2. There would, perhaps, be no more
real injustice in taking an inventory of the
property of the members of a church, and
assessing a certain per cent, for the supportof religion, than there is in doing the
same thing for the support of the government.

3. Still, as we hold strongly to the voluntary system, both consistency and general
sage are in favor of leaving every Chris-

tian to determine what he will bestow for

the support of the gospel, at the bar of his

own conscience, The system of taxationis
one which should not be adopted except
with the full and intelligent consent of the
members of any church. If it has been

thus

adopted,

of

course

it

should

not

be quarreled with
when the collector
comes, on the ground that the bill
is

heavy, or

the plan

is

a bad

one,

or

thero is no sense of duty impelling to pay,
or the money is wanted for something
else.
Having assumed the obligation, the
only
manly thing to do is to meet

it.

4. For the same reason that makes it
ob-

jectionablé to adopt the system

taxation,

it becomes ‘also objectionable to disciplin
e
and exclude members for not paying
the

tax when assessed.

And yet, if such mem-

bers have assumed the obligation
, und then

are reported.

0

Ci

NATIONAL CAPITAL CONVENTION:
A Convention was in session at St. Lonis,
last Thursday and Friday, to consider the
question of cnanging the location of the U.S.
Capital. Several resolutions were adopted, and Congress was petitioned to locate

the Capital in the Mississippi Valley ;—the
members of the Convention declaring that

they will not cease their efforts until that
result is accomplished.

THE CASE OF THE HORNET,
The privateer Hornet, now the Cuba, has
been condemned and dismantled by our

Government.

The crew have been set at

liberty, much to the disgust

of Wilmington,
trial.

and

the German language in our Schools,
Their
absence

rebuke

second demand, congerning the
of religious instruction, met the

that it deserved. They

undoubt-

people

OFF FOR ROME.

Many eminent Catholic clergymen ‘ses
out for Rome during last week, to attend

the (Ecumenical Council, which will assem-

ble there on the 8th of Dacember. ‘The
numberin the Council from America will
be large, and, judging fromithein:
talents,
they will be likely to take an active¥ part
in its affairs. When the last Council ‘was
held, more than three centuries since, it is
"doubtful if any delegates were present from
North America. Circumstances hive chang- |

ed since then, and now North America will
hold as prominent a position

in the Coun-

cil as almost any couatry in Europe.

:

THE SPANISH INSURRECTION.

With the surrenderof the insurgents, as
reported in last week's issue, the insurrection

is considered almost at an end.

Fighting

still continues, however, but the Government is usually the winner. Gen! Prim

has complete control of the army and will

labor to keepit.

The

Opinione Nationals

asserts that an arrangement exists between
the insurgents there and in Cuba ;—the Cabans to assistthe Spanish republicans with

money, and the Republic of Spain—when
there is such a thing in fact,—will

nize the independence of Caba.
scheme israther

visionary,

for the

Spch a
Cuban

insurgents have not money enough for their
own wants, and are yeportedto be gradual.
ly losing ground.
:

Refined

Cruelty.

—

The satire of the Providence Journal is
generally quiet and digoified, but always
pungent.
It has employed its irony very

lives

of ease without labor.

Evidently

there is much need of a reform in the labor

thera,

as

previously

at

excepting
the Mayor, was fraudulently elected. The proper candidates, all republicans,
are at length admitted to office. Horace

Greeley may still hope for justice in New

York.:

Worcester.

&.

“FATHER HYACINTHE IN AMERICA,

Me.

Heywood, a leading spirit, thas anvounced
his platform : ** Iaterestis extortion ; wages
is crime; rent is robbery, and property is
p'uader.” ‘This is a specimen of the talk,
Mr. Sprague was invited to address the
meeting, and, having set the hour, appeared.
avd harangued the scattered an lience and

emp'y

benches for rearly an hour and a

balf. The Journal says, gravely, that the
S:nator's speech drew out an sudience of
ninety persons, who came to hear his exposition,

Toat

was

bad

enough.

But

incoherent, ungrammatical, egotistie, child. -

ish speech verbatim. The Senator murders
the King's English, balks frequently, and

is forever liable to get into a complete vor-

bal muss and bewilderment, and be bad no
helpon this occasion from Gen. Halstead’s
or ——s prepared manuscript. The resuls
is a tirade, an extravaganza, a perpatual
puzzle, and a streamof egotistic audacity,
mixed up in two or three solid enlumas of
bathos. The publication of that speech- is

the extreme terribleness of criticism and
the very refinement
‘of cruelty. Whether

the Senator himselfis able to appreciate
the blow is doubtful, but his friends, if he

bas avy, must writhe under the smarting.

Here is an extract, whose rhetoric
is above

the average, and it has the usual amount of
modesty and good judgment. What the " discovery
is that owes itselfto Mr. Sprague’s

sagacity and piety, has not been announced,
:

to atate hers,

fb

greater than any

n
with others
in like bu
been
discovery which will vin vy whole a earth
in its effects upon those engagements and
upon the business
and trades
and commerce
of the world. And it has reduced the most
complicated business known in modern time
to the implicit of the editorial and comsingor the printing department
of a paper,
tis as simple as setting (ype and printing
a néwspaper. Thas is
relieved from me
the care an | burden of business, and I can
happily come before the people and state
toihem the thoughts that are in my mind.
Itis sad and pitiable thita United States
Senator should thus strip the digrity from
bis position, expose himselfto ridicule, and
subject his friends to terrible mortification.
But if it prompts us to seek brain and
chaacter for thehigh places of trust, the
lesson may be profitable,as well as costly.

From the moment that this distinguished
man arrived in New York, and even hefore he left the steamers deck, he began to
taste the bitter fruits of popularity. Reporoppose the reading of the Bible as being ters questioned him; Protes
tants called on
‘“a waste of time,” and as ** teaching errors him ; Committees
waited on him; and the
that the world has already had enough of,” rabble crowded in the
passage way and
was as much beyond their province as it shouted for him. Thus far,
he has disclosed
was ludicrous and sinful. Even the Cath. this much: He is still a Cithol
ie, but is not
olics objected to these terms. They cling an extremist; he hopes the Counci
l will
to the Bible, and wish their youth to be leave the church open
to him, and to men
instructed from it, but only as the Pope like him ; he came to this country to
study
prescribes.
No Bible, in their view, means our institutions, for which he professes high
Freewill Baptist Register.
no God; and thas the Pope would 1i8e his rgeard,and will remain two months,
perhaps
4
——
holiness and the Priesthood its significance, longer; he will not preach while here;
The Register fur 1870, enlarged to a
he
by" destroying theit claims to divine ap- wishes to become acquainted
with the Prot- 12mo. in size, accordmg to the direction
Uf General Conference, is ready for dellvpuintment.
estant religion; he is bored by the
report- | ery. Besides
the usual matter, it contains
ters,
The American Government claims neither
and w ints torest.
Ife says that being
much information respecting the various
to enforce nor to oppose any particular a devout Catholic has led him to take
the denomirations, Missions, Education, &o.
religious
belief. The Catholics rubmit step which he has,
It is sold at the sume price as the smaller
work, viz : single copy, 10 ets, : one doz.
that the unrestricted use of the Bible as a
UNITY OF THE CHURCHES.
en
text book is at variance with this principle ;
96 cts. ; one hundred copies,
A Council of Evangelical clergymen was $7.00.copies,
Postage on u single copy, 2 ots, ;
and they
alsoregard

itas a case

in’ which

that their own

claims,
A

i:

if

allowed,

would

in se-sfon in New York last week to devis
é
means ‘or uniting the various churc
hes in

fymputhy ard co-operation, and exten
ding
the gospil thouglout the werd,
Bishop
a

i$

goes farther and reports the long, rambling,

Hesaid:

JUSTICE AT LAST.

edly had a right to object to the introduction of such dogmas as would in any way
interfere with moral convictions; but to

the minority is wrongfully oppressed by the
mujority, They appear blind to the
fact

J

in Brovid. nce, on Swurday and Sand Jy.
Tha wildest snd foolishest things werosaid

Many will remember the dissatisfaction
expres
sed at the result of the city elestions
private, have all received the attention of
in Philadelphia, a year ago. After a year’s
their acutest minds ; and materialism is by
po means the only result to which their
researches have led, The benfits arising
from a knowledge of all these things, afford a strong argument in favor of allowing

of the

the officers held for

ed the climax of its severity a week oy
The labor Reform League held a meetip

;

system,
Capitalists are confining themselves too closely to the idea that they * hire
bands" instead of brains. Bat these reformers are bungling sadly in trying to make
a practical application of their theories.

are not to be set down as either beyond
reach or hope. The gracious word * Come,”
was, meant for their ears. Bat that word

making up our summary, no definite ‘plans

church demands that education be confined
entirely tothe priesthood,
The one produ- freely for the disipline of Sunator Sprazue
ces jgnoravt dependents, —just what the since he begs«n his strange exhibitions in
perpetuation of the Romish church requires ; the S:nate Chamber last spring, and many
the other develops an independent man- of 1s thrusts have been severe, Butit reach

German students. Their investigations
or Cuffcaria. Great numbers in New case, just the same ‘‘rights” as a church of have been more critical and more extenYork, and Chicago, and Boston, seem as any other denomina
sive than those of any other people; con.
tion.
:
sequently,
far from redemption as the ignorant devotee
their literature is the most inBut supposing such special powers are
clusive of any extant. The artsand sciencin Delhior the Fiji islands. What is to be neither conferred by charter
nor defined in
done for them ?
by-laws, and that the question turns solely es; the different branches of philosophy ;
:
:
that which concerns individual welfare and
‘We assume that something 1s to be done upon our established usages and
upon the national
for them. They are part of the race to inherent moral propriety of
prosperity; home economy and
the procedure,
comfort, as well as political science and
which Christ bids his diciples carry the gos- the answer is not quite as‘simple.
It may
pel. His salvation is meant for them. They
strength ; virtiés and vices, both public and
be sufficient to say:
:

from choice, and so must
and token of its allegiance to
zh
truth, ‘they surely rever take the responsibility of refusing when
‘may the day never dawn when God calls; that the Bible is accesible, and
descendants shall declare—that there 80 ignorance of it is both crime
and incult;
epressible conflict” between the
of ethical and of physical science, that the gospel is preached, and they might
one; ‘vital
in every part, it can- hear it if they would ; that they know where
ilasion, We Fd jivd he is but the sanctuary and the Christian ‘minister

panoply of proof,
_#peculativn, study, or
i e-tublish
a want of harmony
I revelations of God through
athed into bis noblest

Many of them inherited strong passions and
a feeble conscience, and they have ever since
lived in a motal atmosphere that has’

within them and (in their church life, they may properly be citizen shall be educated. We cannot see
palsied the angel. Many of them dwell in dealt with for lack of Christian character why Government is under stronger oblito his” merchandise,” contenting ourselves small and unventilated rooms, and so are ‘or disregard of Christian duty. A genuine
gations to protect the Catholics in the enonly. with the reflection, that, like the constantly inhaling poisons
that taint the and thorough conversion always reaches forcement of any article of their religious
beasts that perish, we can ‘‘eat and drink,
blood and make physical and moral health the pocket, and a narrow penuriousnessis creed, than it is to see that no restrictions
for to-morrow we die
impossible.’
-Many of them eat such food as an offense against Christ and his church.
Ia the progress of what is complacently
| are placed upon laudable efforts for educacalled the “advanced thought of New Eog- support the growth of irreligion and vice,
5. The true way for the church is to re- tion. - Although civil and religious liberty
land,” and it. may be at no distant day, and the supply even of this is so scanty that spect the individual conscience in the matis guarantied to every one, yet Government
there doubtless will be waged a conflict of one-half the days compel a fierce fight
with ter of bestowing for religious purposes as ' authorizes no party to hold its followers in
opinion of the highest import to the cause poverty
or a scheme for keeping hunger at it is respected elsewhere, and at the same
of truth and the welfare
of the race.
helpless ignorance. It recognizes the fact
bay.
Bound
down to this hard lot, schooled’ time to create such an atmosphere of honor
Whenever it comes, Harvard College can
timt every man's faithis a matter between
hold no subordinate place among the in- continually by ungodly teaching, finding and generosity,that every Christian shall be himself and God. But it recognizes no
stitutions of the country, in whose armories
selfishness the rule in their own sphere, and
must be forged the weapons with which it believing that they see chiefly pride and inspired to beneficence by it, and that no form of absolute oppression. It must soon
penurious professor can breathe it without consider the question whether this practice
will be fought. Her friends can have no
misgivings us to the position she will occu- pharisaism in the circles from which they being choked into repentance and liberali- of refusing educational privileges be not an
py on such a field. Her great influence can feel themselves excluded, is it a, thing so ty. Aud the true way for the church memunjust act.
:
.
he
never be arrayed on the side of those whose strange that we need to wonder, or a thing
Well, tha School-board of Cincinnati atarrogant selt conceit can find no higher ob- so indicative of peculiar depravity that we bers is to nurture such a large-heartedness
jret of worship than the pretentious intel: have a right to be horrified, when we see in dealing with the Lord's treasury, that tempted to satisfy the irate Archbishop, by
discontinuing the public reading of the
their brethren may be constantly prompted
lect of man—to-day, asserting its own omnipotence ; to-morrow, ‘‘bahbling of green these masses preyingupon society and upon
to utter their gratitude instead of combin- Soriptures. Judge of their astonishment
fields,” as its possessor sinks beneath the each other, and in the midst of ministers ing to mete. out discipline.
when that functionary completely changed
turf that covers them to mingle with his - and churches, literally living without God
his mind, and absolutely refused to be satkindred clod; of those whose misty specu- and hope in the world?
The picture is
Another correspondent asks, whether the isfiel. He stormed - about town for the
lations shut out the life-giving rays uf the painful enough, to be sure, and the guilt is
ministers and members of the Christian de- space of half a day, and then submitted his
“Star of Bethlehem,” and who, with puny
doubtless deep and general enough to sad- nomination are generally accounted evanbut presumptuous hand, would.
ultimatum in these words :
.
den and startle one who is sensitive to the gelical, and whether fraternizing with them
*¢ The entire government of public schools,
“Hang a‘curtain on the East,
.
presence of sia and earnest for the honor of in Christian effory is generally approved
The daylignt from the world to keep.”
in ‘which Catholic youth are educated, canGod; but from what we know of human
and proper.
not be given over to the civil power.”
We have cut liberally
from the new
nature through the study of our own hearts,
We have to say, in reply, that there has
President's Inaugural, but must wait till
- ‘“We,as Catholics,cannot approve of that
is it for us to cast the stone of merciless res been no expression of the sentiment of
next week to tind room for the extracts.
proach? Or are we set to devise some evangelical churches, so. far as we are system of education for youth, which is
methods of reaching these needy and heed- aware, that would enable one to answer apart from instruction in the Catholic
less masses with the grace of the gospel ?
the first part of the question very intelli- faith, and the teachings of the church.”
One can pardon much in a man of sinOfthe methods to be employed, we cangently. The Christian denomination has
notnow stop to speak. We only suggest always objected to any formalized and au- cere purpose. The Cincinnati school-bosard
that, if the usual forms of effort are unavail- thoritative statement of its theological be- could, too; but they had not sufficient revWEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1869.
ing, that is not a good reason for giving up lief. They claim the Bible as it is, without erence for the man, in this case, to allow
2
these masses as beyond the reach of redemp- note or comment, as their rule of faith and him his way. The Board, moreover, had
‘tion, but a reason for calling new agencies practice.
Hence, as might be supposed, rather a fondness for their schoo} system;
@BORGE T. DAY,
Editor.
A
into play until the effective way is found. their theology lacks both definiteness and besides, they thought the ** ultimatum” had
All communications designed for puplication should
And, in spite of all that may be said about uniformity.
Some of their ministers and been slightly overstated ; consequently,they
re-ordered the reading of
the Bible, and
be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business the folly of substituiing physiology for faith, ‘members are Unitarian rather than Trinitold the Bishop to_ge honse® The matter
and
of
trying
to
save
men's
souls
by
giving
tarian in belief, and the two denominaremittances of money, &c., should be addressed to
rests there at present,
them ¢lean linen, pure air, wholesome lodgtions have affiliated to some extent, espetie Agent.
:
This movement on the part of Catholics,
ing-rooms,
well-cooked food, and tick- cially in the educational work at Antioch
is evidently a thrust at our common school
ets of admission to really good society, it is C Alege, Ohio, and the Theological S’hool
How Shall We Reach Them? still true that the churches must practically at Meadville, Pa. But there is probably system. Notwithstanding their attempts
recognize the need of education, good social less sympathy with the Unitarians among to divert public attention fron their real
There isa host of men and women out
stimulants and san tary reform, as so many them now than there was fifteen years ‘motives, the final cause is apparant enough.
A Pennsylvania Bishop has already anside the sanctuary. Some of them are abreally essential auxiliaries to the gospel,
age, and it is constantly lessening. The
nounced to his D ocese that they must withsent through d:liberate choice,
others,. —or rather as so many agencies which the
great body of their ministers have always
draw their children trom the public schools ;
through indifference, more or less through gospel, properly understood and applied,
kept an earnest spirit alive, they preach
and Archbishop Mac Hale has given posinecessity.
calls M10 Service, in order thatits great
Sime
of these are intelligent
the necessity of a radical regeneration, lative orders to ‘refuse all the Sacraments,
and honest skeptics, without doubt.
Some
Founder may be henored and its high work
bor to develop a strong and active spirituhate the _gospst~Hecanse
it pronounces done.
We must lift off the heavy load that al li‘e, and have been highly esteemed and even at the bour of death, to those who
send their children there.
against the sins which they cherish and the keeps these ma-ses depressed and irrelizHere is the
cordially co-operated with by the best men
style of Life which they are bent on leading
beginning of a battle which must be fought
idus, and then we may echo the great call of other
denominations.
:
Some dislike to think npon religious themes,
between all edu sated people and a bigoted
with feerh propriety. and new hope,—
As to the second part of the qnestion, we
and perhaps have a decided prejadice ng tinst “Friend, come up higher.”
priesthood. Our theory is, that the salvaeommend t» the attention of our courrethinking at all, anlso keep away from the
tion of a republic lies in the education of the
We hve, however, chiefly scuzht to imspondent, Mark 9: 38 —41.
preacher's influence and questions,
press the fact that the-e necessities exis: all
S me
masses; theirs is, that the safety of the
—

Ahe canse-of the Master. He favored Young
Lap’s
Ulpristian Ausociations, but he want.
~~~
the chirrches to be so aroused that there
J¥hould be no need of them. He_spoke of
“he greatness of the field open before us as
meh polity, citing the testimony of Dr.
¥ayland, and of onr want of money,
He
l0sed by urging the importance of a sys3m of gnarterly collections for allour be-

the

ceremonials, from which. we might as well
turn away, ‘‘one to his farm, and avother

and our hopes forthe fature are much
strengthened. The following is an esti3ate of the amount of property

sult of what is called

ence, as taught within these

°

(Continued from fourth page]
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| Services commence at 71-2 o'clock,
Mrs Charles Glines, Canterbury, NH
| The new House of Worship just completed at TN|. Harun as Caroline
M DiSLittleton, N. H., will be doris ted Pp Friday,
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every
minister to take
an extra
collection | brethren have changing
improving their house | A Missionary, ju EEL
ne roards “John Mors MM Lionas,
Dover, N I. per J Calder
in his congregation,
to relieve
the Society in | of worship, by been
the pulpit, farnish- | {7% Anouyne Lintment a beyond all price, and ef. | ff W kiiiton and wife, Lowell, Mass

10

=

the present emergency.

oo.

a

, church to take up such a collection, whether | blinds.

ta oat a

ny other Weolivime, io te Ly pied

ivy Fi

They have built sheds, and secured | “1¢ '* the world.

Then we ‘appeal | a lot on which

they design

hilly NH

Eoweit
on. Mace (a5 tection

to build a par- | Couans AND CoLps are often overlooked.’ A con:

:

15:00

“

a

PREEDMEN’S MISSION.

y

to all—to every one—and ask that in allthe | sonage.
The last session of the Union Q. | the ng
dy a
fue causes aritation of Cn
MI
Pale Kimball
churches régular and stated subscriptions | M. was held with this ¢
Bronchial Troches” are offered with the fullest confi’ | A friend, Washington St. Dover, N H
+

;

P

hurch,

and

or i; collections be, hereafter taken for foreign
| season
:
24 of unusual interest.

missions

Until

eign

adopted

by

field.

for.

Prosperity is enjoyed

in that field, but there is a scarcity of funds.

Here are

some

statistics

what is needed :

which show

Only 199 churches, in their church capac-

ity, have contributed to foreign missions dur-

the past year.

The meeting | 2nd immediatere
relief.’

There have been 82 individ-

ual contributions in places where churches

teen years.

gospel

On the Sabbath, after a pointed

sermon on

baptism by

Bro. Wm.

Taylor, of the Erie Q. M., we repaired to
Canandaigua lake, and three disciples of
Christ followed him in baptism. Ia the evenipg following, we enjoyed a most precious
communion season. Our brethren in the
Conference

resolved to build up the Q.

M.

into a higher and holier life, and to carry
the gospel into regions beyond our borders.
The harvest truly is plenteous; the labor-

exi:t. Putting these to the credit of the
churches, we have 281 contributing, to
1094 non-contributing, churches; and we ors, few.
L. B, STARR.
have also the fact that not less than 993 of
our ministers have not had interest enough
DANBURY, GEoRGiA.
Rev. G. C. Anto do any thing in’ their churches for this
drews writes us from this distant southern
cause. We have also learned this fact in
state, giving an encouraging account of the
prosecuting the work,—that, when the mia- efforts made in his vicinity to revive the
ister is interested, the church will be in-’ weak churches of our denomination, and
terested to a large extent; -for wherever preach the gospel to the people. He hopes
ministers are settled -who love to work for 10 see two good churches formed very soon,
foreign missions, money beginsto come in, that will be able to build houses of worship
whatever may have been the previous char- and
support pastors. He says that there
acter of the church in this respect. Now is a great call for our denominational
what is needed,

is for

all ministersto do

something, and all churches to aid, and the
treasury will be replenished and
supplied with funds.
Brethren, will you do it, and do
ly? If all had worked only half
the 281 have done, the past year,
have. received

from

kept well
it promptas well as
we should

contributions

alone,

$23,700, instead of $9,410.
E
%

Com.

lecred within the hmits of the -Maine Central Yearly Meeting, are legitimately to

sent directly
Mis-ion

§)-

ciety,it is proper that a public explanation
of the matter be given.
1. Iam not treasurer, but only‘ Agent.”
2 There is,if I understand the matter,no
Home Mission trea<urer,us such,in the Yearly pleeting. Consequently, the legitimate
eourse to take with the funds raised by the
‘¢ golicitors” and others is, to forward

them

directly to the treasurer ofthe Parent Ilome
Mission Society.

S.ill, if it

#ball

be

more

convenient for some to pass the moneyto
me, I will most cheerfully send it forward
to the treasurer.
4,

If

moneys

are

raised

in Q.

The call of

Canrorize Cexter.

written to ask, whether the sums eol-

Homa

prompt and proper effort, important accessions may be secured, and wide doors. of
opportunity be opened for us all along the

goes on

no many
of our Y. M's and Q. M's, and also
¢¢ solicitors” in the churches.
Several of
there ¢ sulicitors,” with funds in hand, hav-

to the treasurerof the

ern states, and it seems probable that, with

providence to

and imperative.

It is new well known that agents for seenring the collection of fands, &e., in aid of
Home Mission work, have been appointed

pass through ny hands, or be

are gladly welexert a good ine
Reports of this
from the South-

arise and gather the harvest for. whose maturity we have long prayed, seems both clear

Home Missions,—Agents,—Money.

ing

publications, and that they
comed, eagerly read and
fluence wherever they go.
sort are frequently received

line of the Gulf.

KxowLToN, Pres't.

A. Lovejoy,
D W.C Duraiy, $e.
J. CALDER,
:

M's,

for use within the limits of theQ. M., they,
of course, pass into the hands of the Home

Mission treasurers of these bodies.
Itseems to be an oversight, thata Y. M.
- Home Mission Society treasurer was not

with us.

long to

be

ronght

snd

N XY.

Lost

raising funds, recommended by the last
Gen. Conference, and so vigorously pressed

Sill the work

night

remembered
found

the

was

by

a

time

miny,

who

Savionr.

alike are

seeking

the

werey.

We

now

are

Saviour's pardoning

holding

meeting:

every evening, aud shall con‘inue to

as

do so

lng asthere are anxious souls inquiring

aided in finding

the path
of duty by correspondence with the
Agent. Churches also, in want of pastors,
may receive assistance through the same
channel,

A. H. MORRELL, Agent.

Phillips, Me., Oct., 1869.

Revivals, &c.
———

Gonie, N. H. There

are sowe tokens

of good appearing among us in thid place.

On Sabbath, Sept. 19, eight persons, mostly young or ouly approaching the period of

full strength, followed their Lord in the
ordinance of baptism, and on the same * day,
nine took the vows of a Christian life upon

them and united with the church.
are some of the fruits

These

of the revival inter-

«st (njoyed during the past spring and sumG., J. ABBOT,

mer,

DaxToN, Mici,

Rev. E, J. Doyle writes

«from this place, that the church is prospering. Sincethe 15'h of Augu-t, 25 have been

baptized and united with the church.

His

-gincere thanks are expressed for a donation
amounting to $45,17, recently made by his
| people.
=

DayroN, Onto.

The good Spirit of God

seemsto be with the people bere. On a
recent Sabbath, three followed our Swi ur
in ths

ordinance

with the chureh.
well

attended,

of baptism,

Our social
and

_ good deul of interest.

there

Great Fils
ch. N H. per 13 Davis

It is the praverof tha charch

that we

may see a mighty

Lord's side.
Oct. 18.

and

united

meetings are
seems to

be a

I find in the Dayton

the thousand

turning t» the

one

u-eful

certain classes

nis apprars almost nevessary, RE
Goods, Jewelry, Silver Plated Ware

are

now

offering

their

B F Hayes, Bates College
Collection,

not be afforded at such prices, and that the compa
ny are, theretore, by their course, ruiuving the busi
ness of other
manufacturers without benefitting
themselves.
The ground taken by the Mason &
Hamlin Company 1s, that this course 1s only in accordance with their fixed policy to sell always the
best instruments at the lowest remunerative price.

With

the rapid growin

at

of their bu~ivessz, whic has

*

* J L sinciair,
“J Boyd
* J Mariner,
s ID stewart,
‘BF Pritchard,

the

1

¢;

aud

tue

ambition

of mort

satisfied when they believe
ganas tequal tw tie Masoa

manutucturers

“Go

»

oD
*

is

they are furuiog out Or
& Hamlin"—Pelerson’s

Magazine.

of our brethren may be found near Council
Bluffs and Sioux City.

church

in

Beantifal.

attendance

at the

Maine

Freeman.

ing
facts and listened to the testimony represent
both sides of the case, respectfully present the
:
report:
lowing

Je Mpa to us, from the evidence present~

Tolle

ed, that Rev. W. G. M. Stone accepted the call to
the pastorate of your,church when, at the same
time. he did not believe the fundamental doctrines
of the Bible as held by the church in common with
all evangelical denominations, and that, too,without giving the slightest intimation of any such
:
rence of opinion,
aie In SCvOpDR the call to your pastorate under these circumstances, we think that Mr. Stone
acted in violation of the principles of Christian
honor, and proved himself unworthy of conti:

dee

or the

doctrines
church

proper

ahove

ut variance

with

and the denomination,

and

‘those

for

held

it was

be dismissed

that he should

storate,

pw

reasons,

The W.

will

be

h-ld

in

commencing Tuesday evening, Nov. 2.
se

non, Rev. J. B. vrew,
WEDNESDAV, Nov. 3. _ Convention

O E. Baker,
H. Gu.

Conveutigp,

Speakers,—Hon

A. LI.

Woodworth,

on

J.

Siow,

discussion

Educa.

Revs.

Fi

A. H, CHASE,
}

copy

put fails to give us Lisname.
nowan.

of the

Notice.
The Stockholders of the Central

himselr

Notioe.
by Rulroad to attend

in

Wilder, Brunswick,

.

Ohio,

i

We have examined

with

much

eminently

from the
cars

the

action of your commiuee in the matter of Mr.
sud go not find that they in
Stone's dismissal,
any measure unsurped authority nor rightfally

theirs, or in any degree violated the principles
of Christian courtesy. It seems to us that, in
bringing the matter privately and Kindly to Mr.
or
Stone, before presenting it to the church
waking it public, yout wonunittea acted honor
ahly

und

enristiunly.

We

find

that

Mr.

BH. Wu ure anited in tha opinion that, for the
reasons given uhove, Me, Storia anght not ro bé a
pustor.or # Iewber

of a Free

Baptisy church,

(Bremer

Co.,

Nov.

.

Rev. EDWARD

AND

by the

Pronounced

26-

BEST

lung

BOOK

Although compiled by a

it is equally

affection,

A

lady

BY MAIL,
er, Harrlsviie, Wis
Bh . Woo 1yuid, Athens Co. Ohio
L v i
DW

Kev
B ¢
Rev
Kev
Rev

adudd.

Hrentwood,

NH

WW hituere, + haarin Falls, Ohlo
stowlits, « ato. N Y
Ww hitfield, Vierpont, N 3
A HAL West Pails, Me
D A Morehouse, Lowell, Mass

TIN ORGINAL]
&

-

Organs,

with 5 stops, or 3 stops
Manufactory

M

nual

and prices

hence he is com-

TERMS

Renting

Rced

FIrsT TERMS.

Five octave

Instruments
Portable Melodeons are

:

a
Five octave
highly polished,
bet quality,
guarter’s rent

reduced

Piano cased Melodeand five Octave Sinare rented for $8 per
reduces the price of

$8.

Maron & Hamlin’s Cabinet Organ included.
Higher priced Instruments are rented on as liberal
terms.
Each quarter’s rent is to be paid strictlyin advance
or no deduction will be made from
Instrument.

the

price

of the

A person renting an Instrument, will have the priv.
ilege ot retaining it so long as Rent is paid mm advance, and no longer, and shall have the first privilege of purchasing the same at the reduced price by
paying down. If an Instrument is paid for in full,
after being rented six months, all or the rents paid
will go to pay for the Instrement.
None will be sold on trust.
MONTHLY PAYMENTS.
Instruments may be pur.
chased by paying each month in advance,n sum equal

to a quarter's rent Hr that kind

of Instrumeat, and

all paid will go to pay for the Instruments; and in this
way a person can ~oon pay for an Instrument, and

not seem to fee) it, if monthly payments are made reg:

IN

Ii a per on starting upoo the plan of mymthly pay
ments, nds it inconvenient to make out the m nthly

payments in ao vance,

they oun

tall hack

terms of rentmg per qu ater, and in this

they

upon:

way

the

save sll

strumeut,
rents,

subject

to

the

co@ltions

in ads
the In.

of quarterly
:

ro, armon's long ex: erfence and familiar acqualnts

Worse than n Bed of Thorna are the mis,
eriea of indigestion,
To’ essape them, men
hve
committed suite.
Yet they are banished summa
ily, and the vigor of the gtomuoh permanently re.

stared hy the occasional nse of TARRANT'S KFFER.
VHSORNT SELTZER APERIENT. Its effuct upon the

ai est ve, secr tive and exo etive or ans 18 most
gadutarv.
It renovetes avd ‘reguiates them
and is
no only sa'uhrion< but agreenhle and roireshing.

BY

ALL DRUGGISTS,

SHALL COR

PRESENTING

AN

:
a»

VE

3

TINU

5 oun

OPPORTUNITY

x

TO. ..

OUR

Sm

CUSTOMERS

J

-

Srna

That has not been offered forvears
» TO

SUPPLY

At such

THEMSELVES

OUR

Low

STOCK IS SOMEWHAT BROKEN,
BUT CUSTOMERS WILL
FIND

FULL
To

LR

ww

Select

LINES

from

im

Most

of

the

Popular

Grades,

,

eh

“

COMPRISING

Axminsters,
re
Royal Velvets,
English Brussels,

.

Three Plys,
Kidderminsters,
Superfines,
Extra Fines,
Stair Carpets,
Floor Oil Cloths
Canton Mattings,
Rugs,
Mats,
&e., &e.

NEW

CARPET
¥5

Cg
:

ENGLAND

= GOMPANY,

Hanover

3t41

Street,

BOSTON,

A

PACIFIC

RAILWAY

GOLD LOAN
$6,500,000.
We beg leave to announce that we have accepted the
agency of the

Kansas Pacific Railwa (Company
For the sale of its

:

New Seven per Cent..
First Mortgage Land-Grant and Sinking Fund Bonds,
secured upon the extension of the Railway from geax
Sheridan, in Kansas, to Deaver, Colorado, a distances

of 237 miles, of which 12 miles are completed, and the
ret is unaer construction. It 18 also a Mortgage ALA
on the Road. the Rolling Stock and Franchise of
first-class Railway, besides now runring through the
“¥
State of Kansas,
And in successful operation for 437 miles
west of the Missouri River, and earning Sea
enough to meet all of its expenses and existing
ohld.
gations, besides
;

More than the Enterest upon this new Loan

In addition to this the Bonds are aleo securedLIT,by
'

first mortgage of she

GOVERNMENT

LAND GRANT OW

MILLION

ACRES,

extending in alternate sections on either side of tha
track, from the 394th mile
post in
sas to
.
The proceeds of the sale of these lands are to
in.
vestedby the Trustees in the 7
cent. Bonda
selves up to 120 or in U, 8.

y BS

A Sinking Fund for the Redemption
of the Bonds.
rtions
of
including’
&

The lands embrace some of the finest

the fiafbl fom T
ol f Colorado,
coalfield and pinery. The Company
also holds as sn
asset another tract of

Three Millions of Aeres in the State of
Kansas,

and although not

their

ed as a secarity
for this Loan,

possession

and he

adds largely tothe Company’s
weal!

We estimate the

{

»,

Value of the Company's property, covered
by this mortgage, «¢ $38,000,000
net,

while

the Loan

is merely

$6,600,000.
The Bonds have

THIRTY YEARS [J RUN,

from May 1, i869, and will pay
y
)
Seven peor cent. Interest in God,
semi-annually, on May 1 and Nov. 1, and aze

FREE FROM

GOVERNMENT

the Company paying the tax.
The prineipal of the Loan
Sea,

TAXATION
:

is made payahle

in the city of New York, but eagh

Payable in

coupon

Frankfort, London, or

ng)

“

ance with all the First Class FI ws, enabies hw to give
valuable mtfrmation to all enquirers,
Reve K Knowlton, so. Montylile, Me.
:
ML Soe. Dover, N, Il.
S006 Livy, Cor, Seo,

Ly RB, Tasker, Lyndon, VE
“1 Ruenham Das bs, Gree Palle, NIT

New

Xork

,

“

a

0

1). Prest tout

Hillsdnle, Sieh,
WI), M., Geka, Dy Dy

10 give the Loan an

id)

“

al

yoar,

~

FIRST

’

hasic endorsement as.8.,

CLASS

!

NVESTME

in every respect perfectly sure,and in some
oven

,

Government

Better than

Sceorgidden.

accrued

:

Interest 1 hal

in Carvency,
3
the rate.
tho Agents reserving the right to adgance
The attention of investors Ia invjred,
to thesa

secured bonds, which we récommpnsd

"as one Of

the,

most profitable fo vestments in the park: t.
,
Gold and Government Securit
ken | paymenly
at their market value, without bok
ated
.
{
Pamphlets, with maps giving full information, s¥.
on appl cavon, .
A

No. 53 Rxchanse Pigee, §, ¥,.

of Hillsdale College,

Chicago, Thy

Bs.

87 ir. 80 krtas,
acceptiog the Sruat :

had the condition of the ky
(4 country thie
which it runs, carefully examined.
They
are

Dewey, Fast Troy, Pa.
ane
y. .Miffato, N.Y.

op

"£1

“

DABNEY, MORGAME €O0,

+ duns AL Howe Otuey ville, R.I,
SL,
“

London,

Frankfort,
The Agents of the Loan,
(0

08, and

tizures,

Ch

SOLD

TO

Bhe Bor dg will be sold for the present af

We. the undersigned, are prepared to say that Rav, T.,
T.. Harmon's NEW METHOD of supplying Viusiesl Instruments nan
part of the United states, mak 8 purchasers
perfectly safe: and by its adval
ges our brethren may
obtain Instruments of the best
ality, and at the lowest

243

;

GOVERNMENT,
;
AJ

*is

CLOSING OUT SAL.

nave paid, if quarterly réuts are paid strictly in

advance but i” quarterly rents ave pot paid
vance, prepaid money will go to pay rent on

TESTIMONIALS.

5

URE

at option of the holder, without nogioe, at the follow.
ularly in advance.
If monthiv payments cease when the Instrument is : ing rates:
partly
paid for, thé Lortrument must be considered
On
$1000 Bond in New York, $35 (gold) each h:
as being, and having been, on rent, and the money
paid will be reckoned in pny for rent, subject to the
conditions of qua terly rents,

By

CITY

THREE

FOR

THiRD TERMS.
Five octave Double Reed Organs,
and six Octave Piano cased Melodeons, Rosewo
highly polished, are rented for $10 per quarter, an
each quarter's rent reduces the price of the instrument

clergywan,

Chienes

and

e Instrument $6.

Price, $1.60. Sample copy, $1. Kirst lot for introFr
a dozen.
After first lot, $16
ducuon, $leach,
sanple copies or introduction lots, churches must
apply to the publishers, accompanying their ord. rs
Roo" & CADY.
with cash.
at.

and know

desired,

and take the Instrument;

to nothing.
SeconD TERMS.’
ons, Rosewood,
gle Reed Organs of
uarter, and each

THE KIND EXTANT,”

Congregational

iaside action,

and so onantil the price of the Melodeon is

and churches who have

OF

Et

TO THE TANOYAL
OF" of: sl

This Loan amounts to $6,500,000,

the

Explanation—If the price of a new selodeon is $50
elodeon to $55; the second rent reduces the rent to H2 5
the thirdto $49; the fourth to $46; the fifth to $43;

who

RIFICE,

number of Pianos.
2d. That he may see

80 $38 of each $5 Ped for subsequent quarters.

n—J A Weller—J
roruth in—11 stilés—M A Thompso
mouth—Mrs 1 G Wallage -u Ww insor— Ww EW hitney
Books Forwarded,

of Music

the first-quarter’s ret reduces the price of the

useful for all coguats denominati ns.

len—A B Brown—E 0 Brown—G W Rutler—C
ANE Cameron—it utts=J W Carr =U Dickinson
ol
Hopiins (2)
—¥ 4 Eaton—L Gott=Wm Howard—(, 1»| auras
Kent—D
‘R Haines—I Hyatt—Mrs N Hart—wrs
=almer
Moulton
T
=
Moulton—4 Lo Williken—C Mathews
Hease— vrs
(tt—1)
I'rdc
O
Nash=Mrs
#
ary
Munger—M
Royce
u
ulnt—M
1
RO Pray —L iarser—s Patterso-1n
Ranson—G w
-0K itlohurdson— Wre F Roges=8 W
sayles—t
O
stlics—=W
spleer—il
Shaw - O smith—W A
w eyMen's

of

rented for $5 per quarter,and
al of the first quaster’s
rent is taken from the price of the Melodeon, and al-

A. WILSON,

CATARRH.

pastors

Received.

“A EB wilson=I Wood=0 Whuipple=Young
Uulon—=N Young=Ww M Yeates,

dion

Bev. L. L.
Portsmouiu,

Instruments

MR. HARMON’S

Poss OMce Addresses,
Rev. F. B. Moulton. Vinland, Winne, Co., Wis.
K. UG. Eaton, Sabattus, Me,
*
W. B. Hamblen, Colo, Story Co., Towa.
“

Letters

2) per cent,

transport

elled to deal in none but the best Instruments, and
be warrants every Instrument that he sells, for tex
years, if well used.

after having

[epar t mn ents
: iy A

Thirty Year Gold Loan, Freefrom Tax.

the money

Williamsburg, Kings County, New York,

tried it, “THE

: orisrFIErn-Q. M: will hold its next s- ssion with the
commencing Wednesday, Nov. 4.
ehureh mn H to
1t is desicaole that there spould be a fu'l attendance.
x W. Howe.
)

ih

the

will not exceed $60 for toe very best in Walnut, nor
#70 in highly poli~hed Rosewood.
Other kinds of Reed Instruments furnished on as
liberal terms.
PLEDGE. Ifany Instrument fails to give satisfaction #fter a few weeks’ use, MR. HARMO ¥ will retund

SONGS FOR THE NEW LIFE.
BY REV. DARIUS E. JONES.
This new Hymn and Tune Book is a great success.

H.C. INMAN, Clerk.
{
Trp
es we
LAFAYETTEQ. M. wi'l hold its next session with
y
shurch, Dee, 4-0,
.
Higifuy<toe shu
?
C. R. BRIDGMAN, Clerk.

|

in

hy which

furnished from any

D had suffered for years from Deafness and Catarrh, was cured by a simple remedy. Her Sympathy
of
her to send the receipts
and gratitude prompt
charge to any one similarly affected, Address MRS.
M. C. LEGGEIT, Hoboken, N. J

yexs onsion
lowa),

Notices.

Advertiser, having been restored t6 health in

EAFNESS

NEW DURHAM Q M, will be held at North Strafford,
E. A. STOCKMAN, Ulerk.
Oct. 26-28.
The Ministers’ Conference of the Parsonsfield Q. M.
will be holden at the house of R:v. Mojes Folsow, in
West Newtleld, Me., Nov. 9, at 1 o’clock, P, M.
MOSES FOLSOM.

Sone

did not accept this service of your committee 10
the spiritin whigh it ws rendered, hut that he
labored persistently to gust. ohum on the edcom-to
mittee, wud 100K u conse directly calculat
produces trouble and dissension m the church.

3mé2

President ¥ Trustees of Storer College, will be held
Oct. 27,
at Harper's Ferry, West Va, on Weduesday,
PER URDER.,
at 2 o’vlock, P. M.
Harper’s Feiry, Oot. 20, 1869.

Tripoli church

risk

JAS

D

sepsrat: ly every Piano that he xells, for two reasons,
1st. Tnat he may have the tirst choice from a large

Reed

0 all wha desire it, he will send a copy of the pre,

dress

hold i

all

Sup Bass, are furnished from the best firms, for $100,
and upwards. Five octave Portable Melodeons are

soription used (free of charge), with the directions for
preparing and using the same, which they will find/ a
SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHI118, ete, The object of the advertiser in sending the
Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and spread information which he conceives to be invaluable; and
he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will
cost them nothing, and may prove a blessing.
Parties wishing the prescription will please ad.

of Storer College Corporation, and of the

Q. M. Ri

fiom

that it is of a durable character which will hold its
britliancy of tone for many years.
REED INSTRUMENTS. Siogie Reed Organs are fur
nished for $50, and upwaras. Five octave Double

and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to
make known to'his fellow-snfferers the means of cure

Notice.

CEDAR VALLEY

|

suffered several years with a severé

Notice.

A meeting

An Average saving of more thin

tread

This new gystem

Oct. 10, by R v.E. C. Cook, Mr.
Mr~, Emeline Parsons, all of 15,
Vt., Sent. 23, by Rev. J. D. WalDanjorth aud Miss Anus Arm-

of Norwien.

both

are

are being send to any part of the United Sates, was
invented by Rev. Mr. sarmon to meet a pare of his
expenses wni‘e laboringtu the Sabbath school canse,
By
X easive nequaiatinee,
eare and effort, this
bn tuess has become very extensive, and is daily in
creasing,
It furai<hes the be-t lustrimmencs at the
very Lywest prices, znd gives puichas rs an oppor

+f N. G,

a few weeks, by a very simple remedy,

that ample provision may be made to accommodate
all. Baoulq any come by rail at a Intex
riod, they
will take the hack running to Medina.
Enquire for
B, B. Kogis, one half mile south of Strongsville, who
will take them to the meeting.
A. G, WILDER.

y

both

{

Money or Insteiments, by addressing
HARMON, Pastorof Pearl street Churen,
N ii.

TO CONSUMPTIVES.
THE

the next

Medina Co.,

and

;

to conuevt with the 11 o'clock train coming
from
Clevelan2. Those who wish to aval themselves of
the above named conveyance, will ities notify; by
A. G.

can make

J. Wesley

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10,10 A, M., 5.45 P.»

session of the Cleveland Q. M., will stop at Berea station. Tesms will be at the station, Friday, Nov. 5th,

letter,

GG. Baton,

Church of thg Unity.

PURCHASERS OF
Organs, and Melodeons,

Pianos,

°~

and on Monday, Wednesday and Kriday at 8.12 p. M.
For Great Falls, 10.10 a. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.456 P, M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harvor, 10.10 A, M., 3.45 P, M.
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.61, 8, 10.55 A. M., 5.08
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday at 7.38 p.u
Lea ve Boston for Doverat 7.80 A. M.,13M,,3, bP, M
’
and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6 P, M.

tharge the interests of the ‘proposed Free Baptist
Paper, in New York City, are hereby notitied to meet
in the Fiee Baptist church, in New York City, on
Tuesday, Nov. 9, at 7 o'clock, P. M.
PER ORDER.
New York, Oct. 18, 1869.
0
:
Persons coming

¥

|

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD,
Summer Arrangemens. June 22. 1868,

Treatise,

Board, having

Me. by Kev,

Special

us money

Let him make

b th of Boston, Mas,

Mr. Samuel Wiliams, aged 79. Aug. 29, Catnorine
Fowles, aged 69.
In Boothvay, Me., Aug. 11, Miss Martha J. Preble,
ag-d 32 years, Y wonths and 5 days.

;

new

Rev. J. Granville,

Miss Jane KE, Chase,

S Meritt and Miss

In Deerfield, July 9, Polly Lang, aged 83 years.

Committee.

Soma one at W. Walworth, N. Y., sends
for 12 Registers and one

K. Bioan,

and

Robert

JM. THOMPON,

E-q., Boston.

The pnhli® are invited to call and examine MAT:
TRESSES, CUSHIONS, &v,, ut the Agency, 121 Sum41422
mer street.

s

In kdgecomb, Me., May 27 Mr. Toomas M. Somes,
aged 34. Aug.7, Mrs. Mary B (ker, aged 73. Aug. 11,

Hurling; Closing sermon, Rev.

7, P.M.

-individuats, will

|

~ Tapestries,

in erpo.t. N. Y., Sept. 12, by Rev. Wm. Whitfi-11,
nity to pay tr their Instruments in the easiest man.
Me. Martin Daniels and M18 Caroline Moore.
Also
ner possible.
Sept. 21,Mr. J
Mr. Silas Dinels snd Miss Klla Moore.
PRICES.
(Not including Freight).
New 7 octave
¢harles E. And rsoa and Miss Maggie Cahill.
Pianos, witn latest improvement~, and in quality
next to Chickering & Sons, ave furnished for $245, and
upward
Mr. Harmon goes to Boston and selects

Hillad le,

9, A. M.;

CG, Gr enleal

Sept.8. Mr.

In srownfl 13, Me,
Sewal tH, Kand and
1a =~outh Siraff red,
dion, Mr. Wm. A.
strong,

O’Donnell,

and

Maxw: i), Esq, of Webst.r, ana Miss Clasa F. Moulton of G.
Sept. 4, by Rev.
H.
In New Gloucester, : Me,
W hitcher, Me. Mesvilie C. Clark and Miss Lorana M.

of Denvminati nal Interest, ¥, A. M ; Sabbath School,

THURSDAY, Nov. 4.

nidge

In Gresne

2, P.M Speakers,
—Rovs. J. 8 Maynard, KF. P. Augir,
A.W, Westgate. Missions, 7. P M. 8
kers,—Rcva.
D M. Graham, F. W. Straight, D. L. Rice.
tion,2, P. u.;

Wood

Naney

Anniversary

for

cour ches

In Edzecomh, Me., March 1, by

Me

both of K.

ANNIVERSARIES.

Anniversari:s

s,

10

Notices and Appointments.
- WESTERN

ministe

THE

Supt.

the Superintendent Mitropolitan IT. R. R. Co.
SUPERINTENUENT'S OFFICE, METROTOL11AN RalLROAD. Buston, May 19, 1860.
C. L.F wLg, K-q., Avent. &¢ —
Lear Sir: Lost soring and Summer we gave a trial
of your Elastic Spon.e Cushions
on our
Norolk
Honse and St. .J ues Line of cars. They have given
perect satefaction, and we now are rupplying all
our other ears with them #= fast as needed vy renews
al of new fo - old,
T. uly yonrs,
(Sign. d)
WAM. HENDRY,
General Superintendent,

Hu)

hope other

for

cheer:

From

20,10

25,4
50,0
j
10.00
EXT]
p [UT]

Marrie

FREEWILL BAPTIST MINISPERS can obtain Books
in ali d ‘partments, and in any desired quantity, on
specially favorable terms, by send ng their orders tw

teaching

by the

10.00

do likewise at this the, when money is greatly needed,
C. O. LIBBY. Treasurer,

—

Report of the committee appointed by the R.
I. Association of F'. Baptist churches, to confer
with the Roger Williams church in respect to
the difficulties arising from the pastorate and the
dismissal of the Rev, W. G. M. Stone:
To THE ROGER WILLIAMS CHURCH :—
Dear Brethren: The committee whose names
are appended, having carefully investigated the

+

10.

These are to be pald, with one exception, in thirty duye,
We

At the Sept. term of the Waterville Quarterly Meeting, the Conference voted to request the next session
of the Maine C-ntral Yearly Mecting to be holden
within oar limits.
8. BOWDEN, Ulerk.

Providence, Oct. 18, 1869.

Knowlton,

especially

L. A. CUTLER,

L.¥OWLE,

oe

vl

late Thimpson § Co’s Express.

Chairman of Bnildinz Com
CHAS.

bu.

Lyon's Kathairon is the best Hair Dressing in use.

that place,

L. 8. HARRIS, Church Clerk.

*

It retains its elasticity re.

them

STOCK,

WA REHOUSE rid

Wi

durability, elasticity,

;
SPRINGFIELD, May 14, 169.
My Dear Sir: In answer to your inquiry as io how
our society are pleased with ti.e sponge Cushions furnished by you, it gives me plea.ure to say, every one
of wnom I have inquired pronounce them superior to
am thing ofthe Kiud they ever raw.
As for myself. [
am delight: d with them, and would much prefer them
to all curled hair at the same prices.
:
Yours very truly,

5,0

**

Fern,

For

(Signed)

From Cul. Thompson,

byt

$5 paid, unpaid

NN Brooks, "ime St, Manchester, Pastor absent
© KW Page, E-q. (personal)
.
Prof RB F' Hayes, bates college, (personal) $10 paid
unpaid
:
Mrs M ¥ Hutchins (personal)
L i Burlingawe (peasonal), $10 paid, unpaid

uae Hagau’s Magaolia Balm,
16 gives a 3001, redinad, satin-dike texture to the
Compl: Xion, removes Roughness, Redness, Bioiches
Sunburn, Tan, Xe, and adds atinze of Pearly Bloom
to the platuest featur 8. 1thrings
the Bloom of Youth
to the fading cheek and changes the rustic Couns. y
Girl into a Fasnionable City Belle,
Intlie use of the Magnoliv Bum lies the true secret
ol Beauty.
No Lady need compat oi hor Complexion
who will invest 75 ceuts inthis delighiful article,

8. F, smird,

Central Institute

Morehouse

Sponge

the use of institutions of this kind, and I most

20,00
100
25,0
bu, 00
25,00

Ifyou desire beauty you should

8. D. Barks,

hundred and thirty students are in

KN

4

Elastic

fully recommend them to public favor,
oo
Very respectfully,

100,00

*

purchased.

markably, which quality adapts

316,63

$50 paid, unpaid

ever

ad
ia

Sl

Widenon Hanover Street. ¥

NATAL B. SHURTLEFF.

the day it was introduced.

_5,00

Mrs sleeper

Be

W. B. H.

PirrsFieLp, ME. Three persons were
baptized in East Pittsfield, Me., and united

Ball

Waternnn,

<

|

olesa’e

t

CITY HOSPITAL, May 22, 1869.
MR. CHAS. L. FOWLE, 121 Summer Street—
Dear Sir: I have had in constant us= in one of the
wards of this institution for the last six months one
of your Elastic Sponge Mattresses.
It has many qualities which make it far preferable
in my opinion to curled hair. We have a number of
them in u e, butthe one I refer to has been put to the
hirdess test possible, and Ifind it as good to-day a;

O. O. LIBBY, Treasurer.

¥
ho
*
*,
*

BY

50,00
50.00
2,00
10,00
5,00
5,00

haw
11,92

‘

NC Lothrop,

DA

D. Lochrop & Co, 33 & 40 Cornhill, Boston,

B. P. Botts is deacon, and J. Barrell, clerk.
A church was form+d here ten years ago,
but in a few years the minister moved
away, and mee!ings were suspend«d. But
brethren have sent for Elder Darling, of
Roger River, Crawfqrd Co.; and it. is now
one of our best ficlds of labor. More or less

J A Lowell,

—

From Superintendent of City Hospital,

Dover, N.H.
The unpaid pledges received at the Anniversary at Low=
ell, for Foreign Mis.lons, were as follows:
Rev J Calder, for his church

now assumed very large proportions, toey have
been enabled 10 avail them-elves of new facilities,
such as hnvroved machiaere, so.
that, notwithstanding they ave now producing the best Organs
they nave ever made, Lhe cost 18 at the same time reduced, and hey can afford what secs 10 makers
having Jess fa alities to be raivously low prices tor
work of such fine qu ui y.
;
It is admit d vat no instruments can rurpass

have

Bo

:

SAC

H

15,00

5,00

.

;

ed

Sleaatinees and retention of shape, they are not sur:
passed.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHAS. G. GREENE.

24,26

C O Libby, $10; J Malvern, $5, Chas St. Dover, NH

well-known instruments,
It is claimed that instruments of such quality can-

Wh

®

OUR

el

Patent

fh

INCLUDING

FEEVIOUS

u

[75]

trial, vour

:

crosixa ovp ara
(AT
ENT
:

and nat I much preter them to any article of the kind

I

A sister,
&
5,00
Mrs C C Knowles, $10; C H Latham, $3; Mrs Mary
Bennett, $), Lowell, Mass
20,00
L R Burlingame, Wash St. Dover, N H
= 10,00
D Lothrop,
hi
,
“

CABINET ORGANS AT LOW PRiCkS —Some feeling
has been excited among the manufacturers of Reed
Organs, by the low prices at which the Mason &

th

rd

Col. Charles G. Greene.
BosTON, Sepf. 24, 1869.
MR. CHAS, I.. FOWLE—
Dear Sir: Having used your Patent Elastic Sponge
Maitresses, Pillows and Cushions in my house for

3,60

Mrs i L Sinclair, Contoocookville, N H

43.

All

several months, 1 am huppy to say that they have
pros ed in all respects equal to your representations,

con MI a Griffin, L M. per P 8 Burbank
Ch. Biddeford. Me, lowards support of a native
preacher in India, per J Boy
Ch. Portsmouth, N H. per L, L, Harmon
Ch. New York City. per C E Blake
Ch. Meredith Tage, N H. per J Erskine
Cn
Milton Mills. N H. per D Waterman
D D Garland, Chicago.
111

5

|

From

”

Ch. Danville, N H. $10; Rev. P 8 Burbank, $3, to

inal cost of manufacture before reaching the hands of
the people.
Itis in such goods Parker & Co., 98 & 100 Summer
St., Boston, deal must extensively. Their sales are
80 ipmense they make each article ‘a speciality,
often buying a!l a manufacturer can produce, - Their
system gives universal satisfaction, Read their ad-

i J}

a

AR

_

Laura Demeritt, $10; Mrs M Christie, $2; Mrs Al-

in fancy
&c., of which a

hi

WHOLE

:

G REAT

0

decayed animal substances, and in general neainess
and convenience.
Respectfully yours,

6,00

Wash st. Dover, per Mrs Hutchins
A friend, Palmer, Iil
Boston Q M, Mass, per W M Jenkins
Recelved at Anniversary.
Ch, Wells, Me. per 8 C Kimball
Bowdoin Q M. Me.
per A A Smith
Ch. Great Falls. N
H. per J B Davis

§

3 : A
Shade

(dd
aigeapote
\

:

Mattress is equal in point of comfort to any mattress
Ihiwve ever used. Among its chief execellencies are
softness, e'asticity, ubsence of unpleasant smells from

10,00
10,00

drich $1; Mraldrich, $1; Mrs H BE Small, 1,30

l

founded on a fair

Foreign Missions.

of

HW

z

oa =

ANN

;

ml!

6,00

BF

rs

S
Pu

gs
ig
From His Honor the Mayor.
|
,
Boston, October 1, 1869,
MR. C. I. FUWLE—
a
2
Dear Sir: As far as my judgment goes, ‘and it is

Treasurer.

SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.

or four different classes of merchants,and each charge
a very large profit, the price becomes double the orig-

Company

~—

824,59

CURTIS,

Concord, N. H.

dealer does not sell suflicient of any one articls to make
it an ohject of trade, and is obliged to purchase in
small quantities ; and when the goods are sold by three

vertisement.

I

32,00

articles, at a price that

1t is a well und: rst rod fact, that

Orzan

:
SILAS

W L Noyes, Sutton, Vt. int on note
BENEFICIARIES.
Mrs F A Clark, East Corinth, Me
Rev J Philips, Santipore, India, per C O Libby
Mary Saw) or, Oeyvide, RL, int on note, per
Hayes

§oods pay the dealer a very large percentage of profit:

Hamlin

? joX

Education Society.
BUILDING FUND,

comes within the reach of all classes, than any other,

Sour Woobsink, Jowa.
In the eas!
part of Harrison C»., a F. B. church has
been revived. - Tt is called South Woodbine.

One

and

%&

:
Concord, N. H,

One of the few really successtul enterprises of the
day is PAKKER & CO’8 Qae Dollar Sale. Their system offers a greater opportunity for the purchase of

and people

G. Hl. CnarpPELL,

©

as coughs, colds, sore
croup—some remedy,
as safe, sure and cerWild Cherry combines

The Beat Clothes Wiinger.
Be very particular about getting the *Universal,”
with improved cog-wheels. This is the only one we
recommend, and our endorsement of this is without
mental reservation or modification.— Universalist.

the way to God.

A.L. G.
into adoption by our zealous Secretary and this fall term.
Treasurer, Rev, 8, Curtis, of Concord, N.
H., is infusing fresh life into this branch of
Ministers and Churches.
Christian effort.
1 shallbe happy to answer all inquiries,
Roger Willlame Church.
~sofar as. may be in my power, made by the
At a meeting of the Roger Williams F. Bapfriends of this mission. I also solicit the tist church, held on the evening of Oct. 12, 1869,
advice and co-operation of the brethren in the following report and recommendation were
was also voted that
“the ministry and the churches generally, in received and adopted; ofandthe it church
be sent for
the report and action
this good work. Brethren wishing fields publication in the Morning Star and Christian

be

prevalent,
throat, whooping-cough, and
too, which ean be relied upon
tain. Dr. Wistar’s Balsam of
this desideratum.

Already

mwor= than twen'y precious souls have been
made to rejoice in ths pardon of their sins.
God is doing a niizhty work in this place.
The old, the middle aged and the young, all

appointed in connection with the agency,
t with the F.'W. B.
ab the Jast Y. M,
:
1 will only add, thatthe new method of Sabbath, Oct. 10th.

of labor may possibly

4

t

10,00

. Me, per 8 C Kimba
:
No family should be SC Kimjiall
on pledge made ut the Maine
West-

A Housemorp ReMEDY.

ie

73

AL

0

o A

of

ii

:

216
2,00

sure | Sam’l Compton, Clarksville, N Y

our | thers, was the best they have enjoyed in fif- | Without some eflicacious remedy for the cure of affec- |
id
y
Joy
tions so universally

we are li able y fail he in a

mission

dence ia their effi say, giving’ almost invariably

some system in raising |on Saturday,in the judgment of our fa-|

unds is more generally

chu réhes,

it wasa

:

OUR

nH

ba
B00

ing it with carpets, and by supplying it with

CAE
a
»

1

TE

0)

$4
©

facts are undeniable. As members of the|
MippLEsex, N. Y. The Lord is still | andy afte
me make, ph gigi gd Neredius Viliggec, per J Erskine X LM
per L Given
N Boothbay.-Me.
up warm ia balisnd ‘taking Tiiow Hodgson,
Board, we most earnestly invite and urge | blessing his church and people here, Our | JF3™ Water, rapping
also ask every

=

if

® i CARPETS!

Ti

|B
| #4 .

on Thursday

ll

-

gy
3

S PEC

20

dedicated

:

.
PE

61 WestWest st.st. NowNe York Oity
EWW-Page,Page. 67

} Con.

2

LE
;

-

2,

[4 Q

: We

Se

HY

og

-

Providence,
July 13,
;
; 1869.
;

Dear brethren, give us an interest in | be

y

1869.

H

i

- with or without a pastor.

ss

wo

~~

gh the season,
and the present | The new
of Worship, erected by the
Home Mission,
of the | prospect is much better than a fow months | WashingtonHouse
St. F\ Baptist church in this city, will Rov 1A Colom, West Stephentown,
N ¥
|
N
Mi
lasey,
sor, Ce
;

statementin that article is correct, and the

i

OCTOBER

AEN

S9~his Ramo shrickon fromthe |

54

for
revival of religion . among : us. : |
Wo a general
have snctal

b

28

church
an ’ excellent,
apirit ; 5 vour
and wechurch.
recommend
that he . be excluded
bors
odhodand
of. he REL self-sacridcing
cist or ori
dhe
a
ken
V from

silo
Society in the Star of lastweek, | your prayers, that God may revive his work
is fully endorsed by us, members of among us, and the little church become a
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THE MORNING STAR: OCTOBER 28, 1869.

1 have neither pearls nor gold,
Massive plate,
nor jewels rare;

Broidered silks of worth untold,
Nor rich robes a queen might wear.
In my garden’s narrow bound

after what happened.”

Flaunt no costly tropic blooms,

may,

‘Why not?”

Lading all the air around
‘With a weight of rare perfumes.

.

Yet to an immense estate

Of course he is very angry with me!”
‘More angry with himself for having

struck you, I-éxpect.”

Am I heir, by grace of God—
Richer, grander than doth wait
Any earthly monarch’s nod.
Heir of all the Ages, I—
Heir of all thatthey have wrought,
All their store of emprise high,

I would go at once
me for knocking his
having struck him,”
filling with tears.

“That ought not to be your reason
asking his forgiveness, Edward.”

- All their wealth of precious thought.

* Why not, father?”

Every golden deed of theirs
Sheds its luster on my way;

All their labors, all their prayers
Sanctify this present day !
Heir of all that they have earned
By their passion and their tears—

:

having injured him.

locked ‘up for I dunno how many

You

feel, but go to him and confess your

Aspirations pure and high—
Strength todare and ‘0 endure—

Heir of all the Ages, [—

best way you

Lo! I am no longer poor!

can.

Sarely,

-

that

you

are sorry

ward Lyon.
His father, hearing the words of his son,
ealled him and said, ‘* Edward, my son,
what has happened to cause you to speak
80 unkindly of your little playmate ? I
thonght you liked James very much.”

for what you have

« Why, you see, father,” began

As he came into the yard of the house
where James's father lived, he saw his little playmate seated quietly in the door,

sorry that

out

that

he

his hand,

I knocked your house

Edward,
the blocks

and had got it up very high, when I told
himin fan; that I would knock it down, and
threw a great stone at it, just by the way of
make believe. Somehow or other the stone
slipped in my hand and struck his house,
and knocked it all to pieces.
But I didn’t
* mean to do it. And then he came up to
me, with his face ss red as blood, and struck

me with ll his might.”

« And then you struck him back again?”

more sorry still that I struck you.”
‘“ And I have beenso sorry that I struck
since,”

himAnd,

besides, each learned to guard against the
sudden impulse of angry feelings, that so
often sever friends, both young and old.

The Cook’s Story.

“ And then what did he do ?”

“He doubled up his fist, as ifhe was go-

BY

. ing to hit me again,”

“But didn’t do it?”

“No,” I said;

He stopped a minute, and then be-

gan to cry, and went off home.”
~ “Suppose he had struck you again, what

would you have done ?”

«I should have hit him back.”

Or

“go

away.”

I always

did say that, when they came a botherin’
me in the kitchen, those fellows. ‘‘ No,’
1 said; but he would come in, and stood

there lookin’ so wretched that I couldn't

do nothin’ fiercer than shake the soup ladle
\ «Like a wicked boy, as you were, then.” at him, and yell, ‘Well, now, what do
« Bat
he was wicked, too, father.”
you want?”
“Notso wicked as you, Ithink. In the
‘Something to eat,” says he, as meek
place, it was wrong in youto pretend a8 alamb. ‘Mother is ill, and father is
first

that you were going to knock his house dead; and she and Iand baby are so hun-

down. Wrong in two ways: First, you gy”
told an untruth
in saying that you meantto
“Just the same old story,” says I, “that

it down, when you did not intendto
Xknoek
lo

Power

He

better now, and

80. And then you took pleasure in see-

every beggar-boy
there—go away.”

has told

me for years;

Parlin!

here's

a

strongerthanIam.
understand.

, should

have

But he looked

believed that 80 pitiful that my heart melted, and says

his house down on purpose P

“Tknow

meant to do it,and then did be imposed

you're

upon.

lying,

I,

but it’s just moe to

Sit down there and eat

basket, or any

“What

would you

do,

dear

children, if

Christ stood in your midst to-day P” asked a

lady of a Sabbath-school class.

- The little girls gave various answers. One
thought she would ask for a ‘new heart,”

while another said very decidedly that she

would ‘“ ask for a new set of furs.”
But as the question went around the class,
one little girl, a beautifal child of five years,
lifted her brown eyes, full of solemn rapture, and clasped her tiny hands.
“Iwould not ask himto give me anything,” she said, * bus O how I would love

¢¢ And just because you thought, although
you couldn't know; you called Lina an * aw-

ful, wicked, horrid girl!”

said

‘Of course you will ask Lina’s pardon
for accusing her falsely PV
Fu,

this

What WouldYou Do ?

“Yes'm.”

mamma.”

carrying

thing else, I think to myself, I am doing this
for Jesus, to show that I love Him ; and this
makes every thing easy and pleasant.”—
Bible Jewels.

antonly destroyed, Both
the feeling undone, I knew by that that I had it on, things, Dotty. Whatis going to be done
“here were evil. And, my son, It was one I'd had given.me, and it was with that little fiery tongue of yours P”
Dotty touched the tip of it, and felt very
llging
the one, and doing the other, worth a great deal. It had belonged to a
w not under good influences. And rich old lady I waited om, sind poor folks gen- much as if she would like to pull it out by

wender that James, after what erally don’t have such pins.

I don’t understand it.”

I have a certain little plant

whether it be

‘just knew’ she did.”
1 meant—I—just thought?”
“Ah, indeed! You only thought?”

fn
i

This collection 1s above the mass

I

him ! ”
{
Is it strange that Christ took little

dren in his arms and blessed them P

chil

What would you do, little reader ?

\

A wise man stands firm in all extremi-

ties, and bears thelot of his humanity with
a divine temper.

ha
da
=
A
LI A
a a TS
EE

of ephemeral

productions that flood the market, there is a
great variety of compositions, and they have
real character, while preserving a general simplicity. Mastered without great difficulty, they
reward the effort necessary to their execution. . -

Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.
Tae BAPTIST QUARTERLY for Oct. has six
formal articles: University Corporations; Rob-

feeble that it can not do much harm or good. It | ertsoa on Baptismal Regeneration; Growth and
is only because it promises so much and aceom- History of Language;
Mr. Lowell's Poetry;

do not feel at liberty

the
announcement.
that is here said, we

to endorse the book as an

adequate discussion of a topic that calls for the
fall vigor of profound thinkers, rather than for
the platitudes of sciolists, or the verdicts of men
who give us statements instead of reasons and
substitute a dictum .for a process of logic. A
useful laborer in his own sphere, Dr. B.isa
striking example of the peril of forsaking it for
a service to which neither his natural nor his acquired abilities adapt him.

of Syria;

Exegetical

John

Duvis,

A. M.

brethren ,becatse, “by recognizing the validity of
pedobaptist ordinations, they practically admit
that, into the pulpit and into the exercise of the
ministry

and

Formerly Pro-

unfolding

the

science of

Astronomy, the accuracy of the statements, and
the skill and good judgment displayed in determining what should be told and what left un-

OTHER

Hale. Boston:
12mo. pp. 206:

HOMES.

By Edward

Fields, Osgood & Co.
Sold by E.
J. Lane.

Mr. Hale, who has won
clergyman,
philanthropist,
terrible worker, has here,

E.
1869.

story-teller, and a
under the guise of

als and religion.

of sanitary re-

has written

read in part on this account, and in part because

of the very interesting way in which the author
manages
to bring out
his points.
And so,
while seeking entertainment, the readers, gaining what they seek, will at the same time, it

be, gather something

of still more value.

For the book is equally full of literary zest and
practical lessons meant for immediate use.

1869,

16mo.,

Boston:

pp. 246.

Lee

Sold by ge hepard

The compiler of this volume states that ib

e

“has sought to make such a selectionof thoughts
as will aid those who are striving to lead a
Christian life.” The work is admirably done,
and the volume is every way equal to its predecessors which have been issued by these publishers, in the same style, for two years past, The

selections are brief, they represent a wide field
of authorship, they are varied, pithy and stimulating, and not one of them all, whether poetry

point;

most

for

the

Baptists: will

shrink from the conclusion, can hardly fail to beget a serious distrust of the premises {rom which
that conclusion springs. They will be prompted
to reject alogic which wars so mercilessly upon
of the Christian heart.—The
the best impulse
article on Mr. Lowell's Poetry was written by

The other papers,

will repay
Baptist Pub.

though not strong or striking,

a perusal,

Philadelphia: American

Society.

?

THE AMERICAN PRESBYTERIAN REVIEW, always able and not lacking critical scholarship,
has gained in vitality and value during

the

past

a paper

that contains a

large amount of close exegetical criticism; Rev.
Albert

of

Barnes

papers

on

gives

us

“Sin

and

the

first of

Suffering

a series

in

the

Universe,” taking up the same general course of

IN THE GREAT REBELLION,

of 48 octavo pages each.

It is written by

Major

0. F. R. Waite, and published by Tracy Chase

& Co.

Itisto be illustrated Hy cuts, and por-

traits of eminent actors in the great struggle, en-

graved on steel. The initial part lies before us,

well printed on heavy paper, and adorned with
excellent portraits of Gov. Smith and Col. Bedel.
It willbe sold only by subscription, at 30 qts. a
part. Canvassing agents are already in the field.
THE

Living THOUGHTS.

up’

is the title of a volume to be issued in ten parts,

sugges-

tions in which it abounds, and which will be

may

Gordon has so frankly stated the

NEw HAMPSHIRE

a book that

view of the practical

climb

Re

important questions of mor-

He

ought tobe read in

chureh,—the

may

thought that was followed in his published discussion with Gerrit Smith; and the paper on the
“ Jesuit Brahmins of Madura,” as well as that on
the * Traces of an expected Redeemer in Profane Literature,” will be read with special interest. New York: J. M. Sherwood.

by the unhealthiness and discomfoits of so many
that questions

man

very prompt way in which

words for Salvation,” in

an eminent place asa

of the dwellings in which the poorer and the
middle classes are forced to live. He shows
often also

word,—a

two years. The last issue has four noticeable articles. Prof. Tayler Lewis deals with * Bible

home-life, so fur as that life is directly affected
by the cost of getting a comfortable house, and

clearly enough

the

one who “has the soul of the poet, and so his
words aré sympathetic and worthy of regard.

narrative in part, brought out his idess of our

form are

of

some other way without being a thief or a robber.” That is logical, and we are glad that Mr.

fessor of Mathematics and Astronomy in AllegDavis
Pittsburgh:
&ec.
hany city college,
& Woods,
Sold hy HM. A. Brown & Co.; Bos.
ton. 12mo. pp. 350.
The chief merits of this text-book are found in
the excellence of its letterpress, diagrams and illustrations, the progressive method adopted in

giving the facts

ARCHITECTURAL

REVIEW

and

Ameri-

can Builder's Journal, is a monthly of 64 large
octavo pp., with an ample supply of information,
suggestions, plans, diagrams and cuts, such as
builders and mechanics
generally would find
very valuable. It is got upin the best style, and

neither expense nor pains is spared to make it
valuable. It is furnished by' Claxton, Remsen
and

Haffelfioger,

Philadelphia,

American publishers,

who

are

the

Terms, $0.00 per year. _

HEARTH & HOME, one of the very best pub.

‘lications for general reading in the family,
and of which Mrs. H. B. Stowe is one of the
or prose, can hardly fail of doing somethingto editors,
is offered for the ensuing year at a great
quicken the soul of the devout reader to a truer,
stronger and more earnest life. In mechani reduction in price to those who subscribe for it
cal excellence, ‘the volume is a worthy product, at once, or who form clubs of subscribers.
and in. point of moral and literary merit, it Messrs. Pettengill and Bates are enterprising
men, and they have shown that they know what
stands high enough to claim, without presumpis needed to make a first class family paper.
tion, a prominent place on the center table and
Their advertisement in another part of this paavery frequent use. It will get a wide distribu- per, gives all the ‘information
respecting terms,
tion as a gift-book, and will carry a blessing &c., that is needed.

wherever

it goes.

These

same

volumes,

as

er juvenile

Publishers

the

series,

first

send

ud” also two

installment

of which

they

of anoth-

have is-

sued so many. This is the “Charley Roberts
Series,” to be completed in six volumes. The
first two are entitled, HOw CHARLEY ROBERTS
BECAME A MAN, and How Evi ROBERTS
GAINED HER EDUCATION. They are written by
the author of “Forrest Mills,” and are brimful of

THE AMERfOAN AGRICULTURALIST, published
in New York by Orange Judd & Co., stands at
the very head of all the many journals of its:
class, in size, mechanical excellences, varied information, illustrative cuts, &c. Itis furnished
to single subscribers at $1.50 per year. The new
volume commences with the issue for January.

But the publishers propose to send the remain-

ing numbers for the present year free to all gub-

life and crowded with the most wholesome ‘sug- scribers who promptly send their money for next
gestions,~none the less obvious or impressive
year’s volume, It isa publication as cheap as it
because they come out in the deeds of pictured | is good, and it is remarkablein both respects.

boys and girls, and help to set off an entertain
ing story. The books are of '16mo. size,
and
‘have about 250 pages each. They are sold by E.
:
J. Lane.
Messrs. L. and 8. also issue another of tha

most remarkable: and taking series of volumes te:

which

Dotty

Dimple

gives

name,~a

little

i

author is laid by his views of restricted communfon, impel him to complain of his C. Baptist

ELEMENTS OF ASTRONOMY : designed as a textbook for Academies, Seminaries and Families.

Rev.

Stud-

son’s view of the meaning and relations of baptism:
is, in the main, forcible, discriminating and
just; but the logical necessity under which the

highest function of the Christian

SYBARIS AND

of Love.

which 1 puton the top of my load; and it
makes it so light I hardly feel it.”
:
‘‘ Indeed ! That must be a very preciqus
little plant. I wishI could lighten my load
with it, Where does it grow? Tell me.
What do you call it P”
" “It grows wherever you plant it and give
it a chance to take root; and there's no
knowing the relief it gives. Its name is
¢ Love’—the love of Jesus. Jesusloved me
80 much that He died to save my soul.
This makes me love Him. Whatever I do,

place

“1 truly s’pobed she was, mamma,”

It is generally moderate and con-

servative in tone, and the literary proprieties are
all carefully observed.
The book has not a
crisp ‘sentence, or a magnetic paragraph, ora
stimulating suggestion, or a genuine provocation
yfany where between its covers, save as
been borrowed from such writers as
ny of whose thoughts are here presented, sometimes in the original shape, but
more frequently diluted till they are very weak.

By

and the

“O! "said the other, ¢ it's easy enough to

troubled lest his house, the buildAnd I remember, as 1 did it, fastening Dotty, with her finger in her mouth.
“Your ‘truly #
are very cruel
f which gratified him so much, should my breastpin, that had a trick of coming

you

his

on so merry and joyful? Your basket is as
heavy as mine,and I know you are not a bit

where I scratched with a pin. What made
you think I didn’t know my own pencil P”
‘ Why, you said Lina had taken that.”
‘‘ But she didn’t, mamma,” said Dotty,
casting down her eyes.
;
‘“ Excuse me, dear, but you said you

the roots.
“1 don’t know,

let go

At last the first got out of patience with
her companion, and said, ¢* How can you go

Dotty had accused a schoolmate of stealing a lost pencil, but her mother chanced
to find it and placed it by night at Dotty’s
side.
i,
Dotty was greatly surprised in the morn.

mamma

not

town, each carrying on her head a heavy
basket of fruit to sell. One of them was
murmuring and fretting all the way, and
complaining of the weight of her-basket.
The other went along smiling and singing,
and seeming to be very happy.

A Childs Apology.

“0,

did

Two girls were going to a neighboring

‘‘But perhaps itis not yours,” said her
mother.
“It may belong to-Tate Penny,
or some other little girl,” - i.

HERSELF.
—

a discussion.

Balaam, the prophet

it to do, or to be what he did not mean it to

ing to see the pencil lying on her pillow.

“Yes, sir.”

THE PACIFIC GLEE Book: A Collection of Seeular Music, consisting of Part Songs, Solos and
Choruses, Glees and Operatic Arrangements,
Edited by F. W. Root and J.R. Murray. Chicago: Root & Cady.

ther freshness, comprehensiveness, insight nor
force in this discussion, and indeed the volume
hardly contains anything that should be called

be. If you keep these rules, yon will be'a :stated in the preparation of a text-book for average pupils. The style is a little stiff and
better, wiser, happier boy. Good-bye.”
stilted, and
And Tom knew in his heart that the man simple and might have been rendered more
racy with great advantage.
But it is
wasright, and the lesson, though it seemed a book having many real merits.
severe, had been given in real kindness.

James

each blamed
of his error.

emphasis now and then put upon what areal
most truisms, the grave and ceremonious way in
which the most ordinary ideas are propounded,
and the ex cathedra tone in which he pronounces
-upon points that perplex our strongest and deepest thinkers, often excite a smile. There is nei-

jes. Prof. Diman's paper, which opens the No.,
is valuable for its historical information, aud the
defects in our American college system are0 VOLT
clearly pointed out.—The critique upon Robert.

¢“ Now, my boy, let me give you a kind
word of advice. Never treat another,
whether human being or dumb animal, as
you would not like to be treated yourself.
Never try to make anybody or anything do
what God, when he created it, did not make

having stfack you.”

the other heartily, and
self
to the full extent

Lundie, of Liverpool, issued by the same House,

is a thoughtful and comforting discourse, meant
for the Christian relief and satisfaction of those
who have sent off their little ones to the better
land. The words are Scriptural in sentiment,
appreciative, and carry healing with them to the
hearts of the smitten.

are generally very
and the immense

disclaimer
along
with
Agreeing with very much

stranger at last released him, saying:

shall have all I've gotin the savings bank,
every penny. A better boy never lived;

From that day Edward and James were
firmer friends than ever. Each forgave

He says many very-|

plishes so little, that it seems a duty to sénd the

bling dog.”
Tom still begged and promised,

and cryin’—but where I went was to the
court, to beg and pray that dear boy’s
pardon of the magistrate, and ask him to
lock me up in the precious innocent’s
place.
/
:

and as to his mother, she’s

in the fact that

as easily as he had poor Dash; he began to
beg.
i

and stronger than thai puor, panting, trem-

doin’ fine washin’, as I can recommerd to
said, taking the offered hand of his young suit any lady. That boy loves me. And
friend. ‘‘I might have known that you this I always say to all I know when
did not mean to knock myhouse down when hear ’em talkof beggars and tramps:
you threw the stone— that it was an 'acci- ‘* Don’t judge ’em because of their poverty.
dent. BatIwas so angry that I didn’t Don’t judge, lest, as our parson reads out
know what I wasdoing. I'm so glad that of the Bible, you may be judged yourself
you have come. I wanted to see you so by them above youn.”
Those ain't the words, but it's the spirbad, and tell you how sorry I was; but was
afraid that you would not forgive me for it, and so I hope it's all the same.

you, that 1 have cried ever

and

Ty diseussed it in this hooks

proper things, though these
obvious and commonplace;

to be exercised in re-

The positive qualities of the book are so few and

The man paused, but

serthat
and
with

That boy I consider my boy now.

him

conclusively shown

continues

It was Tom’s turn to be frightened. He
turned pale, trembled and caught his breath
as the stranger lifted him in_his stout arms

nothin’ on my head, a wringin’ my hands

*| down—but I didn’t mean todo it; and I am

you told us we might have from the building,

“No.

and saw

seized

.hold.
:
:
:
*‘ Neither canyour dog swim,” said he;
‘‘ but you meant to make him do it, just to
amuse yourself. Why can I not make you
do itto amuse me?
am as much larger
and stronger than you as you are larger

the sugar likely,” says I, and broke the
pudding away; and there in the midst I
saw—my
breastpin. It had dropped in
Abou$ an hour afterwards all the
vants down the street had it to tell
Ann Gerry—that's me—had gone mad,
rushed off to drown herselfi I went

obeyed,

+ Oh, sir, pray, don’t! Icannotswim,indeed I cannot! Oh, don't throw me: into
the water! I will never, neverdo so again.”

it like stones.”
And
break it, and couldn’;
like, I put it on the tabea real stone.
*‘In

while I was mixin’ it, and there it was.

to-day | «gm

his difficulty with James Parker, and why

““There's lumps in
with that I tried to
and feeling curious
ble.
It seemed to

James

“James,” he said, holding

very mueh grieved. Taking his boy upon
* hisknee, he asked him to tell him all about

“he was building a house with

not know how

Then he turned quickly,
had been crying.

When Edward’s father heard this he was

James had struck him.

tell him

with his face turned away, so that he did
not notice -him, nor seem to hear the sound
of his footsteps, until he was close to him.

did father; but I don’t like him

¢ Swrack you, my son ?
“Yes, indeed, he did so; but I struck
him back for it.”

and

you

up his mind to do as his father had proposed. He not only saw clearly that he had
been wrong, but he also felt’ that he had
been wrong. James Parker lived only a
little way from his father’s house, and
thither he at length turned his steps, with

and I'll never

and struck me.

least

:

how you like to swim !”

gladder still to see him hung.
When I went home I felt better ; and so,
finding myself hungry for the first time
since I had lost my pin, I got out the cold
pudding and a bit of meat,. and sat down
alone by myselfin the kitchen to eat them.
¢ No wonder missus found fault,” said
I, as I put my spoon into the pudding.

and his incom-

such a subject as

he really seems to=suppose that he has thorough-

¢« Here, you young scamp! Now we'll see

days;

promise;

this, is most

.Icannot do what

arms seized him, and a man’s voice said :

away;

of his

¢ Please, please don't !
you want.”
5

trembling. . The cruel boy caught him up
with rough words, and was just going to
throw him in again, when a pair of strong

had owned the fact, he wouldn't have deserved half so bad.
But as it was, I was
glad to see him punished, and I'd a been

the breast of Edward, butat length he made

a Fault.

“Why not?”
¢¢ Because he got angry with me

wrong,

done.”
For a time pride and shame struggled in

play with him again as long as I live,” said reluctance, for he did
alittle boy warmly, whose name was Ed- would receive him.

I

the

something

short

petency to discuss adequately

ters feet with a pitiful whine, wet, panting,

and all the while the little rascal kept crying, and vowing he never saw the pin.
It made it so much the worse.
If he

think of, my boy.
that you have insimple justice rethat injury in the

can now do is to go to him,

Te Family Circle.

“So
now.”

or

kindly ?”

¢¢ That you must not
Think only of the fact
jured James, and that
quires of you to repair

won’t

and the magistrate he sentenced him to be

not to

simply because yon have acted wrong.”
“But how do I know that he will take it

Heir of zll the faith sublime.

J don't like James Parker,

ought

throw

fearfully

in his- face with

care

TIBBY THE CHARWOMAN, and her Friends,
is an excellent book of smaller size, showing the
working of religion among the lowly and its
power to enable and beautify humble charasters.
t is an 18mo volume, of 180 pp., and issued by
the same publishers.
THE CROWN WITHOUT THE CONFLICT; oF
musings on the death of children, by Rev. B. H.

men, in a reasonably interesting way, and he
does some" think
in his own brain. But he
has undertaken ee too large a task for his
powers in this volume. His performance falls

threw him into the water. ‘The dog was
sorely frightened, butby hard struggling
reached the bank, and crawled to his mas-

couldn’ eat a bis of anything myself, and
jest sat down and cried.
Next mornin’ I went to the police court
and told my story, and the policeman said
he'd seen the boy

Through the weary, toiling years!

—Appleton’s Journal,

master

¢ You should go to him and ask his forgiveness, because you are conscious of

Heir of all that they have learned

To earth’s fainting sons hath given!

and ‘her

down facts that have been supplied him by other

and foolish Tom was bent on making him
one! He kicked the poor little animal
away and repeated his order; then, angry

It was, “Cook, the meat ain't done enough ;”
and, ‘Cook, the gravy is too thick.”
I

for

think anything about what he may think

On whose wings they soared to heaven;
Heir of every hopé that Time

missus

perhaps a few added words are due.
Dr. Brockett is a fair writer, being able to put

Tom was trying to make Dash swim af-

ticularly her master.
:
Well, I kept boilin’ and; frettin’ and wishin’ I couid hang the boy. And never in
my life did I have such a time with missus.

She

«0, if I thought so,
and ask him to forgive
house down, and for
Edward said, his eyes

her

As a matter of inherent

propriety and of simple justice to our readers,

ter a stick, which he had just thrown into
the river.
Now, Dash was not a water
dog, having no more love for itthan a eat,

think of goin’ without their dinner—par-

:

tificate of the author’s competency and rare prothe score of courtesy.

same

spectto the character of their publications that
hasbeen concerned heretofore in giving us many
of the best volumes for the young that can be
anywhere found. They have just issued the
fitth volume of the *‘Bessie Books,”-—one of the
‘choicest series of the kind, and which has already won a marked popularity. We have here
BESSIE AT SCHOOL, and the author has fully
maintained the interest which Bessie has al‘ready awakened.

Having reproduced 80
fundity, all in one.
much, we could hardly be asked to do more on

earnest, pleading eyes, as if he would say :

not

the

erary notice,a glowing panegyric, a covert advertisement, an immense promise, and a grand cer-

“Go and getit! Go and getit, I say!”
Poor little Dash crept close to his young

that it was

Messrs. Robert Carter & Brothers, of New
York, still issue their juvenile books freely, and

wrist-muscles, the reader's breath, and the
author's reputation for modesty and discretion.
It is largely a table of contents, a liberal lit-

Eo

Built with towers of fretted stone;
Stocks, nor bonds, nor title-deeds,
Flocks nor herds have I to show;
‘When I ride, no Arab steeds
Toss for me their manes of snow.

title-

PE

Nor a mansion fair and high,

whole

The

done it!

have

There! We

page is copied, though at the risk of the writer's

Tom’s Lesson,

master’s feet, looking up

by L. Stebbins. . 1869.

12mo. pp. 447.

EE

Little store of wealth have I;
Not a rood of land I own;

speaking, and he hung his head and looked
ashamed and troubled ; *‘ and I was sorry the
¢ Mr. Policeman,” I cried, to one that
moment that I had done it.”
?
+I
«Then why did you not tell him so at was jest a-goin’ by, by lack, ¢‘ catch that
beggar-boy. He's hooked my pin.”
once?”
«I would if he had given me {ime; but
And I never saw nothing like the way
he doubled his fist and hit me before I could that big man strided up the street, and
speal »
:
pounced on to that boy. He gave a screech,
¢¢ Still, knowing that you had provoked and then began to cry; and alll says to
him to do so, you ought to have forgiven the policeman was, ‘Get back my pin.
the blow.”
That's all I care for.”
;
¢¢ And so I would,if I had only had time
But that was easier said than done.
to think. But it came so suddenly”—
The pin was not to be found. He'd throw‘You have had time to think since, my ed it away, most likely. And then I was
son, and yet you have declared that yon do in such a boiling rage that I could have
not like James, and never intend playing killed him.
with him again.”
¢¢ Lock him up, ” says I to the policeman,
«I didn’t feel right when I said that, “and I'll appear agin him to-morrow.”
father. Iwas angry at him. But I don’t
And then I had to go back to the kitchsuppose he will ever play with me again en; for be a cook's emotions what they

Published

are set forth as something worthyof

EE

Heirship.

Hartford:

tian graces

seeking, and not beyond attainment even amid
the trials of ahard lot. The story is healthful in.
the highest sense,

ed od

Beyond what lies near.

one of the Editorial Contributors to Appleton’s
Cyclopedia, Illustrated.—Sold by Agents only.

Lina,

dE

_ Wow close up thy book, and draw in, like a flower,
_ Tight and the grace, for thy heart holds that power:
‘child ‘may all simple things gladden and teach;
‘We lose half life’s Leauty by trying to reach

ceased

said, as soon as his father

“Men of our Day,” and other publications; also

EE

Edward

replied

life, having all the best elements of impressive
ness and power. The good and the evil are
sharply drawn, sin, temper, pride and folly
work out their sad results, and the highest Chris.

ES

Qelicate carvings, and like tongues of flame
The crimsen tints are.
'

yes, I forgive you,”

Mrs. Davis has here given us a story of heme-

and the best

bes ny ii

@%r the little home picture? Our vine is the frame

«Oh!

J.

© bil

©®ghla, bent demare o'er thy book, dost thou know
How the touch of the autumn such beauty can throw,

fore I tell a person they did steal,” added
Dotty, penitently, ‘* Will you forgive me?’

By Mrs. C. B. K.

Davis, author of Friday Lowe.” Phila:
C. Garrigues & Co. 1869. 18mo. pp. 340.

BEE

ncy
doth weave of her changeable thread,
“ With sunbeams inwrought.

be-

JonN BRETT'S HovsenoLp,

|"

© the warm netted sunbeams! the s5ft golden haze!

time,

better not say so again. What'd you think
was gone.
ih
if
I should *cuse you of stealing P"
I looked all over the floor. It wasn't’
«Oh! you wouldn't,” said Dotty,quickly..
there. I hadn't been out of. the room, and
in a moment I knew who had got “it. It «You'd know better than to suppose I'd
was that beggar-boy. That came of har- steal.”
_*“Why, Dotty Dimple! that's the same
borin’ beggars for the first time in my life.
I didn’t stop long to think. I jest pitched asto say I would.”
“Oh! no; Lina, I don’ think that.
I
what I had in my hand on the floor. ’'Twas
But I don’t like to
only a wooden bowl; but I'd a done it jest wouldn't be so wicked!
‘though.
the same, I'm afraid, if it had been a chany have you sit next to my pocket,
dish to be stopped out of my wages.
And Won't you please to change places P"— Doity Dimple at School.
:
out I went into the street.

again, shows that he is a ‘much better boy
than you are, Edward ; for you have declared that if he struck you again, you would
have returned the blow, and have fought
with bim, I doubt not, until one or the other
of you had been beaten.”
«JT am sorry I knocked his house down,”

Let me sit with the child where the rifted light plays
ith
Tots shade ; let me sit with bowed head

next

my collar, I put my hand up, and the pin with a toss of her pretty head; ¢¢ only you'd

ed the impulse that he felt to strike you

In the shadé of gach thought.

sure

Sold by EJ. Lane.

TAO

. Mo e love for the touch of her hand; and the grace
That doth show in each leaf, and hath felt its fine trace

«I shall be certain

rare genius.

HY

The beauty that dazzled, and mutely I own

him

back to

the kitchen, and was feeling quite contented like, and as though I'd done my
duty, when feelin’ something queer” about

But,

instead of this, you made the matter ten
times worse by striking him back. The fact
that he did not return your blow, but resist-

10 the pensive sweet autumn doth soften and tone

could be, and sent

cause in her character, shown,

said Lina, highly delighted.

isin the market:

To"

you had dene.

full

full too; and I went

Dotty DiMPLE'S FLYAWAY

And itis there,with all the juice of Sophie May’s

sresent legal status in England, France and the

would rise

Tt

dO

borne his blow as a just

punishment
for what

means for her real advancement and elevation
By L. P. Brockett, M. D., audemonstrated.
thor of “Woman’s Work in the Civil War,”

full as

the tears

The moment she saw

of child-life.

B-F F B-dF |

you ought to have

Containing-a sketch of her con-

basket

off stuffed

at yourconduct, and

bare, and

fault.

and his poor little

exuberance

foB=

You knew that you had given him

of eighty,

cheeks as hollow

and

HO PP Bog =p

blow.

cause to feel incensed

Bh is reading her lesson in tones clear and sweet,
‘With g sleepy, low hum, like the drone of a bee;
She4s tracing a river course down to the sea,
‘With thought-clouded brow.

Confessing

but not half

gponsibilities.

for her

nited States; her relations to man,physiological, social.moral and intellectual; her ability to
fill the enlarged sphere of duties and privileges
claimed for her; her true position in education,
professional life,employments and wages consid.
ered. Woman Suffrage, its folly and inexpediency,and the injury and. deterioration it would

‘were

his

the originality

‘will be enough to give the title of the book,
The rush will begin as soon as it is known that

rights, wrongs, privileges and re-

Prof. Whithey’s GERMAN

READER, wlhiose

lack of the promised Vocabulary and Notes was
referred to, is to huve these features issued separately, and sold at such a price that the present
edition and the new matter will together cost no
more than the new edition.
:
!

TREO

wrong,

eager to atone

~

up the pencil, exclaiming:
‘You didn’
take
it,
Lina
Rosenburg;
now
I know you
into my eyes whether I would or no; and
out of my dress
I felt quite wicked for havin’ spoken so at didn't, for here it i
—and I'm sorry I said so.”
first.
«There, there, I knew you'd find it,”
The short and long of it is, I stuffed his

feet

so much 0 as the fact of your returning the

The face of a child sitting low at my feet;

“With

was

“Yes'm."”
Dotty was very

Her

WoMAN:

Miss whose sayings are among the keenest and be
brightest that have been given us to illustrate

OA

For the rifted and fading, the changed leaves are wet.
Their shadows fleck now

wie

This

will

Lina, she held

as a man’s

Carried away by this feeling, he

| struck you.

« And after this I hope my little girl

beware of hasty jadgments.”

ti

THO

more so.

Each leaf that remains; and with tears of regret

Literary Review,

)

dition” in all ages and countries, from her crea.
tion and fall in Eden to the present time: her

white as a sheet, and

have felt as angry as he did, perhaps much

The rst breath of Autumn hath rent the thick fold
Qronr vine, yet burnished with amber and gold,

«Yes'm.”

some

ERY

8TOUT.

you

dE RAO

BY ADELAIDE

I'll give

scraps afterwards.”
:
And then I went on with the puddin’,
keepin’ ‘my eye on the child. He was as

had of your unjustifiable trespass upon his
rights? Pleased with his house, its destruction could only arouse within him feelings
of indignation against the one who had wantonly thrown it down. Put yourself in his
| place, and think whether you would not’

Picture.

and

Ne dd

Autumn

breakfast,

Lm

An

your

=

Pulp.

do it. ‘What better evidence could he huve

—_——

84:2

THE
the
.

Bedouins in Palestine.
—

Gn

come

:

“Innocents Abroad,” in which his keen, and
not always thoroughly refined, humor sefree play.

Even

Every

when

describing

hallowed places and touching upon

such

night,

are

already over-

as soon

as darkness

sets in, the lodgers begin to arrive.

Mark Twain sends out a Yolume, entitled,
cures

accommodations

sacred

, his tendency to indulge his grave" face
erriment is too strong to be resisted.
He thus describes a trip from Jerusalem to
Jericho, and with all his exaggerations,

gives us emough of verisimilitude to make

every traveler in the Holy Land recall his
own actual experiences in the same place.
. There is fine satire in the following:
At nine in the morning the caravan was

singly,

in

pairs,

and

They

sometimes

in

groups. - They are of both sexes,
all ages,
nationalities, and, it might almost be said,
of all conditions. Very few are actually
and obtrusively ragged, but are dressed in
clothes that evidently had seen long service before they reached the last wearers.
The men generally are devoid of shirts and

socks, with the glazed and threadbare coat
fastened tightly across the breast, and the

nude ankles, blue with cold, showing above
the dilapidated shoes. The women have
the faded
remnant of a cheap shawl

wrapped about the shoulders, and a single
skirt and a thin calico®dress the only pro-

tection for the lower limbs. The children
are the saddest sights of all. They have
not: learned the art of securing the cast-off
before the hotel door and we were at break- vestments of their betters; and little girls
fast. There was a commotion about the sometimes enter the station-houses with no
lace. Ramors of war and bloodshed were apparel save the remnant of a summer
ying everywhere. The lawless Bedouins dress, and so nearly frozen that they can
in the valley of
ordan and the deserts not express their requests for lodgings in
down by the D
jea were up in arms, words. Bat all the comers are not of the
and were going to destroy all comers. The
abject class. Decayed gentility very fre0o¥s ;
* had had a battle with a troop of Turkish quently pushes back the ing po
often hapcavalry and defeated them; several men and during the past: winter it
gentility itself was an applicant
killed. They had shut up the inhabitants pened that
Scores and scores of men then
of a village and a Tarkish garrison in an old for relief.
walked Breadway with the outward semfort near Jericho, and were besieging them.
They -had marched upona camp of our ex- ‘blance of prosperity, but maintaining a
cursionists by the Jordan, and the pilgrims ghastly conflict with absolute destitution,
only saved their lives by stealing away and and sleeping in the station-houses. Very
flying to Jerusalem under whip and spur in often, too, among the applicants are perthe darkness of the night. It was reported sons from the country who have fallen
that the Consul had requested that no more among the thieves and been robbed of their
of our pilgrims should go to the Jordan all; and it not unfrequently happens that
while this state of things lasted ; and, fur- men hobble in on crutches or dangling an
ther, that he was unwilling that any more empty sleeve who have given their country
should go, at least without an unusually an arm or leg, and have received in return
strong military guard. Here was trouble. the cold charity of the streets.— Harper's
:
Bat, with the horses at the door, and every- Magazine.
body aware of what they were there for,
Eloquence,
what would you have done? Acknowledge
that you were afraid, and backed shamefulThe supreme eloquence of nations, when
ly out? Hardly. It would not be human
nature, where there were somany women. I think of it historically, impresses me with
You would have done as we did: said that more of sadness than of exultation. Suyou were not afraid of a million Bedouins—

and made your will and proposed quietly to
yourself to take up an unostentat.ous position in the rear of the procession.
I think we must all have determined upon
the same line of tactics; for it did seem as |

preme eloquence of this kind is ever in the

highest

degree impassioned

and pathetic,

and the passion and the Fiihos are born out

of terrible strifes—out of the depths of moral and social agonies. Eloquence is then
the voice of national or political tragedy

; it

___ Scottish Surnames.
The clanshipof Scouand has tended to
limit the number of surnames in that country. A hundred and fifty surnames represent nearly half the entire three millions of
population. First.in pumber in Scotland,
as in England, stand the cosmopolitan
Smiths ; but Jones, the name which occupies

piimetmt———————————————————————————————————————
MC
———.,

sleeves.
¢ That dog
was a Protestant,”
said a reverend father.
¢ Whatever he
was,” said an Englishman, ‘he taught us
that a Pope's foot was more meet to be bitten

by dogs than kissed by Caristian men.

otherwise would have been,

Obituaries,

times varying a little in different families.

In the list obtained from the registers of
1855, 1856 and 1858 Fraser and Maclean had
place among the first 20, and Clark and

Young were a little lower on the roll. Not-

compass, they would

have

paid

dearly for

their rashne-s. We all remarked that, afterwards. There would have be:n scenes of
riot and bloodshed that no pen could de
scribe.”
I know that, «because each man
told what he would have done indivi {uaiiy;

and such a medley of strange and unheard-of
inventions of cruelty you could not conceive
of. Oae man said he had calmly made up
his mind to perish where he styod,

yield an inch; he was going

to wait, with

deadly patience, till he

could

count the stripes upon the first Bedouin's
jacket, and then count them and let him
have it. Another was going to sit still 1ill
the first lance reached within an inch of his
breast, and then dodge it and seize it. I forbear to tell what he was going to do to that
Bedouin that owned it.
It makes my blood
run cold to think of it. Another was going
to scalp such Bedouins as fell to his share,
and take his bald-headed sons of the desert
home with him alive for trophies. But the
wild-eyed pilgrim rhapsodist was silent.
His orbs gleamed with a deadly light, but
his lips moved not. Anxiety grew, and he

Ifhe had got a Bedouin

what would he have done with him? Shot
him? He smiled a smile of grim, contempt
and shook his head. Would he have stabbed
him? Another shake. Would he hive
uartered him—flayed him? More shakes.
h, horror! what would he have done?
‘“Eathim!"
Such was the awful sentence that thunder‘ed from his lips.

Station-House Lodgers.
S—

In the more recently constructed stationhouses, espacial provision has been made
for this class. The cells here occupy the
ground-floor of a rear building, and the
sccond-floor is divided into two rooms of
about twenty feet square each. Separate
apartments are thus obtained for the aocommodation

of male and female lodgers.

In equipment these rooms are essentially

primitive.

so is the

Not aghair, orsteol, or bench,

or other appliance of civilized life adorns
them, except that they contain an immense

genius

died

surnames still very decidedly predominate
in certain parts of the country. . The M Donalds are very strong in Inverness, and also,

indeed,

in

Ross

M'Kenzies

and Cromarty;

outnumber

Cromarty.

but

the

them in Ross and

The M'Kays preponderate in

Caithness and Sunderland ; the M'Leods in
Ross and Cromarty; the M'Leans are pretty
generally divided among the three counties
of Argyll, Invérness, and Ross and Cromarty.
Nearly one-third of the M'Intosh
births occur in Inverness, Elgin, Nairn, and

Banff, The most numerous section of the
M'Gregors is in Perthshire, where, also, the

Stewarts

‘are strongest;

and

Robertsons

there and in Forfar.
The Campbels are
strong in Argyll, and there are upwards of
6,000 of them

in Glasgow.

The

Hamiltons

are also numerous in Glasgow and-through-

out Lanarkshire; the Frasers in Inverness;
the Grants in Elgin, Nairn, Banff and In-

verness ; the Kerrs in Renfrew and Ayr; the

Camerons in Argyll, Inverness, and Perth;
the Scotts in Roxburth, Selkirk and Forfar;
Ross, in Ross and Cromarty. In proportion

to population there are much fewer surnames in Scotland than in England; the’

to her death, but

nation.

consumption,

suffered

with

She had been a member

Christian

ty grow

strong

in silence;

they

are nur-

tured by thought. education, piety, indastry and peace.— Giles.

French Democracy.
A

variety

of causes has contributed to

promote the present democratic resurrection.

Within the last ten years France has been
surrounded with a circle of fire. Contrary
to Louis Napoleon's original plan, a united
Italy was formed by the Garibaldian initiative. The very failure of [talian democracy
before Rome rebounded on the Imperial
system ; it was too much for the French people to be

thrice

made the‘

Pope.” Oa the other side of
French ruler meant to found
ire,” andto aid in the ruin
axon republic of the North.

soldier

of the

the ocean the
a ¢‘ Latin emof the AngloInstead of this,

he was ignominiously driven out of Mexico,

and this dyfeat, combined with the triumph
of the United States, at once lowered his
military prestige and gave an impetus to the
ideas which are embodied in the American
Constitution. Neither was that which happened in Germany calculatedsto render
the position of Louis Napoleon more comfortable. The * Chauvinist” party were offended by the unexpected rearing up of a
rival military power, and by the insufficiency, as they considered it, ofthe concession
made in the Luxembourg quarter. The
democrats felt as a sting that * liberty as
in Austria” and in other Bouth-German
States should have taken the start of the
France of 1792, 1830, and 1848.

Meantime,

stove stan ng in the center, and a large herself morally outflanked; and this was
bunk placed slightly inclined against one of more than she could brook.
the walls. The stove gives the coveted
warmth to all, and the bunk will accommodate about twenty; and the laggard lodgers coming in laté must be content with an
exactly horizontal bed upon the stone floor,
But it is not much of a worm that the early

bird manages to secure.
* assert his

choice

He can merely

between the inclined and

horizontal, and decide upon the relative
softness of stone and wood. There are no
mattrasses

to quarrel

over,

and

no

bed:

clothing to bea vexation. In one respect
the rooms are luxuriously accoutred. By
dint of constant attention they are kept

scrupulously clean.

The floors and bunk

are daily washed out with a hose, and the
walls are kept fresh and glaring by frequent
whitewashing. Anything less palatial than

the New York lodgings for vagrants can

hot be: imagined;
but there is nbvt a cold
night but men aad women are turned away

from nearly every station-house,

because

Husking

Corn.

J. D. WALDRON.

- Loursa, wife of Rev. Oliver Johnston, died of

heart disease in Concord, Erie Co., N. Y., Sept.
27,aged46 years.
She was a consistent Christian,
ready for every good work.
A few hours before
her epirit took its flight, she had a pleasing view
of the land of rest. She was a living evidence of
the
power of grace.
Brother Johnston has lost a
good
companion, her children an excellent mother, and the church a faithful member.
An - aged
father and many friends mourn their loss. Sermon by the writer.
RICHARD RICHARDSON.

Honestly—and all rural proclivities apart
—I do not think that husking corn is very
likely to promote the flow of the tenderer
sentiments. It is simply—hard work; especially when we come to count up a score

or two of bushels. + It is another instance in
which the printed pastoral is far more attractive than the actual pastoral. A roomy
old barn, with the sunlight pouring in
and lighting up

the

cobwebs,

and flashing

in the golden locks of Joan, who wears
striped brocade and sits magnetically near
you, might make the work tolerable. Bat
with halt a hundred of damp shocks standing away in an angle of the corn field, with
a biting Noithwester whistling among them
—fingers benumbed, a thumb worn bare by

its wrestle with the rasping husks, and Joan
(if she be there at all) sitting on a cow stool,
and with nose pinched fearfully by the Octo-

ber chillness—-the affiir wears quite other as-

pects. The realists, if they venture upon the
subject, may rely upon these latter data as
correct.

What,

too, if Joan

be red-nosed

and ugly? She may not make a fine figure
in a cornfield-or in a picture; but even ugly
Joan may so illumine that home of hers with
smiles, with cheery activity, with delicate
and unflagging attention to all home interests, as to make an atmosphere about her
in which she moves transfigured, and seems
ever as beautiful as the morning. Lovers
think themselves wise; butin reality they
are as blind as bats, and have no conception
of the devetion and the self-sacrifice of which
a true woman

is capable.—Ik

Marvel.

A Protestant Dog.

The military establishmentof France now
consists of nearly one million four hundred
thousand men. This is one ofthe
grievances of the people which may have found
its vent in the récent votes, France is being soldiered out of the very marrow of its

of his plans.

But

Henry

had

calculated

badly, the personal interest which the Earl
felt in the divorce made him odious both to
Clement and Charles.
The Pope, wearing
his pontificial robes, was seated
on the
throne, surrounded by his Cardinals.
The
Ambassadors approached, and made the cus-

tomary salutations, aud stood before him.
The Pontiff, wishing to show his kindly
feelings toward the envoys of the ** Defend-

life, and it does not relish it. The average
size of its men has constantly diminished

er of the Faith,” put out his slipper accord.

within the last eighty years.

the kisses of those proud Englishmen. The
Earl, remaining motionless, refused-to kiss

The effects of

the great Napoleonic wars are visible

even

now in the slow progress of the population.
—Lippincoll's Magazine.

Below are some of the proverbial phrases

used by the Greeks

follies

and

to characterize

absurdities:

air;” “He is making
‘ He catches the wind

«He

human

plows

the

clothes for-fishes;"
with a net;” ** He

roasts snow in a furnace ;” ‘“ He holds a look-

ing glass to a mole,” ‘* He is teaching iron
to swim;” ‘He seeks wool onjan ass;"
** He washes the Ethiopian ;” eto.

ing to custom,

presenting it . graciouely

his Holiness's slipper.
a fine spaniel, with

to

Butthat wasnotall ;

long,

silky

hair,

which

Wiltshire had brought from England, had
followed him to the Episcopal Palace; When

the Bishop of Rome put out his foot, the dog

did what other dogs would have done under
similar circumstances—he flew at the foot
and caught the. Pope by .the great toe.
Clement hastily drew it back. The sublime
borders on the ridiculous ; the Ambassadors,
bursting with laughter, raised their arms
and hid their facesd behin their long, rich
rl

and
best

Koew trim. Tae church feels that in his death it
sustains a great loss, The wife, children and
aged
mother,
(now
ninety-eight),
und the
brother and sisters
feel that owe has gone
from their number whose memory will long be
dear. His funeral was attended, Sept. 14, by a
large gathering of citizens, friends and relatives.
Muay He who ean soothe the saddest heart, and
bring joy out of sorrow, sanciity this affliction to
the good of the community, the church and
the family.
'
G.M. P,
ELIAS LIBBY died in Windham,

8, aged T2 years,

7 months.

Maine,

May,

Baptist church, of which he continued a consis-

tent and worthy member till called to join the
church triumphant.
May the aged widow of
our brother and the surviving children find consolation in that Arm that never fails, aod in the
promise of him who hath said * Call upon me in
the day of trouble and I will deliver thee, and
thou shalt glorify me.”
CoM.

ALTHELIA

F. SMILEY,

of
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his life.
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experienced

religion

more
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tse my limbs and every part of my eo
freedom

AGENTS

‘1 can

REMARKABLY

maintained the

warfure to the

ast. We feel that in the death of our dear
brother the church has lost a worthy member,
and the town dh excellent citizen.
He leaves to
moura their loss,a wife, one daughter and a Jarge
circle of friends.
Funeral services by the writer,

SALLY BLAISDELL, wife

E. C. Cook.
of Rev, David Blais-

dell, died in Lebanon, Me., Sept. 1, aged 89
Jeats. She embraced
religion in youth, was
aptized and became 4 member of the F, W.
Baptist church.
Sister Blaisdell was always active in the cause of Christ.
Sermon at the
fu.
neral by the Rev. P. Chesley, assisted by. the
writer.
:
D. B. CowgLL,
Mis.
MatiLpa,
widow of the late Rev.

Thomas M. Juckson, died in Cabot, Vt., on the
Oth in.,, of consumption. She united with the
F. W. Baptist church in 1835, and so remained
until the church lost its visibility. She passed
through deep’ afilictions, and

for fourteen

years

was a great sufferer. Perfected by suffering, in
quiet submission to the will of God, Mrs. J, fell
asleep in Jesus,

THERE

HuaH

Sept, 3, aged T1 years.

He

was

born in Salem,
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ead for $5, including directions and medical advice.
All who come to the office treated free of cost and no
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up Clubs at our rates than is offered by any Systems

WoL-

COrT’8 PAIN PAINT, 1 can say from experience, is the
best remedy and the greatest invention ever offered
to suffering humanity. Instead of its being
a dear
remedy at eight dollars a quart;“it is really wortn
more than one hundred dollars a quart.
:
H. T. STETSON,
Peconic House, Greenpoint, L. I., Aug. 6, 1869.
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fasor. Ifina ly was induced to purchase a quart or “either in Money-Orders,
closed in a letter, which
an eight dolar bottle of his PAIN PAINT,
8 small
amount did wonders for me. It removed-the most of register if requested.
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language that I can use can portray the
month after

we

hereafter are the below

FOR

*¢ coming to the grave as a shock of corn fully
ripe.” Funeral sermon by the writer.
JACOB B.WENTWORTH died in Brownfield,
Me.,
Sept. 29, aged 66 years.
The subject of this notice enlisted in the cause of Christ some thirty

TERMS

INVARIABLY

witaout any earthly benefit or use, until I felt almost
completely Siscouzaged and disheartened. My pain
and sufferings were
beyond all description, and no
Isaw DR.
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«ut money without stint to doctors and tor medicines,

endured.
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of this disease,
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THEREFORE,
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Those who subscribe earliest will

Greenport, L. 1. I had rheumatism over five years.
A portion of this time I was unable to walk.
My
and
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legs, my arms and ny body also have been contracted
and drawn up shorter,
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Free!
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So that all such yearly subscriptions willend Jange

August 6, 1869.

father is

-

subscribe before next Ji

their subscription to the end of this year

con-

a man

5

who

One Year, at the Reduced

of the eflicacy of/
WoLCOTT’S ANNIHILATOR, a8 1
&m now in my 70th vear,
«
!
SAMUEL SCHENDLER,
250 Washington steeet, Hoboken, N. J,

Me.,

than fifty years ago, and always manifested considerable interest in its ordinances.
During the
last few years of his life he was almost helpless,
buthe bore all his Jeing and trials with Christian fortitude; and
at last, he died in peace,

strength

solid flesh
my years is

BETSEY GROTON died in Deerfield, Sept. 8,
aged 70 years, 11 months, Tne Bible was her

spent

Las

TO

using the ANNIHILATOR I
only weighed 119 pounds,
my weight
now is 140
pounds. This increase in

died March 30, aged 82 years.
Her uniform life
and Christian graces endeared her to the hearts of
all Christians.
She manifested one of the most
charitable, cautious and hopeful spirits, that we
ever knew.Though modest and unassuming in her
manners, yet she was very decided in her views
of religion,
We miss our aged mother who has
left us for the better land.
She rests from her
labors and her works follow her. W. T. SMITH.

constant companion and delight. In early life,she
said that she was * happy in the Lord” but she
never openly professed his name. She was a very
beat sufferer during the last tew months of her
ife. She expressed her readiness to leave the
world, as she passed away.
NATHANIEL
DEARBORN
died in Deerfield,
Aug. 31, aged 95 years.
Mr. Dearborn was the
first child born in that part of the town where he

OLD.

vinced. When 1 commenced

The deceaged ex-

perienced religion several years before he united
with the church.
During a revival in the place
in 1843, he with several others was baptized by
‘Rev. W. T. Smith, and united with the Kreewiil

Everything for Nothing!

for Catarrh. I hardly know
how to express mY grati-

resig-

JONATHAN GILKY died in South Strafford, Vt.,
Sept. 1, aged 87 years, 7 months,
He married in
Plainfield, N. H., and subsequently moved to
Norwich, Vt., where he spent twenty-eight years
of his life. He then removed to Strafford where
he spent the remainder of his days. He was respectedas an honest man, although he did not
profess religion.
He was a constant reader of the
Star for more than forty years, He was a man
that rested on the
Sabbath day, and read his
Bible until too feeble to read.
is wife preceded
him eleven years last March.
She wus one of
the mothers in Lguel, and died at her post. He
left tour children
&nd other relatives who mourn
their loss,” The funeral was attended by the

man he was much respected, and as 4 moral
Christian man greatly beloved by those who

GIVEN AWAY!

HEARTH AND HOME will be sent from the

tude for tne woud
ben.
efit 1 have derived trom its
use. lowe my very life to
DR. WOLCOTT'S REMEDY;
of this fact 1 am fully ¢on-

of the church

G. C. DRAPER.

writer.

J.8.D.

stantly fi
under their
treatment, and without »ny"
relief from any one, until I
commenced
using
DR.
WOLCOTT’S ANNIHILATOR

liberally for its support. As a citizen and business

BS Qu
Eogland’s popular forces were brought up
in the Reform movement¢ the earnest deHenry VIII. desired that his representatermination
and the joyous tumult of those tives should appear with great pomp, and
popular strivings could not but awaken an accordingly the Ambassador and his colecho inthe French nation. Then Spain— | leagues went to great expense with that indespised Spain—suddenly rose in revolution, tent. Wiltshire entered first into the audidriving out a dynasty with as much ease as ence-hall; being father of Aune Boleyn, he
if a mere spider's web had to be brushed had been appointed by the king as the man
away.
in all England mostioterested in the success

South, north, east, west; on this and on
the other side of the ocean, France found

number, my

in

for five years, during which time she was an earnest worker, and, with a mature Christian experience and well developed Christian character, she
died in great triumph.
As weeping friends stood
around her bed,. she said, as she breathed her
last, “Weep not for me, I am going to Jesus,

sweet Jesus.”

]

I have had Catarrh over

Some thirty years

of

HEARTH 2» HOME

sged

thirty years,
I have tried doctors and
m-adicines almost without

rest have passed on before him,we trust, to the
better land,
8S. BUzzZELL,
BARNARD

:

SEVENTY YEARS

Miistaoging the large modern accession of Orange, Ionia Co., Mich., Aug. 6, aged 21 years.
Irish and other immigrants, several Scottish She was a great sufferer tor s1x weeks previous

equal to them; and

this is good for the world.
Such eloquence bursts oat from the tempests of society.
But the best interests of socie-

if need

be, bat never

was questioned.

rare;

A MAN

since he experienced religion, and was baptized
and united with the Freewill Baptist church. He
maintained a Christian life, and his last end was
peace. He was a reader of the Morning Star tor
a number of years. He leaves five children; the

Di1ANA

He leaves an

~ Bhhertiseemns,

land, and then follow Brown, Thompson.
Particular Notice ! Persons wishing obituaRobertson, Stewart, Campbell, Wilson, and ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
Anderson. Dr. Stark, of the Registry-office, patronize it, must. accompany them with cash
has ascertained that the registers of births ia equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
1863 show these to be the nine strongest Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
surnames in Scotland, and the same result single square can well be afforded to any single
was obtained on a former occasion from an obituary. Verses are inadmissible.
examination of the registers of births, deaths
and. marriages in 1855, 1856 and 1858.
Scott is the tenth name upon the birth regisDEACON IVORY BRACKETT died in Waterville,
Me., August 23, aged 80 years.

|

Funeral services attended

‘| by the writer, Sept. 4.

the second place in England, is ¢* nowhere”
in Scotland.
M’'Donald is second in Scot-

ter of 1863, followed by Miller, M’Kenzie,
Reid, Ross, M'Kay,
Johnston, Murray,
Clark, Paterson, Young, the spelling some-

he removed
to: this place, like many

others, did not unite with any churen, and hence
his Christian influence ‘has never been felt as it

widow and children.

is usually either the groan of expiring lib- total number is about 6,800. The most usual
erty or the cry of new-born revolution. It Christian
names in Scotland are John and
not keep him in the rear, to save my neck. was near or at the close of an independent James for ‘men, Margaret and Mary for
He was forever turning up in the lead. In nationality that the Hebrew prophets arose, women.— London Times.
such cases I trembled a little, and got down | and shared with their brethren the captivity
CAROLINE, wife of Bro. James L. Emery, died
to fix my saddle. But it was not of any use; which they foresaw, but could not prein Saco, Me., Sept. 15,aged 43 years.8 months. She
vent.
(Never
was
eloquence
grander
or
the others all got down to fix their saddles |
experienced religion about twenty-seven years
Without a Sunset.
ago, nd was baptized by Rev. Charles Bean.-and
too. I never saw such a time with saddles. more patriotic than ia the passionate sub——
§ —
f
united with the Freewill Baptist church in Saco,
the “pathetic deIt was the first time any of them had got limity of Isaiah, and
of
which she has ever been one of our most
The
following
graphic
passage
is
from
out of order in three weeks, and now they spondency of Jeremiah; and both prophets
worthy and efficient members.
For nearly three
had all broken down at once. Itried walk- appeared amidst the calamities of their the description of a scene witnessed bya months, she endured her sickness with great torrace.
Demosthenes
spoke
his
most
electric
‘Mr.
Campbell
and
his
party,
in
the
north
titude and Christian resignation.
As she neared
ing, for exercise—I had not enough in Jerusalem, searching for holy places. Bat it speeches amidst the rains of Grecian repub- of Norway, from a cliff 1,000 fect above the the river her hopes brightened, and with perfect
composure
she
resigned
herself
and
family into
was a failure. Toe whole mob were suffer- lics; and when he pronounded the funeral sea:
the hands of the Lord. ' When she was dying she
ing for exercise, and it was not fifteen min- oration over those who fell at'Camronea, it
The ocean stretched away in silent desired her husband to sing the lines; “*Come,sing
utes till they were all on foot and I had the may be truly said that he also pronounced vastness
to me of heaven, &c.”
While he was singing,
at our feet ; the sound of its waves
the
funeral
oration
of
Grecian
liberty.
she joined in and sung the tune through and then
lead again, It was very discouraging.
scarcely reached our airy lookout; away in said, *‘ Jesus can. make a dying bed feel sott as
Cicero
was
the
greatest
orator
of
Rome,
We had a glimpse, from a mountain top, of
the north, the huge old sun swung low along downy pillows, &c.” Thus our dear sister passthe Dead Sey, lying like a blue shield in the ‘and he was the last. It was always when the horizon, like the slow beat of the pan- ed trinmphantly to the other shore. Kunéral
plain of the Jordan, and now we were march- the crisis of public affairs in Eogland be- dulum in the tall clock of our grandfath -r's services by the writer, assisted by Rev. J. M.
KE. TRUE.
ing down a close, rugged, flaming, desolate came disturbed and dangerous that men parlor corner. We all stood silent, looking Bailey.
defile, where no living creature could enjoy were mightiest in speech. - So, likewise, it at our watches. When both hands cime
Lucy CoLLiNs died in Guilford, June 23,
life, except, perhaps a salamander.
It was was ‘the times which tried men’s souls”
at twelve, midnight, the full round aged 70 years, She experienced religion in early
such a dreary, repulsive, horrible solitude! in America that called forth the daring dec- together
lite aud was baptized by Rev. Joseph Quimby in
orb hung triumphantly abyve the wave—a
It was the ¢* wilderness" where John preach- lamation of John Adams and Patrick Hen- bridge of gold running due north spanned Sandwich. Until age and feebleness overtook
her, she was a lover of the house of worship, of
ry;
and
the
times
which
have
here
again
ed with camel's ha'r about his loins—raiits exercises, ot God’s people woo met there and
ment enough—>but he never could have got tried men’s. souls wich a sterner ordeal, the water between us and him. Taere he her
voice wus often heard in testimony of the
shone in silent majesty, which knew no sethis losusts and wild honey hers.
We were were preceded and accompanied by an in- ting.
We involuntarily took off onr hats; reality of the religion of Jesus Christ. During
moping along down through this dreadful tense and powerfa! rhetoric.
the last years of her life she was deprived of
no word was said.
Combine, if you can,
It was in the throes of revolutionary
privileges formerly enjoyed, but still she clung to
place, every man in the rear. Our guarls
—two gorgeous young Arab shieiks, with France that the terrible voice of Mirabeau the most brilliant sunrise and sunset you the cross of Christ. Christ was her theme of
; and during her last sickness, she
cargoes of swords, guns, pistols, and dag- was heard rollinz above the tempest, and ever saw, and its beauties will pale before conversation
experienced the fultillmentot the Saviour’s promcommanding it. And so, that of all the the gorgeous coloring which’ now li: up ise, ** My grace is sufficient for thee.” She sufgers on board—were loafing ahead.
ocean, heaven, and mountain, In ha!fan fered much, but with Caristian patience. Of her,
eloquence for which the English language
** Bsdouins I"
Every man shrunk up and disappeared in has been the mediam, none has been great- hour the sun had swung up perceptibly on it may be sald a good womn has departed. She
left the eompunion of her life, children whom she
his glothes like a mud-turile.
My first im- er than that which shricked and wailed his beat, the colors changed to those of dearly-loved,
aud brothers and sisters to mourn
morning, a fresh breeze rippled over the
pulse was to dash forward and destroy the amidst the gloom of Irish State prosecutheir
loss.
flood,
one
songster
after
another
piped
up
tions
ia
1798,
or
than
thundered
in
the
Irish
Bedouins. My second was to dash to the
DANIEL SAW YER died at Alton Corner, Sept.
rear to see if there wereany coming in that Parliament during the struggle for its in the grove behind us—we had slid into
13, ot dropsy, aged 67 years. ‘He experienced a
rights, and daring the clesing sessions ot another day.
direction. I acted on the latter impulse
change
of heart and was baptized by Rev. H.
its short-lived independence.
Occasions
So dit all the others.
If any Bedouins had
Buzzell, years ago; since which
time he has
for
the
supreme
eloquence
of
nations
are
approached us, then, from that point of the
been an active member of the church, giving

if we would never get to Jericho. I had a
notoriously slow horse ; but somehow I could

N. C.' He experienced religion at the age of |

20 years, and united with the.C. Bupti-t church,

“but when

i

EHERARY MISCELLANY,

MORNING STAR: OCTOBER _ 28, 1869.
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E

a myth, somebody has now: found a manuscript

MISCELLANEOUS.

which will lead people to doubt the truth of that

bone grind-

and

a sumac

prison is now

Libby

story
of Newton and the apple.

Nearly the entire Force of workmen on
;
' Erie Railroad are of a sirike.

his hatchet.

An exchange says persons who

lamps will be glad to léarn that if the wicks are | should be done, and I must say her plan is a very

tell me
soaked in strong vinegar for twenty-four hours, | good one; but will she or any one else,
one’s
and thoroughly dried before being used, all | how to have things go on smoothly; keep
good ofder
smoke will be avoided, the wicks will last twice | self, children, house, and dairy, in

silastic meeting at Cooper Institute.
A tonvention is in session in New, York for
the ypurpose of devising means to unite the various; churches, and spread the gospel through
out the world,
horses,
ago, have

The. Tennessee State Senate unanimously pass.
ed a series of anti-repudiation resolutions, declaring that every dollar ofthe State debt must

Cuba, formerly

corded

the Hornet,
people
strects

to

Augusta, Me, and delivering a lecture on tewmperance every evening white on his way.

by the | 4,4

amount

to about | pear

graves,

sn

making

globe, itis in universal
and barbarous nations.

It is ssid that great suffering exists among
the exiled Cubsas in this country.
There are
two thousand of them at Key West, Florida,
nine thousand in New York, many in Philadel

are

now

penniless,

being

Many-of them

driven

Inland.
away

by

;

Admiral Farragut, after a long ard dangerous
{llness, is said to be slowly and surely recevering.
The whole country will rejoice over this goed

news.

|

Quite
a severe

earthquake

shock

for a north-

ern Jatitude
was felt throdighout
the larger part
of New

Kogland

wick at about

and in

parts of New

Brunps-

five o'clock

Friday

half past

Johnson is not going te congress.at

present. Cooper is elected instead.

The forthcoming report of Treasurer Spinner
will show thatthe increase of eollections and de
crease of expenditures for the six months ending August 31, 1869, amounted to fifty-six mil-

lions, as compared
riod in 1868.

with

the corresponding pe;

The Coliseum was drawn last Saturday by the
person hodling the ticket numbered 83,451, but
up to Jast nighthe or she had not appearedto
claim the prize.
The general meeting of the American Soeial
Bcience Association will be held in New York
during the present week.

FOREIGN.

:

Lord Derby died last Saturday morning.

The entire cost of the Suez canal to be opened
next November, will be $85,000,000.

Canada

isin a state of fright, and the volun:

teers are under arms, beeause of a Fenian
sion being talked of.

inva-

Spain ard Mexico are about to resume diplomatic relations, under
the mediation of our
government.
.
.
The Jews in this country have been asked to

aid their brethren in Europe in alleviating the
distress which prevails among the Jews if
Western Russia.
A report is gurrent in Australia that the Fejee Islagds have asked the United States
to ese
tablish a protectorate for their benefit.
A steam hammer weighing 1,000 tons is being
made in Eogland, for. the Russiin Government.

The

hammer-head

“block 500.tons, and
steel'guns,

weighs
it

42 tons, the

is to be

used

in

anvil
furging

The demand made upon the British government to release the Fenian prisoners is made
in terms se threatening
2nd insulting, that even
the best English friendsgf Ireland are opposed

to compligngce with it.

Three stepmers have argived at Ilavana from
Spanish ports since the 20th, and all
reinforcemsnts fur the Spanish army.

but

brought

Butifit

where

children are taught slovenly
men

the

on

buitons

the

from | sure

namely:

pounds,

cannot be done

one

to break

of the commandinents; itl

clearly defined nails, both of the hands and feet.
The face and features were decidedly Caucasian.

compa-

these things, I shall be very thankful.—American Agriculturist.

vs. Horses ~—
——

Go

A writer in the Hearth and Home

says:

Hill farms are worked most advantagequsly
invented a new | With oxen; the plains, with horses. Upon a

alarm bell for locomotives, which is struck by | prairie grain farm, unobstructed by stick or
the turning of the driving wheel of the engine, | stone, the ox can be spared as a worker, after
He may have a
the last natural sodis turned.
every fifteen feet,xo long as the machine is in
half-holiday life, for which he is fitted by nature
and rapidly or slowly, according to
operation,

|

the speed of the locomotive. THe bell used | (in view of his chances of making * holiday
weighs about 100 pounds, and can be easily heard | beef,”) in assisting and supplanting thé horse
some two or three miles in the daytime, and fur- | in the hurry of seed-time and harvest. Ualess

ther in the night. The Detroit and Milwsukie | the French savans give us all a relish for horse
Railroad has 24 of these bells in use. Ben. Bris- | Soups and roasts, the ox may remain, in his

If this contriv- | character of meat producer, with working possi-

coe. lof Detroit is the inventor.

ance will
d> away with the horrible steam whis- | Pilities, on many smooth farms; especially such

tle, on all ordinary occasions, it will be a matter | smooth farms as lie adjacent to a hilly country.
of thankfulness to all men and women who have | His position is the more secure, as there is yet
ears and nerves, and more especially all sick | BO adequate supply of horses bred purely and
people.
:
simply for heavy work.
.
The different periods in the growth
of & coun-

The latest idea is a proposition to communi- | iry are attended by a change in the Working cat-

cate with the inhabitants of theplanets,by means | tle,

of signals from a gigantic mirror.

The

In clearing timber

French | gable.

When

Academy of Sciences have it under consideration. | and the

land, the ox is indispen-

the “stump

soil is adapted

period”

is passed,
horses

tillage,

to easy

Later, when the plow is not alone

Dromadaire, a rout of considerable difficulty and | Profitable, and

manufacturers

come

in with

an

danger, has just been effected by the Count and | increase of population, requiring better roads,
Countess de Bozier, of Paris. It is said that the | bridges, and buildings, and the transport of
lady in question is the second Frenchwoman, and | Stone, brick, coal, and lumber, and all the
first Parisian, that has ever been up Mont Blane: | “rough. aud tumble *.of modern improvements

also, that she is the only female excursionist that | —We Welcome the ox again.
has ever passed over the Bosse-du-Dromadaire.

The ox

horse

:

The grand statue of David, by Michael Angelo,
is soon to be removed from the Piazza Signoria,
at Florence, to some place minder cover, a step
rendered unecessary by the rapid decay of the
marble.
The great hall of the Pretorio will, it
is probable, be honored by giving shelter to
this the earliest triumph of Buonarotti’s chisel.
The Florentine sculptors,of whom the Art Com-

case to the

number of 28,000, This is ouly one outeropping of
a thoroughly corrupt system. By such disclosures
—and they are not infrequent,—priesteraft is
weakening its despotic and
blighting influences
upon the people in its very strongholds.
;

potatoes,

If placed in such

mosphere, they will show no

from freshly dug potatoes.
All changes of temperatife,or of the degreeof moisture are unfavorable to the keeping of potatoes. A Yery good
method of keeping them in small quantities for
family use, is to assort them irfto barrels, fill

he A Vienna paper

depending on localities, altitudes and other con- | storing potatoes, and to secure it from caving

says: * Bismark’s

disease,

88 the French papers said some time ago, 1s simply delirium tremens, He cannot hold a pen

in the arning, and hie has to take strong stim-

ulants ip grder to overcome his nesvousness.
He can

out

make a speech in Parliament with-

prewipusly takipg strong dowesof Cogpiac

land)

he

staff—proprietor, editor, and

ors ~beipg
xeal natives,
rim has steed that if the Eoumen

ts measures hostile to the: blot

Philosophical

and

member - reported

the

microscopical

resultsof

examinations

(Eng- | the interstices with sun-dried sand, and then cov
a | er the tops of the barrels with nicely fitted turfs.

Society,

a number | If keptin this
' of

street | become

manner,

they are not likely to

shriveled, and will

retain the

freshness

dust collected in June, July and August last, | of recently dug potatoes till late in the season
as, also, of the particles contained in the rain | after they are dug. They will also show very
water after a long drought.
He found that in | little disposition to sprout. Farmers who live

every instance molecular activity wus abundant, | in the vicinity of a sand bank will probably find

but the animal life was very variable in amount, | it Will pay to excavate a suitable space in it for
ditions
; “the geatest number of moving organ- | in by means of a rude box. In some
portions
isms,as also the larger proportion of vegetable | of New England potatoes are stored in this way,
matter, being in dust collected at a hight of five | even by farmers who have good cellars.

feet from the earth, that is,about on the level with

a pedestrian’s mouth,
“ The

near

Slores Leone, on the West Coastof Africs,
printed » paer called the West African

Literary

Manchester

Dechen

Iseriabn;

‘

Mohle?”

on

the

hus

Just

discovered

of

Westphalia,

confines

Why

‘

elements

into the mountain for aglistance of early five | childrenas they are to a
English miles.

The

BRADFORD
For
The
nounce

furnished to

of other snimals?

stalactites, of beautiful
pu- | And do we not subject our teeth to deleterious in~

drapery, columns, a* olystar of organ | ural instincts are exempt?

pipes,
2 pulpit, a group of-pulms,

that the Wii ter

Academy

Term

of

would

an-

the sixty-seveuth

this institution will commence ou the first
December wext, in the new building. This
was erceted last year, and tinished the
season. The rooms for the pupils are unIn the construction of this house every at-

tention

has been

given

to

the health,

comfort and

happiness of those who are to occupy it. It will be
oahu) furnished, and particular regard will be bad
to the health and deve.opment 01 the pupils.
Miss Johoson, who has been at the head of this

Academy

for

twelve

years, is assisted in every

de-

partment by able teachers and the must eminent

fessors ‘in history and

pro-

the natural sciences.

The

course of study has been revi-ed with great care,
and it is believed is not excelled by that of any Female College in the country.
Board, including washiog, fuel and lights, with
tuition, wilt be $110 for the term.
Application may be made to Miss A. H Jonvsow,
Principal, Bradford, Mass, or RUFUS ANDERSON,

D. D., Boston.

JOHN D. KINGSBURY, Secretury.

Bradford, Mass., Sept. 15, 1869.

BELLS!

aus

BELLS!

from §5 to $12.

Large

BELLS!

bells within the reach

GREAT
MUTUAL

W.

of the

L. & J.

Ohio.

@..

Aadras.......6%

{0g 5

SUG

Havana.

hundreds of men
ing

@o. 6

Nos. 13t017..23% @ ihn
Nos.18to 20...10 § 16}
Cuba Muscovad—

Fair tog'd ret}

@ 12%

[NewOrleans..veee

80

12

Js

Powdered. ..... § 19%

Crushed........

@

LUMBER,
Clear Pine.. 30 00 @85
Coarse d0...20 i 822

ter. .
All policies strictly nonforfeitable after first payment, under Massachuse'ts Aet adopted by this Com-

g

, 48

Other Western—
[1
Fine and X...45@ . 8
Medium ......46 @ . 40
@os

oo

Clapboards 55 00
do. Spruce 15 00
Shingles;pine .2 25
Laths,

p- Su

8.box

ne....40
g . 50

California......209 . 8
Canadate.coees
a 00 @ . 00
do.combing..70 g . 75
Sucuos Aftes.% oe.

pine...225 ¢ 8
shooks...00 g@**

Cape(i¢
Hobe Ss @.40
African, wash.... @ .
Unwashed
..15 e..18

..

r. Burton's Tobacco

Antidote,

FWIGRANTED T0 REMOVE ALL DEsiks FOR TOBACCO.
yetiole and harness.

It purifies and

the system,
wer, is ul
ualed

great nou
Ti
h

Lio WOACh 15 dpe th

mutuality, are prominent

P.

GANNETT,

Manager

for

Consumption,
N

A DAY.—I3 new artigles
ples sent free,
=

The
Nxw
For

%

week

WHOLESALE

APPLES,
Dried

cussseiseeld

Jiable

17

New

@.,

15

ATS.
York......08 @ . 05

|Western........50 @ . 81
ONIONS,
|White........7
00 @ 8 50

BEEF,

Canada,......180
@ 185

PEAS.

ExMess ¥bbl12 00 g18 00 | Marrow......170 @ 1 76
Country do..16 00 @18 v0
PORK,
BUTTER.
Orange Co.#’
0560 @
StateFirk primes @
West ordinary
26 @
CHEESE.

Mess ¥ bbl..28 25 g28
. 53 |Prime... ...9 00 @31
. 43 | Hams,salted 15 00 @16
. 32 | Hams smok’d1900 @21
POTATOES /

Factory,ex.#
b.4 @ 16
Farmers’.....12)%
Western, .......1
CORN,
WhiteWest'rn 1 27
Yellow..,....0 72
EGGS,

State...

FEATHERS,

,.

@ . 22

w

RYE.

eatern,inbgs . ..

'Suhbs,

75
00
00
00

50

85
28
85
23

9 1 2

LiveGeeso # th 85 @ . 90

|Timothy,.....5 0) e400

Ex Statwbar6 0 32 RE

atiodel
ax per bu,,.

P RALLOW.S

HOPS,
lll
.
esses 2 @
01d and dm, 1308 0.1

© %

WOOL.
Row York® b..47

BTOCKS.

of the

Age.

to be the fact by the Thon.

to Bites, and P ains in the Back, Chest, ap Sl
Also taken internally, for Cholera, Diarrhea, Dysentery,
roup, Colic, Sea Sickness, 8 Dass eto, It is
perfectly harmless to take internall y. (See oath accompanyiog.each bottle),
It has never failed to cure
every case of Diarrhea, Dysentery, and Croup, if
used
when
first
tuken.
pap
hun
bon
ga? Always haves bottle in the
.

Price, Fitty Cents

anc

3

SW.

Ohne

ne

x

ver regret
Dollar,
Sold byit. {1

Drugyists and Storekeepers throughout ‘the Uhited
States.
Depot, 10 Park Place, New York.
o 4wd0

with L. M. ROBBINS,

a druggist of

Rockland.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
-

N

-

Brunswick. April 4,
A
Miss BAWYEK =I received your letter last evening
and was very
glad you concluded to let me take your
Salve. I think I can’'do well with it, and it
wil be
quite an accommodation to my husband, as he cannot
ger along without it.
He has tried eve:
else and has never found anything that
hak
his leg as that Sulve of yours, and we have
both found it to be all asd even more than you recommmend it to be. We bave had it it the family b or
6 years, and have used it for everything,and can truly
say we have never found its equal, I use itfora
weak back and it acts like
a charm
Mr. Coombs has
had a Fever Sore on his leg
for thirty
years, and
wou dben
ple to-day, if he had not
nd a réemeny tn your
Salve, It keeps it healed. and takes out
the in
mation, proud flesh, and swelli. g, and does
for vm all that be can ask. I can recommend it for
‘a good many things that
you have not, for I use it for
everything. I consider it invaluable in a family, If
you can put this testimony
ether, and it cst be of
any service to you, you are welcome,
ou can send me
large boxes if you
please, and a
ew small ones
I can do better with th+ large ones,
Yours, &c., ELIZABETH COOMBS.
[From thé Rev. Mr. Helmershausen, now
oT

port,

1
i!

of Bucks.

;

Maine.)

This certifies that I have used
Miss Sawyer’s Salve,
and consider it superior to any other. I cheerfully
recommend it to all in want of a
good Salve.
E. A. HELMERSHAUSEN.
January 25, 1867,
:
[From Mr. & Mrs. Wm. R. Kendall, Freeport, Me.)
Among the many Salves now in use, Miss Sawyer'a
stands pre eminent for almost all the aches and pains
the human family are afilicted with. For Rheumstism, Lame Joints, Nervous Headache, it gives instant relief.
We have used it for several years, and
find it an unfailiog remedy
for Burns, Scaldn, Sore
Throst, Salt Rheum, Swelled Joints, &c,, &e.
We

cheerfully
recommend it to the public as being perfectly
and good for miany more aches thun we
have mentivued.
MR. & MRS. WM, R. KENDALL.
17, 1843,

about

three

years.

]
48

“

Oct, 20, 1869.

81
25

peared.

It.

It kept increasing in

JOHN

A PURELY

VEGETABLE

CATHARTIC,

MISS SAWYER'S
Anti-Bilious Pills
Strengthen the diges ive organs, avoiding
co:tive.
NERS, procucing n mois
condition of the skin, and in
a word, enabliay
the different organs of the body to
in a natural

and

healthy

muoner,
They operate in harmony with the laws of
the human system, and may, therefore, be safely em
in various
formp of discuscs,
:
hey are

recommendable for Liver Complaints y Jaundice,
Dygpsia, Fev rs, Piles, Headache, Coughs, Nata
orms in Childr n, Nervous disorders, Female dis. ,
&c. For sll diceasen
Blood these
d be used, Ict the cause ofbe the
what it may.

$100 a Month Salary

sueccssfa

ly used

in many cases.

entitled,

ny Smart Sov assers, Nate or Fe
and
ele ant
En,
i
“Sunshin ¢ and Shadow:”? one of thon
ons
ects sure to please,
Address, B, B, Sus.
Cornhill, Boston,
:
42

+14

i

ps

[ consider it a supe

'

rior article, and well worthy the confidence of thoss,
requiring such a remedy,
R. RICHARD CLAY, M.D,
10, 1867.

[From Rev. Nathanicl Butler.
>
1t is simply an act of justice and perhaps it will be
a favor to the public to say that I have used Miss
Sawy: 1's Salve for ten years, and believe it to be a
most valuable remedy for the purposes for whieh it is

recommended,
Iv is most effective for animals in
cases where a salve is ever used for them. It has
roved an almost certain

eure for ordinary

n hors:s.

Camden,

scratches

NAT'L

Me., Nov. 15, i867,

BUTLER,
;

[From the Patten Voice, Jan, 1869.]
As we sald last month, cases are coming te our
knowledge every few days of cures performed by
Miss Sawyer’s Salve. Not a person that has tried it
has expressed

the

least

dissatisfaction.

Many

have

come for the second box. Read the advertisement
and you will know what. it claimsto do. One of our
neighbors would

add

to the

list of

cures,

“ Neural.

gia.” she tried it on her head and face when suffer.
ing greatly from Ncuralgia, and was relieved by one
application,

(From the Watchman and Reflector of Jan, 28, 1860. ]
MiIsS SAWYKR'S SALVE,80 largely advertised in our

columns the present acd past weeks, by L. M. Rob.
bins, Roékland, Me., is no quack nostrum, but, made

by an excellent Christian
mand as exists

rior article.

ludy well

of real

for this could

qualified for the

merit.

No

such de-

be created for an infe-

It is, in fact; what every family wants,

We, the undersigned, have been acquainted with
Miss Sawyer for many years, and believe her to be a

Christian lady and a skillful nurse, and having used
her Salve in our families, It gives us great pleasure
in saying it 1s the best general

used
Rev
Rev
Rev
Rev
Gen
Capt
Capt
Win

:
E F Cotter,
W O Holman,
Gone Kallock,
George Pratt,
J P Cilley und wife,
J Crocker and wite,
D Ames and wife,
Wilson and wife,

medicine we have ever.

Hon N A Burpee,
Francis Cobb,
John T Berry,
‘Wm H Titcomb,
Mys Chas Snow,
Mrs Alex Snoav,
Dr E P Chase and wife,
J Wakefield and wife,

K BR Spear,

Win

A 8 Rice.

OR Mallard,
Ephraim Barrett,
Leander Weeks,
Dea Henry Ingraham

John 8 Cage and wife,

H W Wight.and wife,
W O Fuller and wife,
Thomas Colson and wife,
and wife
y

fuionl
karwel (iuyorof ockiand)
10d vin
1 K Kimball and wife, William McLoon.,
Pat up

(Postmas

in Boxes

at 25 «ts.

60 cts,,

by

Mise

C. SAWYER, and

OBBINS, Wholesale Dru

Me.—~A Trial Box

sixty-five conts, by

gent free by

od

Pre

BM.
put up byl.

gist, Rockland *
mail on Joceptoe

L.M. ROBBINS.

Rockland

Me.

This valuable Salve is sold by all dealers in medi:
cines, Trade supplied by JOHN F. HENRY.2[
Park Row,

New

’

and $Leacn,

A groataaying is made by taking a large Box.

jued

,

Beattie and wife,

Jacob Shaw and wife,

Geo W Kimball,

adrews

th, Male and Female:
new,
permanent, Addrene enclosing
nets86 stam
an Aden & Co, 171 B roaaway, New
York
AL
80 ample of snother u ruele, which retails at $3.40,
"2

G. DILLINGHAM.

{Prom Dr R. Richard Clay, Boston, Mass ]
This 18 to certify that I have
known Miss Sawyer's
Salve for more thn five years, and of its having been

service, is a preparation

nections

Ll

In Koga... 17k @.. 20 | Vermont
Tierces.......
8% @ 18% |Unwashed
26
teesessnciiansiannianasens
‘Sheep Pelts, 150 @
AND

Discovery

ache, Sprains, Bruises,
Old Sores, Swe lings, Mosqui.

Os vsernns
ins

GOLD

Greatest

@. ..

@ 156% | Peach Blows..0 00 g@ 8
@ 16 ~
POULTRY,
Live Turkeysthy @..
@ 1 30 | Live Chickens. ..80@..
¢ 0 95 | DressedTurkeys
@ .
do Chickens. 213 .

19.

Btern........21

|Mercers....

and address on

ands who are now using Dr. Tobias’ Celebrated
Venetian Liniment.
It has been introduced since
1847; andno one once trying it is ever without it, It
will positively cure the undermentio ned complaints,
ir used as directed :
Chronic Rheumatism,
Sore Throat, Headache, Tooth.

& Can..0 00 @ 1 656
BEANS.
Marrow......4
00 @ 4 25

Mediam..3 50 @ 4 00

ne has Dr, Abbott's name
Divect all orders to
-

FY HIS IS ADMITTED

SUGAR,

[eivnrenvierinnis0

the coast

to tuke charge of the bu-iness avd sug ply the trade,
The agent is so well satizfied with the merits of the
Medicine that he guarantees 1t to cure all diseases for
whi-h it is recommended, and any one who gives it a
trial necording 10 directions, and is not satisfied, Is
invited 10 return the box, with half the contents, and
the mouey will be reiunded. Full directions with

Boston, Dee.

The

PRICES.

MAPLE
@4

State

Ex

The unimpeacha’’e testi ”
in favor of Dr. Burton's
2
with what Bishop Si
~~
Tobacco Antidote in con
son tells me he has seen
its “he ureive power during
his recent western tou
induces mc give
ivedita tral,
Esq., PostmasteN Jorsoy City, N. J,
hundreds cf 10%
Abbott
§ «mn
\ certify them to

Da. T. R. ABBOTT, Jersey City, New Jersey.

ending, 20 Oct. , 1869.

Green Winterd4 00 § 7 00
BARLEY,

and burn-

the sénmen along

This is to certify that I had & tumor on my face,

Sam-

Alfred, Me.

Markets.

YORK

the

for Agents.

1. B. SITAW,

ment

was there

342

ik
3L3d

lime, and also among

of Maine. So popular did it become that while it was
only put up in old mostard boxes, without labels or
ived or
the help of advertisements, Miss Sawyer
ders for ic from nearly or quite every State in the Un.
that
extensive
+0
became
jon. The demand finally
£he was unable 10 meet it, and ste made an arrange-

New

Bronchitis, Asthwa, Enlarg
on=ils, Loss of Vaiee,
Narrow Chest, use DR. J. M. Howk’s INHALING
TUBE for common air, the best of sll remedies. Send
three cent stamp for « ircular, to 227 Grand st., N. Y.
Dr. Howe refers to Rev. Bishop James and Harper &
Brothers, New York.
Can be nad of principal
Drug-

$25

at Rockland and vicinity in

[From John G. Dillingham, of Freeport, Me.}

England,—Office, 10 STATE STKEET, BOSTON.
4142

gists,

engaged

Freeport, March

points, while additivnal liberality convinces that «very good, equitable, and liberal feature of the best
Life Companies has been adopted by the Great West:
ern. Active Agents wanted throughout New England.
Apply to W.

obtain.

[From Mrs, Elizabeth Coombs, Brunswick, Me.]

ed @ . 48
.46 @ . 4

Coarse.......45

soon

of recommendations in the possession of the Agent.

«

0

Medium....

it

. The following sre a few selected from 1 he multitude

Coffee crush 13% @ 16%
frat
TALLOW,
Rendered, b..11% @ 11%
@ 8
Com.ass’d14000 @145 00 Rough. «......7TX
Ex. sizes....ccc.@e..ng
TEAS.
Eng. com...9 00 @ ‘500 Gunpowder,
Do. refined 5 00 100 00
Per
©
100019
Imperial
101%
Do. Sheet, ¥ » 5 @
Hyson......
$9 @16
Russia, Sheet,..17 §.. 1
Young lyson..%0 ¢ 170
LEAD
Hyson Skin....> @ . 9
Souchong.
(LY
BR
Oolong. . .
0¢160
Japans.
BS0@13
WOOL.
Ohio & Pennsylvania
Picklock .
IRON.

and

each box.

+»

Portland cooeeoese @uenen
Refined

years mace a Salve, which

the hrzardous business of quarrying-rock

Nos.
8 to 13. 11%8 18%

22
21

do. wet.......11 @..

MAK. coves

COMPANY

All surpius divided among the insured.
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Safety, ability, and

.eveess

Salve

most able physicians in the States, as well as with
nurees and
Indian doctors. From time to time she
has compounded remedies for use in certain diseases
in her own practice. Among other compounds she

Ginger sevase es 4 @ 120
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ROBERT BAGE, ra
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For Old Sores, apply once a

:

WHO IS MISS SAWYER ©
Miss Sawyer lives in the city of Rockland, Knox
Conuty, Maioe. Shehas devot d the best yesrs of her
Ife to vursing the sick. and has had more experience ;
iin the cures of obstinate disesses—old ores ana Ulcors,—ind has also been consulted in more osses of
accidents, such as Burns, Scalds and Bruises, than
any other person in New England, professional or

Western. ..oo.i0 @.0 10

-

and _Sculds—apply

For HORSES AND CATTLE, ~For Soaies or Drulses
on Horses or Cattle this Salve is invaluable, ana has
astonishing effect in curing scratches on horses. This
Salve has worked its own way into notoriety, snd is a
safe and sure remedy for all the above atlme nts,

OfKecevserese: 38 @..
Calf Skins,
¥B 1008.1

Jor
CHURCII,
ACADEMY,
FACTORY,
FARM, &c. Every farmer waots a Bell at

neighborhood of the celebrated ‘ Neander- | dependent on the mother, get lime, and phosphohohle,”in which human and other bones were | rus, and/potash, and silex, and all the. other ele- U
discovered some years yince,
ments gf which the teeth are composed, from the | U
t

of Bradford

Burns

gives immedute relief.
day.
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jurious but sure to afford relief, Sore or Weak Eyes
Rub it on the livs gently, once or twice a day.—
Cures deafuess by putting in the ears_on a piece of
cotton. For Fulons this 18 suporior to auything
known. For Pimples this acts like a charm. For

Marrow er
25¢2 8
Biue Pod :
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»
Cranberries, bu
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Lemons, #bx:0 w g'0 ov
Oranges. .....0 00 gov v0

be determined

It is good in cases of Scrofula and Tumors.
Cancers
have been cur. d with it. The best Salve «ver invent.
od for Swo Jen Breast and Sove Nipples.
No way in.

small and ex! 8 00 ¢ 3 70
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Jacksons... 80
pew ¥H...2'
Onions. ¥bbl 4 0
Poultry.ceoees: 17
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and apply iu freely, and they will find it invaluable.—
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For Chapped Hands it produces a cure immediately.
3 et those with Salt Rheum obtain this Salve,

PRODUCE,
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remedy.

years have

by a few applications. For Erysipelas it works won.
ders, allaying the inflammation and quieting the pa-
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Pickled. ......-

sipelns,

Lips, and Sores on Chi'dren.
wid
ft never fads to cure Rheumatism if properly applied. Rub it oh well with the hand three times a day.
in several cases it has cured palsied limbs. Fos Pes,

@22 00
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Family ....18 00
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anew stalactite cavern, which: appears to equsl, | That they are made as perfect as those of other
if not to surpassin
(€Xent, the far-famed grotto | animals if the right materials are farnished, there

of Adelsberg, near Hee hid Open ia the lime- | cantiot
be a doubt,”
stone cliffs of the valley of
Ruhr,and extends | But are the necessary
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do not Teeth Last?
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er severe,
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by the number of the plants to be packed.
If
you have 600 plants to be packed, make the ridge
long enough to pack 200 heads, and 400 must be
pucked on top in two tiers.

tendency to sprout

or rbot for years; nor can they be distinguished

of

.of the

Whiting—

com.exiras..6 (0 §
medium do. 6 50 @
choice d0....7 W @& 1 5
Southern,sup. .

choice Balt.
Braodywine

a salve combi
8,

SpanBrownAm.lXé. 2
enRed¥ewt.2 C0 § 2

0) @ 7 00

‘Codfish, 1arge6

you nave

ent. A remedy at hand
wounds and brmses to which flesh is heir. 1s more
ensily applied than many other remedies, never pro.
ducing abad effect but always relieving pain howev-

Vermillion.....22 ¢ 1

together uatil the

The length of the ridge should

HERE

@ 14%

Whites....3 @, 8K

Lowell sup.3-ply @ 1 66 PUtty.csceeneseccd @o0
Bas BO
Extra super.... 8l 27% Glu. seenvseesssld
PETROLEUM.
Superfine ....... @l 12%
Crude. cceeeeely gi 2)
FISH

Canada,supard

throw

in eil=—

No.l. ..ovea 18

Pars

«.eeeees 16

Western mx’d 1
Yellow .......1
Wheat, west'rn) 35

an at.

The English fishermen along.the northwestern
‘coastof Newfoundland complsin loudly of the
* encroachmenss,
and even the actual violence,
of the French fishermen, who swarm along that
. coast every semon.
le
Mr. Gladstone has ré@ised to parden the Fen,ian prisoners.
The Cuban’ néws nowadays is extremely dall
.and uninteresting. Skurmishes are no longer
magnified into pitched battles, and even these
diversions are few ang far between.

At the last meeting

stalks closely

For Incipient

The following, remarks are from the Prairie
‘armer; and will prove timely just now :
Experience has-proved to every potato raiser
that the practice 6F digging them in the morning
and leaving them on the ground, exposed to the
heat of the sun during the day, is a very inju-

keeping

packing,

oy

——————

for

Zinc, ground

Ginghams...... 14
Mous.de Laines.. @

ridge is filled, When you have completed the
first layer, cover it with # thin coat of earth.
Then place over this another row of the celery,
and cover it as before j-and so continue until all
i8 packed on the ridge.
Last of all, cover it with
earth to the depth of 12 or 18 inches; and before
winter sets ins cover the whole wiln straw, or
stalks, or weeds, to keep from the frost.

ERKILN, Fredericktown,

It is the custom of the priesthood in the Latin
Church to contract with the relatives and friends
of deceased persons, for a certain sum, to say a
given number of masses for the repose of their |
souls. The Droitof Paris, gives a report of a euTjous one,
2
rious case, recently investigated in one of the
10 some Sections of Ireland. the custom. precourts of that metropolis, in which an interdicted
Yells ot puting the potatoss inte aeovered: tap
priest, in alliance with a layman, had been taking
Immediately after they ate dug. The dryer thie
money for engagements to say masses, which they
stmospiere is,cand She eolder-=providing 1, is
never fulfilled. Many country priests were in- above the freezing point—ihe better it will, be

the defandants to say masses,~in one

Denims

11 @ 00

Am.dry;pured 0g il
* ‘Ground,pure 13 @ 13)
NO. leveasenasld @ 14

hirting Stripes
THCKING «ov sveee 20
'Cottonades. ....21

Winter.

for winter

ing root« snd

Storing Potatoes.

volved in the case, having accepted contracts from

PAINTS,

Lead,Red Am..

Ha
$-4...13 @ 14
rills,brown....\6 ¢
Print Cloths... 7%
Cotton Flannels 16
Cotton Jeans. 12%
Piata
crhaviss I

ridze of dirt in a vorth snd south direction, on
a dry piece of ground, shaped like the letter A;
make the ridge from a foot to 18 inches hizh, as
the lengthof the celery may be. Then dig up
the celery, leaving as much dirton the roots as
will adhere to them.
Place the heads of the
celery on both s des ot the ridge, with the leaves
down and the roots up: at the same time pack-

employed

Hagh

of Public Instruction

have taken counsel in the matter, .and who are
to superintend the removgl, recommend that an
exact copy, also in white marble, should as soon
as possible be made, and occupy the pedestal to
be vacated by the great original.

NO, leceess 110912
Neatafoot¥?gall 10 @ 1 60

[llinois and
chowee extra, 790 8
Mich. and lndann
choice extra.7 00 @

poo est Church or School District.

fare best when

upon the same farm, each doing the work for
which he is best fitted. The simple and inexpensive harness necessary for oxen, the
little
time required to prepare them for work, the
rapidity with which they are shifted from the
tongue to the chain, their general trustiness
and steadiness, make them especially usefulin
straightforward, heavy work, in all weathers,
orges, with a light artillery of carts and wagong, relieve the ox of quick steps, and accidental
and express jobs upon the highway.
In the
| employment of both horses and oxen, there is
| an opportunity not only to use the animals best
| fitted for the work in hand, but also to favor
| the natural prejudices of workmen.
The old| country lad, though unused to oxen, may dis| tinguish himself with a horse and cart, while
| a good ox driver is half thrown away on a horse
| team.

Herodotus states that in Egypt it was eustomary
to employ a physician for every part of the body,
one attending to the nose, another to the eye,
another to the arm, and 8o on, with every member of the body. Each worked apart, without
interference with the others; and if a man had
vitality enough t6 resist and overcome their
separate experiments, he recovered, and they
had the credit of the cure; if he died, no one
hnew who killed him.

mission and the Minister

and

EXTra.veeeed 40 @ 150

@ 20%

¥4

Sheetings and Shirungs—

This useful vegetable is often destroyed during
winter, in consequence of water or frost reaching
the tops, if set upright for winter use. When
the decay commences at the top, the accumula.
tion of water decomposes the leaves and stalks
and destroys the whole plant rapidly.
To prevent this, you should invert the plants,
viz: by placing the *ops down; and this plan
has been found te suceced admirably.
‘When the
plants are ready

py? If tired nature gives way(as is the case
pretty often of late), and I am obliged to give
up for a time, how am I ever to overtske my
Now, if any one will tell me ail
work again?

Oxen

Speriy,.seeesal 90.8 2 W
Lard, Western—
’

Mid.to good mid27 & 24

et
@ Oe

if I neglect
fulks’ clothes they are

work or my

Do. Whale..1 05 @.1 8
Retined do....0 00 @.1 10
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Ordinary.....

OIL
gal..145@ 160

Linsesd—Kng. 45 @.. bb

N. O. & Mobile .

ee

Celery For

habits;

shall I neglect—my

is 3 feet; across | wpioh

has

RiOssasnsssinee

the

exception.—Dr. A. J. Bellows.

marThe total length from the top of the head to the | 4, 14 receive five cents above the common
visitors,
lower surfaceof the instep is 10 feet 2 1-2 inches; | yop Lrice for your butter); or, if I bave

A western railroad man

because

Cientuegos
.....b5
§ 60
PoriRico...s..60 @.. 80

wg 0
d
everything that grows, will make good teeth | Ga rel, lgell » a23 Ww
89°
ess
if eaten in their natural state, no elements being
eecs
Bhor
Alewives....4 .b0
taken out; for every one of them does make teeth
for horses, cows, sheep, or any other animal.
But starch, sugar, lard, or butter, will not muke
St.Louis, sup..
good teeth,
You tried them all with your child's
first teeth,
and failed ; and your neighbors have. |
West'tn sup-.d 2)
tried them, aud indeed all Christendom has
gom.extras..6 00
tried them, and the result is that a man or woman
medium do. .6 5
choice 10....7T 0 §
at forty with good, sound teeth is a very rare
Ohio,

I am
Here are the dimensions of a petrified giant,re- not_get the extra _price for my butter that
flattercently exhumed in the town of Lafayette, N. Y.: | soon tomed to (and I tell you, it is very

across the shoulders the width

forcible

Good corn, oats, barley, wheat, rye, dnd indeed,

years),

three

more

And

But what article of food will make good teeth?
Good milk will make good teeth, for it makes
them for calves.
Good meat will make good
teeth, for it makes them for lions and wolves.
Good vegetables and fruits will make good teeth,.
for they make'them for monkeys.

be glad to

I shall
health,

poor

the last

for

Another ascentof Mont Blanc by the Bosse-du- | multiply.

morning.

Andrew

service,

is

teeth well enameled.

or ironing, there isa genJava, Sumatra, Borneo the Milayan Peninsula, | neglect the washing
clean clothes are wanted; if
the Moluccas, and various regions lying on the .eral hubbub when
1 neglect the house-work I am called a poor
east coast, of the Gulf of Siam.
housekeeper; if I neglect the dairy-work 1 can-

hard-tackand sutler’s pie crust ever sprouted,

the Spanish troops.

Aerio... 97 @.. 99
Crude
Sperm 1 t0 ¢ 185

gatiption

ntinG. .o 22 @..35
COAL

Cannel******.1500 @20

ye what part to leave undone, for I cannot de-

demand among civilized
Tae quantity produced

per apmum is 75 000,000

A letter from Petersburg says that there isa
continuous peach orchard forty-five wiles long,
following the line of rebel intrenchments around
that city. It bas sprung up from the peachstones the Jobnnies threw away.
There would
be a queer forest along the Union works if

but

any

from him or her.

8g- | tried

7 inches; the large finger.
the palm of the hand,
woman . sufitugtto send delegates to a conven. 4
is 8 inches long; the thigh is 12 inches, and the
tion to be held at Cleveland, Ohio, on the 2ith
leg below the kree 9 1-2 inches in thickness. The
and 25th of November.
bi
figure was found lying on the right side,one hand |
"The work of closing the under-ground tene.
placee,upon the abdomen,the other upon the back, |
ments in New York is being energetically pu~h_
and the left leg thrown across the right. The |
ed by the Boardof Health, and some twe thous.
Everything is there—
resemblance is complete.
and of the wretched people who buddled in the
the wrinkles about the eyes, the Adam’s apple in
damp and noxious cellars have already been the neck, the full veins, the prominent muscles
compelled to seek more healthful homes.
sad bones, the natural swell of each rib, and the

belong tothe wealthiest families.of the

St. Domingo. «+19

cide. If I neglect myself, I am liable to be conoccupants will probably never be known.
sidered slovenly; if I neglect my children, 1
its
while
that
ity,
peculiar
this
Pepper possesses
am thought am unfeeling mother and that the
|
the
of
production is limited to a smell extent

A eall signed by William Lloyd Garrison, Ju.
lia Ward Howe, George. William Curtis, Henry
Ward Beecher, and eighty-four others, his been
issued inviting State organizations in bebalf of

phia, New Orleans, and Mobile.

be of

she in very

published

Department,

gregate of 300,000, of which the names of 100,000}

Fort Renton has been reoccupied by government troops. Small-pox is prevailing smong
the, Indian tribes near
there. Several whites
have been killed by Indians between Fort Benton and Milk river within the lust few days,
A temperance lecturer has started from Kan-

intention of wilking

printed forms

recordsof about 120.000

of that city.

the declared

to

00

according to her own chemical principles.

for I have
There yet remuins to be printed the | (und I am inclined to think it cannot,
then please tell

193 000.

and ber ommandtr was made a prisoner of war,

sas ‘with

in the

Quartermaster’s

was flirfendeéved to our government on the 19th,
The “erew, to.the just indignation of the
of Wilmington, were turned loose in the

enough

B80

@.

:
Olive, ¥

all the house and dairy-work, skimming milk,
churning
and working butter, washing
milkpans, house-cleaning, washing, ironing, dish1797, aged 18. Charles Pitts; ob. Nov. 16, 1805,
washing,
making, mending, baking, ete., (to
aged 20.” This was found about seven feet besay nothing of three little ones and three men
Jow the bottom of the cellar which is six feet
with an occasional hired man to wait upon),
deep, and consequently some 13 feet below the
must be done by one pair of weary hands, and
:
surface of the ground.
one weary heart must bear all the complaints
The total number of graves of soldiers Who | when it is not all done? Isay if any one can
died in defense of the American Union, n0OW re- | 1.1) me how all this can be done by one woman,

been discovered in Colorado.

be paid.
The warrsteamer

large

Mr. Frank Bernard threw up, in a shdvelful of
gravel, a gold breastpin,studded with pearls, and
marked on the backyJames L. Pitts; ob.Aug.5h,

that started out
years

in his cellar

a well

While digging

that town.

sweet...

do Muscovadob: @.. 68

Picton: eeese. 7050 @ 8
Anthracite,
..10 00 g00

as long, and increased brilliancy will be obtained. | where there are not two women to do” the work,
and where hired help expect large wages and
The Gloucester Telegraph reports a strange
but little work?
Where the churning is not
of
citizens
the
of
one
discovery recently made by
done by machinery and there are no children

‘evening of "tue 11th inst., by a large and enthu-

“do

SR

glass
is very nearly identical: both at least
requiring the combination of silex with some
alkaline principle.
If, then, the mother of an unborn or nursing
infant lives on white bread and butter, pastry
and confectionary, which ‘contain no silex and
very little of the other elements which compose
the teeth, nothing short of a miracle can give her
a child with good teeth, and especially with

use ‘kerosene | in Which she tells how the house and dairy-work

MOLASSES,
Cuba, tart......48.@.

principally ‘on starch and butter, and sugar,
contaips a particle of lime,
neither of which
Nature performs
phosphorus, potash or silex?
no miracles, She makes teeth as glass is made,
by combining the elements which” compose them
this

There is an article in the April No. of your
paper by Mrs. H. M. K,, Columbia Co.,
Pa.,

ending, Oct. 20, 1869,

Moulds.......13% @ 162%
cesvoeeasdi Gos 48
SPIT

composition of the enamel of the teeth and of

The writer says:

|, print.

The impression remiins upon it, permanently
resisting the action of rubbing ‘as well as exposure to the atmosphere.
:
:

clearing Hootblgoks from the streets, went into
effect in Washiogton on the 26th ultimo,
IndependThe * firdl "aniversary of Cuban
ence” was
celebrated in New York, on the

twenty

hope

writer, but
at the eclipse discovered afterward that ‘the | jt may call out some help for the
how
eclipse hag daguerreotyped itself upon her pin | yiso that unthinking * men folks” may see
reads
at the time the sun was about ‘half obscured. | the daily life of a hard-worked woman

the

A new Sunday law, closiag barber-shops and

with “General Fremont

Wife.

—

wife, that we give it place, not only in the

looking

while

wore a highly polished silver pin;

In Goochland cotmty, Va., a negro was recently sentenced ‘to be hag for burning a barn.

to belong to a party

ry

forth of the condition of many a farmer's

lady Who | gating

“A young

the eclipse.

N. Y., during

Farmer's

:

'

and

For the week

get these necessary elements, whose mother lives

Oregon,
from Columbia Co.,
comes
There
A
.
:
occurred near Earlville, | tq following, which seems to be so truthful a

A curious phenomenon

A colossal stittie of Abraham Lincoln was unveiled in New York on Thursday last.

The sremains of six men and forty-one

Let usbe thank- | Ay Qverworked

Washington

ful that we can still cling to

The First: Nationat Bank of Austin, Nevada,
thas failed.
Tt fesaid
thai of the 150,211 persons, in the
"United States, who live by teaching school, over
100.000 are women.
;

supP¥ed

1 omestic .

any
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H0STON WHOLESALE PRICES,

or milk of the mother, and she gets them
the food which nature provides, containing
elements in their natural proportions.
whepe ean the child in its forming state

a
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